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The work contained within this thesis is concerned with a 
theoretical investigatiop of both laminar and thermally driven 
types of cavity flow, together with an analysis of their 
associated mixing processes which find applications to 
Industrial mixing and also to the environment. The mixing 
efficiency has been viewed from two perspectives namely the 
tracking of a selection of fluid particles, and also the 
simulation of the dispersive mixing of a coloured fluid element 
as carried along by the flow. This thesis also incorporates 
features of both Newtonian and a wide range of non-Newtonian 
fluids. 
Chapter I provides the necessary background to the thesis and 
outlines the historical developments and the many applications 
of fluid flow, whilst also reviewing the main characteristics of 
a broad spectrum of non-Newtonian fluids. 
This Is followed in Chapter 2 by a comprehensive review of 
much of the accomplished work within the field of fluid flow 
and mixing, viewed from both experimental and numerical 
simulation perspectives. Also contained within this chapter is 
an overview of the relatively new science of chaos theory which 
finds applications In the mixing process. 
Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with the derivation and 
numerical solution of the complex, non-linear mathematical 
equations which are used to simulate the driven cavity flows, 
the main results of which may be seen in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 contains the successfully completed work on 
simulating the Rayleigh-Benard thermally driven cavity flow 
problem. Consideration Is given to the derivation of the 
governing flow equations together with an outline of their 
numerical solution supplied by a version of the A. D. 1 method. The 
main results and discussion of this research which incorporates 
a variety of fluid models of non-Newtonian fluids may be seen in 
Chapter 7. 
Chapter 8 features a unique derivation and numerical solution of 
a modif led version of the Lorenz equations which were 
developed to capture the essential features of thermal 
convection for a wide variety of non-constant viscosity fluids. 
The novel results produced are also presented, discussed and 
reviewed In this chapter. 
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with a summary of the 
successfully completed research work, and also provides a list 
of possible suggestions and recommendations for future work, 
which would further develop and enhance the present 
understanding of fluid flow and the corresponding mixing 
processes. 
This thesis presents research work undertaken Into the 
numerical simulation of fluid flows, obtained within the conf Ines 
of a closed Impermeable upright square cavity. Consideration is 
given to the mixing and thermal convection processes occurring 
within this configuration for both Newtonian and certain 
non-Newtonian fluids. 
The flow of fluid is something with which mankind has been 
familiar since the earliest times, and its uses from both a 
domestic and an engineering viewpoint have been readily 
exploited. The f Irst studies concerning fluids seem to have been 
carried out by the Egyptians as far back as 3000 B. C and were 
used In connection with ship building. Sometime later Archimedes 
discovered the fundamental law of buoyancy, but no real study of 
fluid motion itself arose until the time of Leonardo da Vinci, the 
f amous artl st and scl enti st. The nature and fI ow of fI ui d has 
subsequently been analysed by many very famous mathematicians 
including such notable persons as Galileo, Newton, Torricelli, 
Bernoulli, Laplace and others. In recent times, towards the end of 
the last century, many mathematical advances in the study of 
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fluid flow were achieved by Reynolds, Navier, Stokes, Prandtl and 
Von-Karman. 
The equations which govern the the flow of fluid motion are 
complex and not many analytical solutions can be found. However, 
with the development of high powered digital computers, the 
solutions of these equations can now be approximated through 
numerical techniques. Due to these computing advances and 
improved numerical analysis techniques much Interest has been 
re-awakened In the field of fluid flow, the studg of which has 
many Important applications to the environment in which we live. 
1.2 APPLICATIONS OF FLUID FLOW. 
The many applications of fluid flow analysis make it one of 
the most vital and fundamental of all engineering and applied 
scientific studies. The flows of fluids In pipes and channels make 
Its study important from both a domestic and civil engineering 
vieWpoint. The nature of fluid flows in MaChInerg such as pumps, 
compressors, heat exchangers, jet and rocket englnes and the 
like, make its understanding vital to all aspects of mechanical 
engineering. The flow of air over objects has extensive use in the 
design of cars, aircraft, missiles and rockets etc., where great 
lengths are undertaken to ensure the resulting shape is as 
streamlined as possible hence reducing dreg. 
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The advances in computer technology in recent years and 
improvements in mathematical modelling skills, have now made 
it possible for the study of air flow through very complex 
geometries such as engine turbines. This is of great benefit to the 
manufacturer as the analysis of such flows can be studied in a 
cost effective and Illuminating manner, and is a major step 
forward in engineering design for the future. 
Fluid flow analysis also has extensive use In many geophysical 
and enviromental fields such as geology, meteorology, hydrology 
and oceanography, since the atmosphere and the vast oceans 
which cover approximately two thirds of the world are fluids, 
underlining the Importance of Its study. The major source of 
Investigation within these fields pertains to the dispersion and 
transportation of chemical pollutants arising mainly from heavy 
industry, which contribute to the 'greenhouse effect' and acid 
rain, as well as contamination of rivers and vast oceans of the 
world. 
Arguably one of the major applications of fluid flow analysis 
occurs In the industrial process of fluid mixing. The Industries 
which use the mixing process are many and varied and range from 
the biotechnological, chemical, petroleum and water industries to 
breweries and feedstock industries. Examples from within such 
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industries include the mixing of paints, pharmaceuticals and the 
fermentatlon of broths. 
However, apart from its almost universal industrial use, mixing 
Is not a very well understood process, and most mixing problems 
are studied on a case by case basis. This Is probably due to the 
fact that the theoretical analysis which governs the mixing of 
fluids is complex and difficult. The methods with which fluids 
are mixed In Industry are diverse but many basically consist of a 
stirrer Immersed In a tank of fluid and rotated until the desired 
consistency of mix is obtained. 
As an example of the mixing process, we consider the flow 
produced by a sometimes heated multiple flight extruder screw, 
shown in flg(1.1*) which provides a non-homogeneous three 
dimensional mixing flow. This device, apart from applications to 
fluid mixing, Is also used for fabrication of thermoplastics, the 
production of coated wires for electrical purposes, and plastic 
pipes for domestic use and in the chemical industries. 
I 
Figure (1.1*) 
Diagram of a multiple flight extruder screw. 
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N. B. (* figures are those in the text. the remainder in aDDendix). 
1.3 TYPES OF FLUID. 
A fluid by definition is a substance which cannot withstand 
any tendency by applied forces to deform it, in a way which 
leaves its volume unchanged. It should be noted however, that the 
fI ul d may of f er resi stance to the def ormatl on and thl s property is 
known as the viscosity of the fluid. In simple terms It Is a 
measure of the thickness or 'stickiness' of the fluid. Fluids are 
usually classified Into two groups, either liquids or gases. A 
liquid possesses intermolecular forces of attraction which hold 
It together, such that it has a definite volume but no shape. A gas 
on the other hand, consists of molecules In random motion which 
tend to disperse the gas, such that It has no definite volume or 
shape. A gas Is highly compressible, whereas a liquid Is not. In 
this thesis consideration will predominantly be given to fluids of 
the Incompressible liquid variety, and the mathematical models 
describing the flow of such fluids will be derived from the ' 
fundamental principles of continuum mechanics. Using this 
theory, it Is supposed that the macroscopic behaviour of the 
fluids considered is the some as If It were perfectly continuous 
in structure. Then the physical quantities such as mass and 
momentum associated with matter contained within a given small 
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volume, can be regarded as being spread uniformly over that 
volume instead of as In reality being concentrated within a very 
small part of It. 
Fluids can further be sub-divided into two further categories, 
being either Newtonian or non-Newtonian. 
Apart from common Newtonian fluids such as air and water 
which possess a simple chemical structure, the majority of 
everyday fluids encountered are of the non-Newtonian variety and 
consist of soaps, paints, detergents and food products, which 
possess a complex non-linear structure. We shall now briefly 
consider the relevant features of such fluids. 
1.3.1 NEWTONIAN FLUIDS. 
The viscosity of these fluids remain constant with time and 
are unchanged by any applied forces of deformation. Examples of 
such fluids are water, air, syrup and glycerol under normal use, at 
constant temperature and pressure. However, the viscosity of 
Newtonian fluids are known to vary with temperature, a classic 
example being that of motor oil. 
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1.3.2 NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS. 
These are the most c. ommon type of everyday fluid (apart 
from air and water) and are fluids for which the viscosity 
generally changes with either time or applied force, at constant 
temperature and pressure, although counter examples exist such 
as the non-Newtonian constant y1scosity elastic 'Boger fluid'. 
Non-Newtonian fluids can be further classified as: - 
(In this thesis the following terminology is adopted as generally 
there is no clear def Inition of these types of fluid. ) 
1) Pseudoplastic fluids, which are also known as shear-thinnIng 
fluids, and are fluids whose viscosities decrease with increasing 
shear forces. Pseudoplastic fluids are the most common type of 
non-Newtonian fluids and Include various bodU fluids, 
Pharmaceuticals, liquid food products, soaps and detergents. 
ii) Dilatant fluids, or shear-thickenIng fluids, are fluids whose 
viscosities increase with Increasing shear forces. These are 
fairly rare but various concentrations of starch slurries and 
wallpaper pastes exhibit this property. 
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Iii) Thixotropic fluids are fluids whose viscosities decrease with 
time but exhibit no chanp with any applied shear-rate. The 
constant stirring of such fluids can result in a substantial 
lowering of their viscosity with respect to time. Gradually, 
however, of ter stirring ceases the fluid returns to its original 
viscosity. Examples of thixotropic fluids Include various food 
sauces and some non-drip paints. 
Iv) Rheopectic fluids, also known as anti -thl xotropic fluids are 
very rare and exhibit the property that their viscosities Increase 
with time, at a constant deformation rate. This phenomenon Is 
known as rheopexy, and an example of such a fluid Is alkaline 
perbunan latex solution, Walters[ 1121. 
v) Viscoelastic fluids exhibit an elastic type of behaviour, a 
liquid equivalent of a rubber band, and are Invariably gel like 
materials. Examples of viscoelastIc fluids are shower gels, some 
doughs, egg white, polymer solutions and melts. 
vi) Plastic fluids have the property of being able to suspend 
particles through a property known as 'apparent' yield stress. 
These materials behave as solids under 'small' stresses and as 
fluids after the critical value of the stress has been exceeded. 
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Examples of such fluids Include common domestic liquid abrasive 
cleaners and thick pastes. However, we sheU not consider these 
types of fluids within the thesis due to difficulties encountered 
In numerical simulation. 
1.4 THE REYNOLDS' AND RAYLEIGH NUMBERS- 
The two main governing parameters which affect the cavity 
flows considered in this thesis are the Reynolds' and Rayleigh 
numbers respectively, both named after the eminent pioneering 
persona in the field of fluid dynamics. A brief discription of each 
is now given. 
1.4.1 THE REYNOLDS' NUMBER. 
Fluid flows have become classified by use of a 
dimensionless parameter known as the Reynolds' number (Re) 
which provides the ratio of the Inertial to the viscous forces in 
the flow. Using this parameter, there has generally emerged three 
distinct types of flow regimes occurring within the mixing 
process. 
There now follows a rough guideline outlining the various types 
of flow based on a Newtonian fluid. 
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Re 00 
Within this region primary flow Is seen to occur, where the 
inertial forces are negligible and the viscous forces dominate the 
flow. When the Reynolds' number tends to zero the flow Is known 
as creeping or Stokes flow. 
10 <Re, < 1000 
This is known as the laminar or streamline region wherein the 
flow is said to be at medium to high speed and secondary Inertial 
flow occurs. The Inertial forces are significant and have a greater 
bearing on determining the nature of the flow. Due to these 
factors the flow tends to become more unstable as the Reynolds' 
number Increases. 
Here the flow generated is at very high speeds. The region is 
known as the transitional region, the onset of which leads to 
turbulent flow. When turbulence occurs the flow breaks down, 
becoming very random and disordered. This type of flow Is ideal 
for the mixing of certain fluids to occur quickly and efficiently. 
However, for this report due to limitations in numerical 
simulation only flows with Re (1000 will be considered. 
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1.4.2 THE RAYLEIGH NUMBER. 
This Is the main governing parameter Influencing the flow 
when free convection thermally driven cavity flows are 
considered. The Rayleigh number (Ra), represents the ratio of the 
applied temperature gradient to the viscous terms and is the 
product of two other dimensionless variables namely the Grashof 
and Prandtl numbers, wh1ch are def Ined later In Chapter 6. At low 
Rayleigh numbers, corresponding to small temperature gradients, 
the viscous forces dominate and the flow remains static In 
uniform equilibrium until a certain critical threshold value Is 
reached, whereupon organised cellular convective motion may be 
evi denced, as shown Infig(1.2*). For Rp ( 106 the fI ow Is ordered 
and streamlined, but for higher Rayleigh numbers particularly 
those in the range 107 ( Ra ( 10 10, the f low tends to become 
more disordered and eventually turbulent at the very high 
Rayleigh numbers near the top of this range. In this thesis 
however, only orderly flows will be considered. 
Figure (1.2*) 
The Rayleigh-Benard cell configuration. 
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1.5 AIMS OF THE RESEARCH WORK. 
In accomplishing the ýesearch work presented in this thesis 
we hope to gain a more thorough understanding of both laminar 
and thermally driven fluid flow within the cavity's geometry 
shown later in f ig(I. 3*), together with the corresponding mixing 
processes derived from It. 
We have considered the mixing process purely from a theoretical 
point of view, the flow being simulated by computer modelling. 
The theoretical analysis of fluid flow within this geometrical 
configuration is complex. The simulation Is obtained bY 
numerically solving a set of coupled non-11near partial 
differential equations, with added complications arising when we 
try to sl mul ate the fI ow of non-Newtoni an fI ul ds. The added 
complexity occurs due to the non-linearity of the fluid Itself, 
which further increases the difficulty of the problem. Various 
researchers have considered flow within an enclosed cavity from 
an experimental standpoint, mostly for constant viscosity 
Newtonian fI ulds. Our simulated results are compared as far bs 
possible with those obtained by physical experiment, to test 
whether the equations used within our proposed models 
accurately predict and simulate the nature of the flow generated 
by experiment. 
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Initially, to gain familiarity and understanding of the governing 
equations and their numerical solution, the standard test case of 
driven cavity flow was considered. This comprises of studying 
the flow patterns generated by a uniformly moving plate driven 
over a two dimensional square cavity, which Is assumed to be of 
Infinite length In the third dimension. This situation is a two 
dimensional approximation to the type of flow generated by a 
screw extruder f ig( 1.1 *) discussed prevIouslY, the particular 
geometrical configuration shown in fig(J. 3*), where for 
convenience the velocity component In the T direction Is taken to 
be zero. 
Figure (1.3*) 
Diagram of the cavity geometry. 
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With confidence gained through our Investigation and our early 
results showing f avourable agreement with other published work 
for this problem, we proceeded to attempt to model various other 
types of cavity flow, ranging from the case whereby two walls 
are allowed to move simultaneously in the same or opposite 
directions to the novel, unique and purely theoretical case 
whereby all four of the cavity's walls are allowed to move in a 
sequential manner. This Is an extension of the famous Aref[51 
'blinking vortex' system, which Is a virtually unobtainable In 
reality, but highlights the unrestricted nature possible with 
computer fluid modelling. 
A good Indication of the efficiency of the mixing process 
occurring within a fluid flow can be obtained by examining the 
trajectories of a selection of fluid particles strategically 
'placed' within the flow field. BU solving the HaMiltonlan 
structured equations governing the motion for a few particles 
within the cavity a numerical study of mixing can be achieved. 
This has been carried out for all cavity flows considered with 
some remarkable results indicating 'chaos' Is present within 
certain cavity flows under relatively Slow flow conditions. 
Mixing can also be viewed by following the dispersive mixing of 
an 'Injected' coloured region of fluid as It is carried along by the 
flow. The problem we consider Is one whereby an amount of 
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marker dye is injected Into the fluid, either Newtonian, or 
non-Newtonian, while at rest In the cavity and then from start-up 
Its concentration intensity is subsequently computed and plotted. 
The aspect ratio of the cavity itself Is also thought to play an 
Important role in the efficiency of mixing, and has been found to 
provide some remarkable results, particularly for non-Newtonlan 
fluids of the d1latent variety. 
As previously mentioned one of the main interests and 
applications of fluid flow analysis can be found In relation to the 
environment we inhabit. With this In mind, a period of research 
was undertaken to Investigate the nature of fluid flow known to 
exist within the atmosphere and conjectured to exist within the 
molten mantle of the Earth. The cause of the former fluid motion 
is the process of thermal convection, in which heat from the 
Earth's surface rises causing a stratified fluid lager to exist 
within the atmosphere. This layering is unstable, and gives rise 
to circulatory motion, the outcome of which can be seen in the 
formation of sand dunes In the deserts of the world. A similar 
method of convection Is thought to occur within the mantle of the 
Earth, and has been put forward as an explanation of observed 
phenomena such as continental drift and plate tectonics[63). 
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The thermal convection process Is In fact widespread 
throughout nature, evidenced not only in the Earth's atmosphere 
but also f Inds applications In the luminosity and mixing within 
stellar objects, Insulation of buildings and nuclear reactors, and 
even to to growth of crystals In liquids. A simplified and much 
studied experimental model containing the main features of 
thermal convection allied to atmospheric flow alreadq exists, and 
Is known as the Rayleigh-Benard experiment. In this experiment a 
very thin layer of fluid, located between two long parallel plates 
is uniformlU heated from below In the presence of gravitu. At a 
critical threshold value proportional to the temperature gradient, 
motion is seen to occur with a regular pattern of convecting 
Benard cells shown earlier in fig(l. 2*), simulating that occurring 
in the atmosphere. Most work to date seems to have been obtained 
using steady state governing equations with Newtonian fluids, 
and we aim to extend this to consider wholly time dependent flow 
and to Incorporate some relevant features of non-Newtonian 
fluids. We consider the traits of viscoelasticity, thixotropy and 
fluids whose viscosity varies with both temperature and depth 
respectively, the later fluids being particularly appropriate with 
regards to the Earth's mantle. 
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The atmosphere, however, is known to behave as a turbulent 
fluid and the weather sysýems contained within It are 
consequently very unreliable or unpredictable, a case particularly 
borne out by the nature of the British weatherl Lorenz[591 in 
1963, motivated by the problems with the long range weather 
predictability, sought a way of modelling this complex 
phenomenon. He knew the atmosphere behaved as a turbulent fluid 
and the non-linear Novier-Stokes equations governing the flow 
were also susceptible to small disturbances, both of which would 
make precise weather prediction diff I cult. To Investigate his 
hypothesis Lorenz used the Rayleigh-Benard system as a starting 
point for his research, and considered ways of drastically 
simplifying the system's complex equations, whIlst retaining 
their essential features and non-Ilnearity. Based closely on the 
work of Saltzman[951 but with drastic simplification, the now 
much celebrated and famous system of ordinary differential 
equations were born, which subsequently revolutionised and 
re-awakened much Interest In the f leld of non-11near 'chaotic' 
dynamics. 
Lorenz soon realised these equations were extremely sensitive 
to the starting conditions, such that two Initially very close fluid 
particles could diverge from each other at an exponential rate. He 
also noted that in the immediate vicinity of transition from 
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conduction to convection, all trajectories were attracted to a 
finite dimensional object In space, which he termed a 'strange 
attractor', possessing the shape of a pair of 'butterfly wings' 
shown in fig (1.4*). 
Figure ( 
Diagram of the famous Lorenzian attractor. 
Lorenz also noted that the trajectory motion on the attractor I 
Itself was deterministic yet totally random or chaotic, 
emphasising the difficulty of accurate weather prediction. 
Recently, further develpoments In the field of chaos theory, 
consisting of the analysis of flow bifurcations, have provided an 
avenue for numerical simulations to play a more significant role 
in the simulation of fluids mixing. 
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In this thesis we aim to extend the pioneering work of 
Lorenz[591, once again to study the possibility of novel and 
exciting results produced by certain non-Newtonian fluids 
exhibiting effects ranging from pseudoplasticity to that of a 
weakly viscoelastic fluid. The strange attractors obtained from 
such approximations to the complex governing partial differential 
equations for the system, have been tentatively put forward as an 
explanation or Interpretation of fluid turbulence, a still obscure 
and unresolved branch of science and engineering. However, the 
point should be made, that the motion on these strange attractors 
Is random only in a temporal sense, unlike that of a fast flowing 
river for example, whose motion Is random both In space and 
time. 
The results obtained from the research outlined in this thesis 
are compared with those of other researchers as far as possible. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
For this thesis a literature survey of the current information 
pertaining to fluid flows within an enclosed cavity of both a 
laminar and thermallU driven varletU was undertaken. In addition 
to this much of the current state of the art work on the relatively 
new theory of chaos Is comprehensively reviewed. The survey's 
purpose Is two-fold: firstly to obtain a general overview and 
understanding of the field in which our research interest lies, 
whilst gaining familiarity with the work of other researchers; 
and secondly to obtain experimental and theoretical results with 
which we maU later compare and validate our own results. 
The survey may be summarlsed as follows: - 
(i) Fluid flow analysis. 
(11) Suitable numerical techniques used to obtain solutions of the 
governing flow equations. 
(I I i) Leml nar dri ven cavi ty fI ows. 
Ov) Thermally driven cavity flows. 
(v) Chaos In fluid flow systems. 
NO Experimental and theoretical Investigations of fluid mixing. 
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2.2 FLUID FLOW ANALYSIS. 
To gain familiarity with, and understanding of, fluid flow a 
good introductory text Is Walters[ I 111. In this book the 
fundamental equations which govern fluid motion are discussed, 
and are found to arise as a consequence of applying Newton's 
second law to a moving continuum. Insight Is also provided Into 
the derivation of the rheological equations of state, which are 
used to model Newtonian, non-Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids. 
Other Introductory texts providing good mathematical grounding 
into the field of fluid flow are Betchelor[121, Walters[l 121 and 
Bird et all 141. Batchelor[ 121, in particular, provides a very 
comprehensive introduction into fluid dynamics, covering topics 
Including the kinematics of flow. - with applications to flows in 
pipes and channels, dealing with compressible, Incompressible 
liquids and rotational flow. Bird et al[141 reviews the basic fluid 
dynamics outlined above, but also considers flows with 
non-Newtonian fluids Including those exhibiting viscoelastic 
tendencies. Other texts we have found useful are WhIte[l 151, 
Hughes and Bri ghton[471, Acheson[ I], Petankhar(1341, and Raudki vi 
and Cal I ander[9 11, the I atter contal ni ng a good expl anati on of 
turbulent flow. 
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2.3 SUITABLE NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES USED TO OBTAIN A 
The equations governing the flow of fluids are complex and 
only a limited number of analytical solutions have been obtained, 
and those for relatively uncomplicated fluids In simple 
geometries with slow flow conditions. A good review of which Is 
available in Bodalla[161 and Havard [441. No analytical solutions 
have been found for Reynolds' numbers in the range of 10 up to 
1000, and so to simulate flows in this region, numerical 
techniques have to be employed which require the use of a 
substantial computer. 
The two main numerical methods used to obtain a solution to 
fluid flow problems are the finite element method and the finite 
difference method, 'al though other methods are available, but as 
get have only achieved limited success when applied to 
non-Newtonian fluids. 
The finite element method Is a complicated method to 
understand and implement, being far more computationally 
Involved then Its rival finite difference method. However, the 
main advantage of the method Is where the geometry Is Irregular. 
This is not the case with the present study of laminar and 
thermally driven cavity flow, and so the solutions are sought 
after using the more tractable finite difference method. 
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A good Introduction to both methods with their applications to 
fluid flow Is given by Crochet, Davies and Walters, (CDW)[291. 
2.3.1 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD. 
An excellent standard text regarding the numerical solution 
of mostly linear partial differential equations by the finite 
dI fference method Is given by Smith[ 100]. The book provides a 
clear outline of the methods of solution, and also deals with the 
fundamental problems of consistency, compatibility and stability 
of the difference equations used to approximate the original 
partial differential equations (PDE's). The text also provides a 
good background Into the direct and iterative procedures used to 
solve the large matrix equation systems, which arise as a 
consequence of using numerical techniques to provide a solution. 
Smith[1001 do es consi der certeln tgp es of flow probleins, but 
better texts regarding the application of the finite difference 
methods to Incompressible Newtonian fluid flow problems, where 
the equations are more complex and non-linear are Roache[921, 
and Tucker[ 107). 
The discretisation process (J. e approximating the PDE by an 
algebraic equation, which Is then solved In its place) Is well 
documented In latter two texts, with consideration given to the 
more physically intuitive control volume approach as well as the 
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more famillarTaylor series method of discretisation. Roache[921 
In particular considers steady state and time dependent 
Incompressible Newtonian flows in two dimensions. The two main 
methods of solving the flow equations by finite differences are 
outlined, namely, the stream function - vorticity (T, co) approach 
and primitive variable or (U, V, P) method. 
Tucker[ 1071 reviews work similar to Roache[921 and also 
includes a clear description of methods of upwinding, which are 
very Important when considering the concentration and 
temperature equations, where the flow becomes very much 
advection dominated at higher Reynolds' and Prandtl numbers, 
such that the discretised equations become more unstable. The 
upwinding methods re-address the problem by adding the 'correct' 
amount of 'diffusion' into the equation, however, upwinding Is for 
from being Ideal and Is very much an active area of current 
research, Havard[441. Tucker[ 1071 covers other important topics 
such as mesh transformation and generation, which finds a great 
application when the geometry Is of irregular shape. 
CDW[291 is an excellent text on the numerical simulation of 
non-Newtonian flow This text provides insight into the 
governing equations of Newtonian, non-Newtonian and 
viscoelastic flow, as well as providing a clear outline of the 
solution process by finite difference and finite element methods. 
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Other useful texts we have found to be of great benefit when 
considering solution of the flow equations by various finite 
difference techniques are Mitchell and Griffiths[651, Young[ 1181, 
Lapidus and Pinder[551, Scraton[ 961, Froberg[391 and Burden and 
Falres[ 191. 
2.4 TWO DIMENSIONAL DRIVEN CAVITY FLOW. 
The first numerical'study of driven cavity flow within an 
enclosed rectangular geometry appears to have been conducted by 
Kawagutl[ 5 11 who with the aid of a small digital computer 
generated numerical solutions for Reynolds' numbers up to 64. 
Simuni, as reported by Burggraf[201, later developed this work, 
and considered numerical solutions of the full Navier-Stokes 
equations for closed cavity flows, as well as considering channel 
flows over forward and backward facing steps, with results being 
produced for Reynolds' numbers up to 1000. Mills[641, appears to 
have been the first to have carried out experimental work with 
the cavity flow set up, In an attempt to compare and validate his 
own numerical results. A full review of the above authors work 
may be found in Burggraf[201 who also published stream function, 
vorticity and pressure contours using steady state Newtonian 
fluids for Reynolds' numbers up to a M8Ximum of 400. 
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A subsequent study of driven cavity flow with Newtonian fluids 
and steady state flow equ, ations has been carried out by Pan and 
Acrivos[831, who have generated numerical solutions up to a 
Reynolds' number of 400, whilst further producing experimental 
results by rotating a wheel at different speeds over cavities of 
various aspect ratios generating results up to Reynolds' numbers 
of 2000. Later, the work of Bozemann and Dalton[ 171, who by 
using various implicit finite difference methods to yield a 
solution forNewtonian fluids in cavities of differing size, 
managed to obtain results for Reynolds' numbers of 1000. For 
cavities with aspect ratio of 2, the main result of both authors 
was the emergence of a weaker secondarg, counter rotating 
vortex which occupies the entire lower half of the cavity. 
The general results obtained by all of the afore-mentioned 
authors indicate that within square finite cavities at high 
Reynolds' numbers, the steady flow pattern obtained should 
consist of a single vortex with an Inviscid core possessing 
uniform vorticity, with ang viscous effects being confined td the 
outer'shear' layers near the boundary. These results gave 
confirmation to an hUpothesis origInallU made bU Batchelor[ 111. 
The study of driven cavity flow has ever since acquired the 
Interest of a number of researchers, as it Is the simplest example 
of recirculating flow with closed streamlines, and Is an excellent 
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vehicle for the testing and validating of numerical solution 
algorithms. Four such worýers who Improved both the accuracy 
and acceleration to convergence of the Navier-Stokes equations 
within the cavity's geometry by using various implicit finite 
difference techniques, and also by Improving the vorticity 
boundary approximations, are Nallasamy and Prasad[741 and Gupta 
and Manhoar[431 respectively, whose research we have found 
particularly useful. In fairly recent times two dimensional 
enclosed cavity flow has served as a test bed for further 
improvement In both finite difference and the relatively newer 
and more complex finte element method. A good review of 
numerical solutions within the cavity framework may be found In 
the book 'Computer Methods In Fluids 1281'. Two relevant 
publications contained there-in are M-sanea et al[21 and Leonard 
1581, who have published steady flow results for Reynolds' 
numbers up to 400, together with a solution of the temperature 
equation for the cavity. 
Chow[241 In an well written and helpful book serving as an 
Introduction to computational fluid mechanics, considers the 
solution of the b1harmonic stream function equation pertaining to 
Stokes flow within the cavity geometry, as well as producing a 
computer simulation of the famous Rayleigh-Denard fluid system 
f or Rayl el gh numbers up to 7000. 
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One of the most comprehensive studies of driven cavity flow in 
recent times has been produced bU Cliffe et a11261 who bU using 
the finite element method on refined grids generated solutions up 
to Reynolds' numbers of 1000. Olsen and Tuann[791, again using the 
finite element method have presented numerical solutions for 
recirculating flow within a square cavity for Reynolds' numbers 
up to 7000. The main feature of these novel results shows the 
break up of the main circulating vortex Into two smaller 
secondary vorticies which occurs for Reynolds' numbers between 
2000 and 3000. 
A useful point of comparison with the numerical solutions 
obtained by the various researchers with useful analytical 
solutions, can be obtained by considering the nature of flow near 
the corners of the cavity. 
Mof f att[661 and later Gupta et al[421, using dimensional 
arguments, have shown that near a sharp corner viscous forces 
tend to dominate the inertial forces such that the flow becomes 
virtually Stokesian. The governing equation Is therefore the 
biharmonic stream function equation which is known to admit a 
separable variable form of solution in polar co-ordinates, 
resulting in a 4th order ordinary dIf f erential equation in terms of 
the polar angle, which can readily be solved subject to no-slip 
boundary condl ti ons. Mof f att[661 was abi e to show that f or angl es 
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of incidence less than a certain critical value, the flow consisted 
of an Infinite sequence of-re-circulating eddies, while for angles 
of Incidence larger than this value, no such recirculation of flow 
was obtained. Holstein and Paddon[461 have also Investigated, In a 
theoretical sense, the fI ow near the sharp corner of a backward 
facing step. Their method assumes that In the Immediate vicinity 
of the corner the stream function can be expanded In a power 
series In terms of the Reynolds' number, and incorporate their 
findings Into a suitable finite difference scheme used to yield a 
numerical solution near the corner. The main features of their 
method are also reviewed In CDW[29). Another useful paper 
concerning flows near sharp intrusive corners can be found In a 
paper bU Fox and Sankar[401, whose major contribution Involves a 
discussion on how to alleviate the singularities occurring at the 
corner points, and apply their findings to the practical case of 
modelling the flow In screw propellers, whose motion is governed 
mainly by linear P. D. E's. More recently the analysis of flow near 
the corner has been developed to include power low fluids, and 
has been Investigated using a mixture of analytical and numerical 
techniques by Henriksen and Hassager[451. 
Returning to cavity flows, some of the most recent theoretical 
investigational work simulating driven cavity flows has been 
completed by Havard[441, who using the finite element method as 
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ClIffe et al[261, managed to obtain steady state solutions for 
Newtonian fluids at various Reynolds' numbers up to 1000. In 
addition to this Havard[441 also considered the flow of a 
shear-thinning fluid within this geometry and produced steady , 
state results for Reynolds' numbers up to 200. Havard also 
considered the dispersive mixing of a 'coloured' line element 
which Involved the solution of the time dependent advection- 
dI ffusi on equation. The results obtained for Reynolds' numbers up 
to 100 for a Newtonian fluid only are slightly artIfIcal as the 
dyed line element Is only allowed to be 'Injected' Into the cavity 
when the flow equations have reached steady state solutions. 
Both Bodalia[161 and Havard[44) have recently considered the flow 
and mixing processes in more realistic three dimensional flows 
such as the Taylor-Couette flow, for both Newtonian and certain 
non-Newtonian fluids, and also contain an excellent and 
comprehensive review of published work on the art of mixing. 
Within the last decade, much experimental work has been 
undertaken with the cavity flow set up, beginning with Ottino and 
Chella[821 who used this framework to develop in both a 
theoretical and experimental sense an understanding of the types 
of flow occurring within screw extruders and helical annular 
mixers. In subsequent work Chien et al[231, have carried out an 
experimental study of laminar mixing for several types of two 
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dimensional driven cavity flows but using Newtonian fluids only. 
The flows produced are an. alysed in terms of mixing efficiency by 
examining the deformation of various low diffusivity coloured 
line and and 'blob' fluid elements. Motion Is generated by moving 
belts which are connected to motors, whose speeds are regulated 
by computer. Cavities of aspect ratios UP to 10 have been 
considered for Reynolds' numbers In the range of I to 100. 
Subsequent modifications to the standard test case of driven 
cavity flow have also been considered, by allowing multiple wall 
motions, as well as a periodic discontinuous co-rotational type of 
flow, similar to that originally described by Aref[51, which Is 
found to give rise to chaotic mixing. A novel experimental studg 
of the mixing processes obtained within a trapezoidal shaped 
cavity Is also presented along with numerical simulations of the 
various types of flow at low Reynolds' numbers. 
Aref[51 considered the mixing process from a numerical 
simulation viewpoint, by analysing the deformation of a large 
collection of fluid particles placed near two point vorticies 
which were periodically switched' on and off, and which gave 
rise to the motion being termed 'the blinking vortex' flow. The 
geometry used was circular, the fluid assumed to be inviscid, and 
the system regarded as an example of an ideallsed stirring 
mechanism. Aref's system, like Chien et a11231, is time dependent 
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which renders the system non-integrable, which Aref[51 found to 
be a necessary but not sufficient condition for highly desirous 
chaotic mixing. A recent adaptation of this system has been 
considered in Moon[681 where chaotic mixing within a plastic 
model Is considered, and provides insight into the stretching and 
folding mechanisms which may have taken place within the 
Earth's mantle over a geological time scale. 
Khakhar et al [531, have also considered chaotic mixing from a 
theoretical viewpoint In two types of periodic flow models, 
namely the 'tendril-whorl' flow and a version of Aref's[51 now 
famous blinking vortex flow. These types of flow were also 
Investigated by analysing the stretching. and folding of material 
lines of 'dyed' fluid, and also by Investigating the complex 
motions of the line elements near elliptic and hyperboll c points, 
as well as considering the individual flow's abilities to produce 
horseshoe mappings, which is a standard indication for chaos 
present within a system. Khakhar et al [531 have even shown that 
positive LUapunov exponents exist In the Aref[51 blinking vortex 
flow, deducing that nearby trajectories separate at an 
exponential rate, Indicative of a chaotic system's sensitive 
dependence on initial conditions. 
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Recently much of the work at the forefront of the analysis of 
chaotic mixing within enclosed cavity structures has been 
produced by Ottino et all 811, and Leong et a] 1571, while the 
present state of the art for chaotic mixing can be found in the 
well written text of Ottino[801. These authors consider the 
deformation of coloured material line elements in a variety of 
cavity flows Including those obtained from multiple sinusoidal 
wall motions. Ottino[BOI also provides a comparison between 
simulation and experiment for the classic journal bearing flow, 
the applications of which extend to flows occurring within the 
Earth's mantle. 
The latest literature concerning cavity flows is supplied by 
Jana et al[481 who consider examples of chaos enhanced transport 
In cellular flows. The examples and Illustrations used span both 
time dependent boundary and jet Induced turbulent flows within 
various sized cavities. 
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2.5 THERMALLY DRIVEN CAVITY FLOWS. 
The convection process Is ubiquitous in nature and can readily 
be observed In the Earth's atmosphere and oceans, as well as 
being partly responsible for heat and mass transference within 
stars like our sun, and is even the probable cause of continental 
plate movements, due to convective currents occurring within the 
Earth's mantle. Due to Its practical relevance and importance 
with regards to flows occurring within the environment, the 
literature reviewed In this section falls Into two main parts. 
Firstly a review of the so called 'double glazing problem' whose 
main application Is to Insulation of buildngs, and secondly a 
review of the Rayleigh-Benard problem, which can also be used to 
simulate flow occurring within the atmosphere and mantle of the 
Earth. 
2.5.1 THE DOUBLE GLAZING PROBLEM. 
This consists of the Investigation of buoyancy Induced flow 
within the confines of an enclosed Impermeable cavity with 
differentially heated side walls. One of the first to consider this 
flow In an alr/glass system was Batchelor[ 101, who by assuming 
the governing equations admit a solution in terms of a power 
series In terms of the Rayleigh number, produced some analytical 
solutions for Rayleigh numbers bordering on the turbulent regime. 
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Later Poots[881, by following closely Betchelor's[101 work, 
developed a numerical sol. ution based on orthogonal polynomials, 
and produced both streamline and temperature plots for Rayleigh 
numbers up to 104 and also gave consideration to the case where 
there exists an angle of Inclination of the hot and cold walls to 
the vertical. Since then the 'double glazing problem' has received 
much attention through both numerical simulations and laboratory 
controlled experiments. 
Wilkes and Churchill[I 161 considered a time dependent finite 
difference computation of natural convection within this 
geometry with one wall uniformly heated and the other cooled, 
for cavities with aspect ratios up to 3: 1, at Grashof numbers up 
to a maximum of 200,000, whereupon the difference equations 
became unstable. Subsequent and fairly recent studies of this 
problem by both Schnipke and Rice[971 using the finite element 
method, and De Vahl Davis[331 using finite difference techniques, 
have solved the double glazing problem, producing both 
temperature and stream function plots for Rayleigh numbers up to 
106, the working fI uld being aIr. Their results haye become the 
'bench-mark solutions' used for comparing and validating 
computer code used to generate numerical solutions for 
convection problems of this type. Even more recently the time 
dependent problem has been Investigated for a broad range of 
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Rayleigh numbers with the fluid under consideration being water, 
and a useful reference for this work Is Patterson and Armfield 
1851 in which a good comparison exists betweeen simulation and 
experiment. 
One of the attractions of studging the flow patterns produced 
within such enclosed environments Is the varied flow 
characteristics which emerge through a series of bifurcation 
phenomena as certain parameters such as the Reynolds' or 
Rayleigh numbers are altered. These provide a little Insight Into 
the widely observed, get poorly understood, theory of fluid 
turbulence. Thomson et a] 11031, In their paper consider turbulent 
phenomena and present some predictions for buoyancy Induced 
turbulent flow within a large cavity using a prescribed eddy 
viscosity model and a k-c model. A later comparison of the theory 
with available data revealed that there are still manU features 
within the models which require further modification. 
However, the main thrust of our research work outlined within 
this thesis has focused on simulating the flow produced In the 
Rayleigh-Benard system. This problem is very similar to the 
double glazing problem outlined above, except that the buoyancy 
induced flow is generated by an adverse temperature gradient 
which exists between the top and bottom plates due to uniform of 
heating the lower plate. This type of flow has been studied both 
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experimentally, theoretically and by numerical simulation, and as 
previously mentioned has Important applications to the 
environment we Inhabit. Some of the major and recent works 
published on this system are now reviewed. 
2.5.2 THE RAYLEIGH-BENARD PROBLEM. 
The phenomenon of convection was re-discovered circa 1900, 
by the famous French physicst Benard[131, although the 
phenomenon had been known to exist earlier, Thomson[ 104). 
Denard carried out skillful laboratory controlled experiments 
with very thin layers of Newtonian fluid, confined between two 
parallel plates, the system being uniformly heated from below. 
Benard observed at a critical value of the temperature 
difference (existing between the plates), the system became 
unstable evidenced by large scale fluid motions and the 
emergence of cell patterns, with warm fluid rising in some parts 
of the flow and colder fluid descending In others. When viewed 
from above this phenomenon gave rise to a symmetrical hexagonal 
cell structure. 
The first mathematical description of this phenomena was 
supplied by Lord Rayleigh [901 In 19 16, but contained the slightly 
artificial assumption of free slip boundary conditions, and 
Jeffreys[491 a little later developed the stability analysis to 
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Incorporate the case of rigid boundaries. Both authors 
successfully predicted the critical value of the temperature 
difference necessary for convection to occur within their 
respective sUstems. The classic text which provides a good 
description of the problem and contains an excellent account of 
the complex linear analysis undertaken bU these authors Is 
Chandra sekhar[221, with a useful subsequent review by 
BrIndley[ 181. Since then'the linear stability analysis has emerged 
as a powerful tool In describing the qualitative behaviour of a 
wide variety of complex fI uid fI ows. Re cent] U, for example 
Larson[561 has developed a linear stability analysis for 
viscoelastic liquids In the Taylor-Couette flow. 
Ever since the pioneering works of Benard and Rayleigh were 
published, the Raylelgh-Benard system has been Investigated by 
numerous researchers, using a number of tools for enlightenment. 
However, It has been with the development of the computer age 
that significant steps via numerical simulation, have contributed 
to a more thorough understanding of such phenomena. 
AzIz and Hellums[81 present numerical solutions for natural 
convection in three dimenions using vector potential methods, 
with the fluid being heated from within. Streamline, temperature 
and vortcIty plots are presented for a maximum Rayleigh number 
of 3500. Venezian[l 101 has, from a theoretical approach, 
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Investigated the stabilty of a horizontal fluid layer, in which an 
additional horizontal sinusoidal perturbation Is applied, which he 
found to play a significant role in delaying the onset of 
convection. Buss e[2 11, a prominent researcher in this field, has 
also found that the two dimensional convective flow is sensitive 
to small three dimensional distubances when the amplitude of 
convection exceeds a finite critical valUe. 
Moore and Weiss[ 691, have considered an application of the 
Rayleigh-Benard system to the problem of astrophysical 
convection. Using the Boussinesq approximation and the valid 
assumption of stress free boundary conditions, they have 
presented numerical solutions in the form of streamline and 
temperature plots for a maximum Rayleigh number of 658,000, 
whilst considering the ef f ect- of varying the Prandti, number in the 
range 0.0 1 to 6.8. 
More recently, Doniels[361 has considered the temporal evolution 
of two dimensional natural convection in a shallow lager of fluid 
heated from below but confined laterally by rigid side walls, 
through both analytical and numerical simulation, and found the 
presence of these boundaries affects the type of solution 
obtained quite considerably. Arter[71, has considered three 
dimensional Rayleigh-Benard convection within a square plane 
form, producing a variety of streamline and temperature plots at 
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various Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers, and also derives a five 
model truncation of the governing equations to produce a 
simplified system similar to the famous Lorenz[591 equations. 
Some of the most recent up-to-date work on the Rayleigh-Benard 
system has been carried out by Sirovich and Deanelg9l. In the 
course of theIr research, a thorough Investigatlon of the 
convection occurring within the Rayleigh-Benard system has been 
carried out, using a variety of methods ranging from, numerical 
simulation, time series, power spectra and probability analysis. 
They have also managed to calculate a positIve Lyapunov exponent 
for the system, and like Baker and Gollub[91 have also shown the 
presence of a strange attractor with a dimension of O(RaO. 67) to 
be present within the system. Solomon and Gollubl 10 11, have 
Investigated from both an eýperlmental and theoretical approach, 
the chaotic transport observed between two adjacent cells in the 
Rayleigh-Benard system. Experimental techniques Involve the use 
of loser doppler and shadow graph techniques with low 
diffusivity dyes placed between the cell boundaries, while 
simulation involves the computational tracking of around 10,000 
fluid particles. Both methods reveal the existence of horseshoe 
mappings which indicate the presence of chaotic advective 
transport between adjacent cells of the system. 
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Lately Christensen and Harder[251 have begun to consider the 
effect, In three dimension, s, of natural convectidn within the 
Rayleigh-Benard system using temperature dependent variable 
viscosity fluids. Numerical solutions are achieved up to Rayleigh 
numbers of 105 by utilising hybrid spectral methods. Flows 
obtained with variable viscosity fluids are of major importance 
when considering the possibility of flow within the Earth's 
mantle. Some of the work we have found useful when considering 
mantle flow is now reviewed. 
2.5.3 MANTLE-FLOW APPLICATIONS 
One of the important applications of studying the 
Rayleigh-Benard system, is the application of simulating flow 
probably occurring within the Earth's mantle, which Is now 
believed to be responsible for continental plate movements, 
McKenzie[63). 
Foster[381 seems to have been one of the first to consider a time 
dependent theoretical model of finite amplitude convection, using 
the Rayleigh-Benard system with a fluid whose viscosity is 
strongly dependent on depth, which he assumed to very 
exponentially throughout the cavity. Numerical solutions were 
obtained using Fourier series to reduce the system to a set of 
ordinary coupled differential equations. Streamline plots were 
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produced for Rayleigh numbers up to 108 In tall thin cavities. 
Subsequent numerical Inyestigations of thermal convection 
within cavities were carried out by Torrance and Turcottel 1061, 
who considered fluids whose viscosity varied at an exponential 
rate with both temperature and depth. SteadU state streamlines 
and temperature contours are presented for Rayleigh numbers up 
to 3600. Later McKenzie, Roberts and Welss[621 considered a time 
dependent simulation of mantle flow using finite difference 
techniques for Newtonian fluids only with stress free boundary 
conditions. Their paper Is a comprehensive investigation which 
includes a discussion on transient fluid motions, and also appears 
to be the first to observe cell splitting Instability behaviour 
which was found to occur at Rayleigh number 1.4 x 106 and again 
at 2AX 106. 
Much work on this system has also been carried out from an 
experimental standpoint. One of the first to carry out 
experiments on the Rayleigh-Benard system using strongly 
temperature dependent fluids within an enclosed cavity was 
Turner[ 1081, with later work on a similar problem provided by 
Nataf and Richter[751. More recently White[ 1141, has In his thesis 
considered the flows obtained in Rayleigh-Benard system using 
shadowgraph techniques for a variety of temperature dependent 
viscosity models, such cis the exponential, super exponential and a 
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cosine model. Various cell structures were found to occur, the 
exact pattern and cell size being a direct function of the Rayleigh 
nýmber. We1jermars[I 131, considered the evolutionary structures 
and possible motions pertaining to mantle flow using a simple but 
carefully scaled laboratory model. Two-tiered mantle convection 
was investigated for very large Prandtl numbers and Rayleigh 
numbers of order 104. The motion produced Is analysed on the 
basis of snapshots showing the progressive deformation and 
displacement of passive flow markers, allowing reconstruction of 
velocity vectors, strain rates and vorticity. A numerical 
counter-part of We1jermars' 11131 experiment Is the work of 
Cserepes and Rabinowlcz[301, who considered two-tiered mantle 
convection using a Newtonian fluid generating steady streamline 
and temperature plots for Rayleigh numbers up to 3x 106. 
At this juncture we mention that throughout our period of 
research, we have aimed to Investigate the convective flow for a 
wide variety of non-Newtonian fluids, Including those which 
exhibit thixotropic and rheopectic tendencies. A paper which 
gives a tractable account of these moderately rare phenomena can 
be found In KemblowskI and Petera[521. 
Some of the recent work on the Rayleigh-Benard system has 
been developed and extended to consider the convective motion 
occurring in binary mixtures, such as salt and water, or ethanol 
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and water fluid mixtures. This type of system has been studied of 
late by the numerical simulations and laboratory experiments of 
Moses and Stelnberg[711, and Moore and Weiss[701 respectively. 
Both authors have shown that convection In a binary fluid is a 
convenient and easily controllable fluid feature which Is 
extremely rich In displaying non-11near phenomena. 
Competitions between the Soret and Rayleigh stabillsing 
mechanisms provide many and varied examples of bifurcations, 
while Interactions between standing and travelling waves have 
been shown to contribute to observed chaotic behaviour and loss 
of spatial symmetry. 
Within the last year attention has focused on the 
Raylelgh-Benard-Marargoni flows which are driven as a result of 
surface tension and buoyancy effects. A useful reference Is 
Dljkstra[341 who has found the system to be capable of exhibiting 
a wide range on non-linear and bifurcation phenomena, and also 
found the cell patterns obtained depend very strongly on the free 
slip or no-slip type of boundary conditions Imposed on the 
cavity's wells. 
Many researchers have found the Rayleigh-Benard system and its 
simpler Lorenz counterpart to be rich in demonstrating chaotic 
behaviour. The main features of this relatively new theory are 
now reviewed. 
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2.6 CHAOS THEORY. 
An excellent introducýory text to the relatively new science 
of chaos, which is written In an extremely readable, interesting 
and helpful manner, is the New Scientist Guide to Chaos[761. The 
articles presented within this book are written by some of the 
world's leading experts In the field and explain the meaning of 
chaos along with some of the mathematical concepts underlying 
It. Illustrative examples contained within the book are drawn 
from a wide variety of scientific disciplines ranging from 
astronomy to population dynamics. Two extremely relevant 
articles are, 'An overview Of The Complex Bifurcation Flow 
Patterns Produced By The Taylor-Couette Flow', which may also 
be seen In a book entitled 'Fearful Symmetrg[371', and also a paper 
reviewing the historical origins of chaos from its humble 
beginnings, allied to weather forecasting, to the present day. 
These papers show the usefulness of fluid dynamics as a test bed 
for the modelling of the transition from order to turbulence. A 
more Involved mathematical treatise on bifurcation phenomena 
and strange attractors occurring within the Taylor-Couette flow 
can be found in Mullin and Price[721, who used laser doppler 
techniques to measure the fluid's velocity at various points 
within the flow and then through time series analysis reconstruct 
the phase trajectories of a fluid particle's motion. They found 
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that the phase paths, when the Reynolds' number Is about 1000.9 
tend to be of the form of a torus which becomes 'fatter' as the 
Reynolds' number is Increased. Chaotic particle . behaviour has also 
recently been discovered In the eccentric Taylor-Couette flow as 
the Reynolds number Is varied, by Nijhof et al[771. 
Nowadays, many undergraduate text books on the topic of 
non-linear ordinarg differential equations are reviewing their 
work to Incorporate many of the relevant features and recent 
work In the field of chaos. Books such as Arrowsmith and Place[61 
and Jordan and SmIth[50j, include a study of chaotic activity 
observed in electrical circuits, the chaos observed in the one 
dimensional biological Iterative mappings of May[6 I], and a 
topical study of the famous Lorenz[591 system of equations, 
which gave birth to the theory of chaos In deterministic systems. 
Other useful texts which view chaos theory from a more 
mathematical aspect are Thomson and Stewart[ 1051, Moon[67,681, 
Baker and Gollup[91, Schuster[981 and Ruelle[931. These well 
written texts contain a comprehensive review of chaos theory 
from its origins to the modern day, and cover the basic, essential 
features of chaos required by both undergraduate and 
postgraduate students. Topics covered include analysis of the 
many routes to chaos which are observed In a multitude of 
dynamical systems, time series and power spectra analysis, 
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bifurcation phenomena, strange attractors as well as Lyapunov 
exponents and dimension. 
, 
Guckenheimer[411 reviews the main advances In the strange 
attractor theory of chaos allied to turbulence over the last two 
decades for both the Taylor-Couette and Rayleigh-Benard 
systems. At the end of his article useful suggestions are made 
which aim to direct researchers Into new and unchartered 
territory. Another useful review paper Is that of Doherty et 
al[351, who analyses the historical development of chaos theory, 
and applies the findings directly to the field of fluid mixing, in 
particular to those with dissipative and Hamiltonian systems. 
Some of the work centres around the chaotic deformation of low- 
diffusivity coloured-line fluid elements within the cavity flow 
framework, and also investigates the nature of mixing process 
near fixed elliptic and hyperbolic points. In this paper a simple 
version of the famous KAM theorem is also considered. 
Within this thesis, some of the novel results obtained from this 
period of research, have been achieved by developing the 
pioneering works of both saitzmen[951 and Lorenz[591, to consider 
simple models of convective motion using a broad spectrum of 
non-Newtonian fluids. saltzman, initially reduced the 
perturbation equations for the Rayleigh-Benard system to a 
Infinite set of coupled ordinary differential equations, by 
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assuming the governing equations admitted solutions in terms of 
Fourier series components with time dependent coefficients. 
However, he subsequently reduced this system to consider five 
modes which satisfactory modelled convective motion. 
Lorenz[591, reallsed that Saltzman's[951 results could be obtained 
If just three modes were recognised In the Fourier series 
expansions, and In so doing he drasticallY simplified the 
equations and produced the now famous set of three coupled 
non-linear ordinary dfferential equations, which can be regarded 
as a crude model of an Ideallsed climate. Lorenz discovered that 
at a critical value of the Rayleigh number, all particle trajctories 
were drawn to a finite dimensional object In the phase space, on 
which the motion was non-period1c, highly irregular and could be 
described as chaotic. Lorenz called this object a 'strange 
attractor' and was the first of Its kind to be studied; 
subsequently mang such strange attractors have been found to 
exists in almost every area of science. 
The Lorenz[591 system has ever since been the centre of much 
investigation, due to its possibility of describing some of the 
salient features of fluid turbulence. Later Curry[311 considered a 
generallsed version of the Lorenz system, in which he 
Incorporated up to 14 terms in his Fourler series expansions, and 
thus produced a more realistic description of convection and also 
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enabled larger Rayleigh numbers to be considered. The 
fundamental difference with this representation was that the 
unstable solutions In the smaller Lorenz[591 system were 
replaced by a toroidal structure In the Curry[3 11 system as the 
Rayleigh number enters the turbulent regime. Marcus[601, has 
considered the effects of truncation of series expansions used in 
the modal representation of the thermal convection process 
occurring within a sphere using a Galerkin method, and 
determines what physical processes are neglected when the 
equations are truncated too severely. The observations were that 
transitions from steady state to periodic and then aperlodic 
motion were stongly dependent not only on the Rayleigh number 
but also on the modal resolution used In the calculation. 
Subsequent study by Curry et al[321, on the, apparant transition 
from order to disorder wI thin the Ray] eI gh-Benard problem for a 
Newtonian fluid lager bounded by free slip walls In two and three 
dimensions, have found that the chaos observed In many of the 
two dimensional truncated models Is a direct result of an 
ins uff I clent spatial resolutl on. They have shown that, I ike 
Currg[3 11, as the number of Fourler modes used in the series 
expansions Increases, the degree of chaos observed increases at 
first, and then abruptly decreases, with no chaotic behaviour 
observed at a sufficiently high spatial resolution. 
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In concluding this review we note that scientists are only 
recently beginning to gain. small Insights Into what Is becoming 
known as the science of complexitU. Chaos theory has sought to 
explain why seemingly organised systems can suddenly behave In 
a random and erratic manner. Recent developments within this 
field are applying chaos theory to such practical problems as the 
stock market and traffic flow and even to practical areas of 
traditional engineering such as ship-capsize. A recent 
publication providing Insight Into the present state of the art of 
chaos theory as applied to many scientific disciplines Is, 
'Applications of Fractals and Choos[41. 
However, in like manner a novel theory of anti-chaos has been 
spawned, dealing with why the reverse happens, Le examining 
why some apparantly quite disorganised systems crystallise Into 
ones which possess a high degree of underlying order, e. g an ant 
colony. A good intoductorg text discussing these matters Is 
Anti-chaos[31, which examines the very fine dividing line between 
order and disorder, chaos and antl-chaos. 
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2.7 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF FLUID 
The mixing process is almost universally observed In nature, 
with examples readily found in the dispersion of various chemical 
effluents into the atmoshphere and oceans of the world as well as 
being seen as an everyday occurrence In the home with the 
making, blending and colouration of various foodstuffs. 
However, despite its wide spread occurrence, usage and 
importance to the environment, it still remains quite a poorly 
understood scientific phenomenon, and has received a 
disproportionate lack of study. This is probably due the fact that 
the equations which simulate fluid flow and the associated 
mixing processes are very complex,, the result being that even in 
an industrial context, mixing Is treated on a case bU case basis. 
However, within the last fifty years or so, the art of mixing has 
been Investigated from a more scientific standPoInt, using both 
experimental and numerical modelling. 
The first comprehensive review within the field of mixing 
appears to have been undertaken by Quillen[891, who by utillsing 
his practical experience, compiled a review of the principal kinds 
of mixers which exist together with their practical and industrial 
applications. Since then a host of literature has become available, 
Some of the most relevant experimental work applicable to us has 
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been carried out by firstly Ulbrecht[1091 and subsequently by 
Collias and Prud'homme[271, both authors having analysed the 
flow and mixing of complex non-Newtonian viscoelastic liquids. 
Other classic texts Investigating the various aspects of art of 
mixing are Nagata[731 and Oldshue[781, who have considered the 
relative merits of numerous types of agitators available, and also 
provide an outline of the conditions of use. 
As mentioned earlier some of the most recent work on mixing 
including the use of bifurcation phenomenon and chaotic mixing 
for various driven cavItU flows, Is summarlsed in the well 
written text of Ottlno[801. 
Lately, significant developments In the field of mixing have been 
made with the dawn of the computer age, enabling computer 
simulations to plaU a more active and supportive role In the 
understanding of fluid mixing. Spragg et all 1021 appear to have 
been the first to undertake a theoretical analysis of a 'real life' 
mixing problem, consisting of modelling by numerical simulation 
of the streamline flow pattern and consequent dispersiye mixing 
of a band of 'coloured' fluid produced by a disc rotating In a 
cylindrical vessel. A more up to date numerical simulation of the 
flow patterns and particle paths for this type of flow obtained 
from both an experimental and theoretical standpoint using 
Newtonain fluids, has been produced by Bodalia[161. Even more 
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recently Havard[441 has investigated the coloured band and 
dispersive mixing for a vqriety of impellers In a cylindrical 
vessel, using the finite element method, with streamline and 
concentration intensity contours produced for a broad range of 
Reynolds' numbers up to the turbulent regime. Both Bodelia[161 
and Havard[441 also contain an excellent review of the art of 
mixing. 
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In this chapter consideration Is given to the flow patterns and 
mixing processes associated with several types of flows 
occurring within an enclosed cavity. our investigation commences 
with the simulation of the test case of standard cavity flow. The 
problem Itself consists of a viscous fluid contained within an 
enclosed cavity with Impermeable walls, as shown In fig (3.1*), 
and the fluid is initially set Into motion by an Impulsively moved 
top plate. This system apart from being a bench-mark problem, 
enabling a useful check to be made on the correctness of the 
computer code used in the simulation, does have PhYSIC81 
significance. The geometry and flow paiterns produced are an 
approximation to those of a multiple flight extruder screw, 
shown earlier in fig (1.1 *), and finds a ppl I cations to industri a] 
I 
mixing especially in polymer processing and In the coating of 
thermoplastics. For this problem we have considered the 
simulation of both steady state and time dependent flows, using 
Newtonian and certain shear-dependent non-Newtonian fluid 
models. In this present chapter we also Investigate by numerical 
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simulation, the variation In the concentration intensity of a dye 
as It disperses through the various fluid mediums, carried along 
by the flow. The main results of the simulations, namely the 
stream-function and concentration plots obtained at various 
Reynolds' numbers may be seen in Chapter 5. 
V 
(Moving plate) 
x 
Figure (3.1 ) 
Diagram of cavity's geometry. 
The second type of cavity flow considered Is the simultaneous 
motion of two parallel plates or walls, which can move either in 
the some or opposite directions. This system's motion has been 
analysed experimentally by Chien et al[231 for various Reynolds' 
numbers ranging from 0.1 to 100. They also produced numerical 
solutions in terms of stream function contour plots for Reynolds' 
numbers of order one, for a Newtonian fluid only, which are useful 
for comparative purposes with our own results. The system with 
a few Improved modifications has also subsequently been studied 
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by Ottino[801, using mostly laboratory controlled experiments. 
Chien et al[231 have also investigated experimentally, with 
Newtonian fluids, the flow and deformation of coloured line and 
'blob' material elements, for a third type of cavity flow known as 
al ternate perl odl c di scontinuous co-rotatl onal cayl ty fI ow. Thl s 
type of cavity flow Is very similar to the blinking vortex flow 
used by Aref[51 to simulate ideal mixing within a cylindrical 
container. Aref originally considered an inviscid fluid within the 
confines of a circular geometry, the agitator modelled by two 
point vortices, switched periodically on and off. The particle 
paths produced were computed numerically and are indicative of 
the mixing efficiency of the system. We have extended the work 
of Chien et al [231 and Aref[51, by considering how the system 
behaves at various Reynolds' numbers for certain non-Newtonian 
fluids, numerically computing the trajectories of the particle 
paths as well as simulating the stretching and folding of a 
material line element. 
Finally we propose a novel though uniquely theoretical, and as 
yet unstudied f orm of cavity f low, whereby all f our of the 
cavity's walls are allowed to move In a periodic discontinuous 
co-rotational sense, using both Newtonian. and certain shear rate 
dependent non-Newtonian fluids throughout the simulation. The 
particle paths produced for this system, indicate this gives the 
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a oPtImum' mixing for a two dimensional rectangular geometry. The 
results of this investigation along with those produced from 
earlier work on standard cavity flows m. ay be seen In Chapter 5. 
3.2 THE MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING-DRIVEN-CAVITY 
The partial differential and constitutive equations which model 
the flow are :- 
The Stress equations of motion. 
1) The Rheological equation of state. 
(M) The Continuity equation. 
V) The Stream-Function and Vorticity equations. 
3.2.1 THE STRESS EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The stress equations of motion are also known as the 
Cauchy equations and describe for both Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian fluids alike, the relationship between the Inertial 
forces, the pressures and the stresses due to the liquld Itself, 
and can be derived from the application of Newton's second law to 
a moving continuum. Throughout the equations, which are outlined 
bel ow in tensor notati on, the densl ty of the fI ul dIs assumed 
constant, and for two dimensional flows using the cartesian 
co-ordinate system we obtain: 
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APXX + Oxy + pFx «p 12u (3.1) 
ax au Dt 
APyx + APyy +p Fy -p 12v 
ax au Dt 
In equations (3.1) and (3.2) shown above PXX,, PXU,, PUX., PYU are the 
components of the physical stess tensor, u and v are the velocity 
components in the x and y directions respectively, p Is the 
density of the fluid, and Fx and F9 are the body forces per unit 
mass In the respective directions. The time derivative Is defined 
as shown In (3.3), and Is known as the material or convective 
derivative. 
12 -a+u a+ va (3.3) 
Dt at ax ay 
In equations (3.1) and (3.2), no body forces are assumed to act in 
the x direction and only gravity acts as a body force In the 
negative y direction. Thus the stress equations describing the 
flow become: - 
APXX + APXY - p. Zu (3.4) 
ax au Dt 
Apyx + APyy - pg -p J2V (3.5) 
ax ay Dt 
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3.2.2 THE RHEOLOGICAL EQUATION OF STATE 
This Is also known as the constitutive equation and gives 
rise to the relationship between the stresses and strains 
occurring within the fluid during deformation. For an 
incompressible general viscous fluid this takes the form :- 
Pki m 'P8kl + Tki for k, i . 1,2 . (3.6) 
PkI is the stress tensor, P Is a isotropic hydrostatic pressure, 8ki 
is the kronecker delta tensor, and Tki is known as the extra 
stress tensor which for a general shear rate(q) dependent purely 
viscous fluid Is defined as: - 
Tki - 21l(q) ekl 
(1) 
. (3.7) 
In expression (3.7), eki(l) is known as the first rate of strain 
tensor and represents velocity gradients with distance and is 
defined as 
ki 'L 
( aVk + aVI) (3.8) 
2( ax, "0 
and TI(q) is the shear viscosity function, used to model the 
viscosity for non-Newtonian fluids which have a shear dominating 
influence. Later, in Chapter 6, when buoyancy induced thermally 
driven cavity flows are investigated, the viscosity is allowed to 
be a function of time(t), temperature(T), as well as the shear 
rate(q), or a suitable combination of these variables. 
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From the principle of balance of angular momentum it is 
required that PH -*: Pik and consequently in two dimensional 
cartesian coordinates there exists four non zero, components of 
the rate of strain tensor namely: - 
ex X- Au , exy « eyx - j-( AU + Av eyy » Av 
ax 2( au ax au 
The shear rate (q) is defined as the second invariant of the rate of 
strain tensor eki(l), which is given by: - 
q2- 2Tr (eki(l) : eki(l)) 
where Tr denotes the trace of the tensor product, thus 
q2- 21(exx : exx) + 2(exy : exy) + (eyy : eyy)l - (3.10) 
Two popular choices for modelling the precise form of the 
viscosity function TI(q) are: - 
(a) The Cross model which is given by: - 
11 (q) » 11 (-) + (11 (0) -M (-» - 
(3.11) 
(b) The Carreau model which is given by: - 
n(.. ) + (11(o) .,, (. ))(, +(. Xq)2)(n-l)/2 (3.12) 
TI(c-) represents the infinite shear viscosity for very large 
deformation rates and likewise il(O) represents the zero shear 
rate viscosity for very small rates of shear. 
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For comparative purposes we have chosen the Cross model and 
this will Subsequently be used in the remainder of this thesis. 
(q) 
Using the Cross model with n-0.5, X-1, ij(O)-I 
(non-dimensionalised value) and allowing il(-) to vary 
between 0 and 1, Le 0 --5ij(w): 5 1.0, a viscosity curve as similar 
to 
that shown above in fig (3.2) is obtained representing 
shear-thinning or pseucloplastic behaviour. 
However, the Cross model can also be used to model 
shear-thickening or dilatant behaviour, for if we let n-0.5, Wp 
il(-). l and vary il(O) such that 0: 5il(O): 51 then we o tain a 
viscosity curve of the form shown in fig (3.3) overleaf. 
In passing we mention that the values used for TI(O) and 71(oo) 
throughout the simulations are non climensionalised values. 
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Figure (3.2*) q 
Graph showing shear-thinning behaviour 
,n 
(co) 
71(o) 
q 
Figure (3.3*) 
Graph showing shear-thickening behaviour 
Upon substituting the rheological equation of state into (3.4) and 
(3.5) the following equations are obtained ., - 
-AP + ATXX + Oxy p DU (3.13) 
ax ax au Dt 
-AP + ATYX + ATUY - pg =p D-v (3.14) 
au ax au Dt 
A step towards reducing in the number of variables In the problem 
can be achieved by taking the curl of equations (3.13) and (3.14), 
which generates equation (3.15). 
22 (Txx -T yy (k2 - ý2 )Txy =p D- (k (U) -k (V) 
axag (aU2 ax2) Dt ( ay ax 
(3.15) 
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3.2.3 THE-CONTINUITY EQUATION 
This equation arises from the application of the principle of 
conservation of mass to a moving continuum, and for an 
Incompressible fluid with constant density In two dimensional 
plane flow, the equation of continuity reduces to :- 
div v=0 
or 
Au + AV = 
ax au 
3.2.4 THE STREAM-FUNCTION AND VORTICITY EQUATIONS 
These equations are used to reduce the number of variables 
further to just two, namely the stream function and the vorticity. 
The stream-function T= T(x, y) measures the flux across any 
streamline In the flow as a function of position, where the 
equation of the streamline is given by vx ýr = _Q . 
Here y. is the 
velocity vector, and Is tangential to the streamline at every point 
In the flow. It is well known that the components of the velocity 
can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the stream function 
and hence must sati sf y the continul ty equati on (3.16). Thus the 
velocity components may in cartesian coordinates be expressed 
es :- 
u =AT and v=-& 
ay ax 
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The vorticity (11) is a measure of the swirl or rotation of the flow 
and Is defined to be the curl of the velocity vector, 
curl y- 0,0, (Av -Au) 
ax ag 
hence we obtain equation (3.18) as a measure of the flow's 
rotation. 
Co = AV - AU 
ax au 
(3.18). 
The vorticity may also be expressed in terms of the stream 
function for by using (3.17) we obtain 
ý2T . ý2T co (3.19) 
3X2 aU2 
Thus referring once again to equation (3.15), and taking into 
account equations (3.7), (3.8), together with the continuity 
equation (3.16) we arrive after a little manipulation at the 
general equation of non-Newtonian flow, with just two unknowns 
T and co. This Is shown overleaf In (3.20) and Is expressed In the 
computationally convenient self adjoint form, which is used for 
the remainder of this thesis. 
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3.2.5 THE GFNERAL NON-NEWTONIAN FLOW EQUATION. 
p(Tl(q)22w) + A(ýn(q)220» - ll(q) (Alyýco - ý%pAca) 
at ax ax au 
. 
au (au ax ax au) 
- ll(q)( 4, a2ll(q) ýý2T + (ý2T - k2T). (. a2jj(q) - k2, n(q) 
ayax MY aU2 aX2 aU2 aX2 
(3.20) 
Equation (3.20) needs to be solved in conjunction with (3.19). 
Note here that if il(q) is given a constant value in (3.20) the usual 
time dependent Newtonian flow equation is obtained, and also if 
we make Vat = 0, then the general steady state non-Newtonian 
equation Is produced. 
3.2.6 THE CONCENTRATION EQUATION. 
The other partl al di ff erentl al equati on we numerl cal Iy sol ve 
for the driven cavity flow problem Is the time dependent 
concentration equation. This is derived from the application of 
the law of conservation of a substance to a moving continuum and 
an outline of its derivation may be found in standard texts such 
as Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot[151. It Is assumed that no 
generation or loss of concentration due to chemical reactions 
occurring within the cavity takes place, and neglects any 
buoyancy effects by assuming the 'dUe' is of the same chemical 
composition and density as the rest of the fluid. 
The concentration equation we use Is shown In (3.21) overleaf. 
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AC + ukC +v ýC = Kc ( a2C + 12C) (3.21) 
at ax au ( aX2 ay2) 
Here, Kc Is the diffusion coefficient and u and v the velocities In 
the x and U directions respectively, which may also be 
conveniently expressed in terms of the stream-function by using 
equation (3.17). 
Using this equation consideration Is given to the theoretical 
investigation of colour band dispersive mixing produced within 
the cavity due to fluid motion. 
3.3 MOTION OF A FLUID PARTICLE. 
The trajectory of a fluid particle may be obtained for all 
types of cavity flow considered by numerically solving the 
Hamiltonian system of equations (3.22) shown below, subject to 
the Initial condition x(O)=xo and U(O)=Uc) for each fluid particle 
under consideration. Throughout our simulation up to a maximum 
of nine particles, strategically placed within the cavity are 
simultaneously traced, which have been found under certain 
conditions (discussed in Chapter 5) to behave In a chaotic manner. 
dx. u- AT 
dt au (3.22) 
Ilu= v=-Xp 
dt ax 
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The necessary numerical solution of the equations governing the 
flow, and of particle the path trajectories within this section are 
discussed In Chapter 4. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTON. 
In this chapter we will discuss the numerical solution of the 
partial diff ere ntial equations outl I no d In Chapter 3, governing the 
flow produced by various lam I nardrIven cavity fI ows. The 
vorticity (3.20), stream-function (3.19), and the concentration 
(3.2 1) equations, because of their non-Ilnearity, do not generally 
lend themselves easily to analytic solutions subject to 
prescribed boundary conditions (which will be discussed later), 
and so numerical techniques have to be employed to yield a 
solution. 
The numerical solution of differential equations Is not a new 
concept, having Its origins back In the seventeenth century with 
the pioneering work of Leonard Euler, but has been aided 
significantly by the recent development of high speed and 
powerful computers. The numerical solution of our PDEs consists 
I 
of a set of numbers obtained at specific points within the flow 
domaln, -from which the distribution of the dependent variable of 
the desired PDE can be constructed. In one sense the numerical 
method is similar to a laboratory controlled experiment, in which 
a set of Instrument readings enables the distribution of a 
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measurable quantity to be constructed within the domain of 
investigation. 
At present there are four basic popular numerical methods 
available to obtain numerical solutions of the PDE's outlined 
above. These are, the finite element method, the fI nite difference 
method, boundary element and spectral methods. The most tried 
and tested of these methods when applied to non-Newtonian flow 
problems are the finite element and finite difference techniques, 
both of which yield comparatively good results. 
All numerical techniques approximate the original partial 
differential equation by an algebraic equation which Is then 
solved In place of the original differential equation. The solutions 
obtained, although being approximate, are not approximate In the 
sense of being crude, but rather are as accurate as the data 
warrants, or as accurate as is necessary for the technical 
purposes for which the solutions are required(Smith[1001). 
Throughout this thesis we have chosen to numerically solve the 
governing partial differential equations by the finite difference 
method. This Is due to the fact It Is well documented, much tried 
and tested, easy to follow and implement into computer code, as 
well as being less computationally involved than Its rival finite 
element method for our rectangular cavity geometry. 
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The computational stage of all numerical methods for solving 
problems of any complexity involves a great deal of arithmetic, 
thus In general it Is usual to arrange syhenever possible for one 
sol utl on to suf fI ce a varl ety of di ff erent probi ems. Thi sIs 
achieved by expressing all the equations In terms of 
non-dimensional variables, consequently all problems with the 
same non-dimensional formulation can be dealt with by means of 
one solution. 
4.2 NON-DIMENSONALISATION OF THE FLOW EQUATIONS. 
The equations (3.19), (3.20) and (3.2 1) can be 
non-dimensionallsed by writing: 
X/L, y/L, u U/U, v V/U, (O/= Lco/U, t Ut/Ls 
'F/UL, q w# ='q/U, il JI =ii /n(O)# 
where the dashed notation represents the non dimenslonalised 
variables, U is a reference velocity, L is a length of the cavity, u 
and v are the components of the velocity vector In x and U 
directions respectively, t represents the time, il the viscosity, co 
the vorticity, T the stream-f unction and q the shear-rate. Using 
the new variables the non-dimensionallsed form of equations 
(3.19 ) and (3.20) become on dropping the dashed notation : 
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Co) - 11 (ý %F. AW - Alp. ACO) ilRe Aco = 2(112ý(0) + A(I, 
2ý 
at ax ax au au (au ax ax au ) 
- ilRe( 4 221,12T + (p2T - p2T). (p27, - p2, n (4.1). 
ayax MY ay2. aX2 aU2 aX2 
22y + ýý2ty =- (» (4.2) 
3X2 aU2 
where Re= pUL/il(O), il is the variable viscosity function, which 
we presently assume varies predominantly with shear-rate, but 
may also in later work vary with both temperature and time. 
The main effect of non-dlmensionallsing Is to Introduce a 
parameter (Re) known as the Reynolds' number, which emerges as 
the sole dimensionless parameterneeded for the specification of 
the dynamical state of the flow fields with geometrically similar 
boundary and Initial conditions. 
The Reynolds' number as well as being characteristic of the 
flow does have physical significance, for It Is a measure of the 
ratio of the inertial to viscous forces. When Re(( I, the viscous 
forces tend to dominate the flow and similarly when Re>>l the 
Inertia forces predominate. (13atchelor[121). 
The Reynol ds' number utl II sed in thl s thesi sis used f or 
comparitive purposes, as the viscosity value for shear dependent 
fluids can vary greatly from place to place throughout the flow 
domain. 
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4.3-BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE STREAM-FUNCTION AND 
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) need to be, solved subject to certain 
Initial and boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are the 
conditions that the dependent variable of the partial differential 
equation Is required to satisfy at each point around the boundary 
curve of the solution domain, this In our case being the walls of 
the cavity. On the walls themselves we impose a no-slip 
condition, for when solving viscous flow problems it Is 
customary for fluid velocity at the walls of the cavity to be the 
same as the speed of the boundary, that Is the fluid adheres to the 
boundary walls. 
Because of the no-slip condition, there exists on the surface of 
the walls a 'boundary' laUer through whIch vorticity Is generated, 
diffused and convected. Although this Is known to occur the 
actual values of vorticity on the walls are not known analytically 
and consequently have to be approximated. We chose as our 
approximation the well known Woods formulae CDW(291, which 
have to be applied with a knowledge of the previously calculated 
interior vorticity values. The advantage in using these formulae 
Is that the error Involved in our use of the approximation is 
consistent with the overall error in the numerical method we use 
to solve the vorticity and stream-function equations. 
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The use of the no-slip condition also Implies that the stream 
function has a constant value at each point along the boundary, 
which for simplicity is taken to be zero. Both sets of boundary 
conditions for equations (4.1) and (4.2) are of the Dirichlet type 
as shown in fig (4.1*) and fig (4.2*) for standard cavity flow. 
y 
u= I v=O T=O b., (moving plate) 
U=o U=o 
V=o V=o 
T=O T=O 
U=O V=O T=O x 
Figure (4.1 
U 
T=O T=O 
co=oA o)=co2 
00. 
T=O, w=co3 x 
Figure (4.2*) 
Boundary conditions used in the simulation of driven 
cavity flow. 
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4.3.1-THE VISCOSITY BOUNDARY VALUES. 
The viscosity for shear-dependent fluids Is determined 
from using the Cross model (3.11), and thus to Implement the 
viscosity boundary values the shear-rate needs to be evaluated on 
each of the cavity's walls. 
The non-dimensionallsed deformation rate q Is given by : 
q= U((a2T/ay2 - a2T/ax2) + 402T/axay)) 
1/2 (4.3) 
which is obtained from the second Invariant rate of strain tensor 
outlined in Chapter 3. On the boundaries, the top plate for 
example, this bears much simplification for by using the velocity 
condItions It can be seen that q= lcol, where I. I represents the 
modulus. A similar expression exists for the other three 
remaining walls, thus the value for q can be substituted Into the 
Cross model enabling the viscosity values on the boundary to be 
determined. For temperature dependent fluids (Chapter 6) a 
similar procedure Is followed, with the boundary viscosity being 
given In terms of a Reynolds or Arrhenius type formula. 
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4.4 THE CONCENTRATION EQUATION. 
The'concentrati on equation def Ined in Chapter 3, (3.2 1 ), Is 
non-dimensionalised in the usual way, the main result being the 
Introduction of two dimensionless parameters, the Reynolds' 
number and the Schmidt number. Like the Reynolds' number the 
Schmidt number does have physical significance as it describes 
the relationship between the viscosity and the molecular 
diffusIvIty (Kc), and Is defined as: 
Sc = il(O)/pkc. 
The non-dimensionallsed concentration equation Is: 
PC +( aT aC -P-T aC) =D (P. 2C + a2C) (4.4) 
at au ax ax au aX2 aU2 
The first term of the equation represents time dependence, the 
second convection and the third diffusion, wI th D= I /ReSc. The 
Schmidt number is generally taken to be 50 for comparative 
purposes with Havard[441. It can also be seen from equation (4-4) 
that as Re increases the concentration equation becomes very 
much advection dominated. 
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4.4. IJBOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE CONCENTRATION EQUATION. 
These are of the homogeneous Neumann type, that Is Instead 
of specifying the dependent variable at every point on the 
boundary such as In the DIrichlet conditions, the gradient or flux 
condition that of aC/an is specified at every point along the 
boundary, where n is the outward normal. The cavity's wells are 
assumed to be Impermeable and consequently no flux can be 
transported through them, the result being that aC/an = 0, on each 
of the boundary walls, as shown below in fIg (4.3*). 
V 
aclax =0 
Figure (4.3*) 
Ix o 
Boundary conditions for the concentration equation. 
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ac/au =o 
4.4.2-INITIAL CONDITIONS. 
As described previously in Chapter 3, the problem Is one of 
'injecting' a quantity of dye Into the top half of the cavity while 
at rest, and observing how the concentration intensity varies 
with time. The amount of dye within the cavity remains a 
constant due to conservation, and this can be a useful check on 
how the solution Is proceeding. For this reason the total 
concentration per unit. are. a (A) Is chosen to be unity, Le 
JJA C(X, U, t) dA =1 (4.5). 
The Integration Is performed numerically using the trapezium 
rule, the error in which Is consistent with the overall 
discretisation error. The Initial concentration distribution 
generally used Is as shown In fig (4.4*). 
V 
1.0 
0.5 
0 
Figure 
The Initial concentration distribution of the cavity. 
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1.0 
4.5.1-THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 
Us . Ing the finite difference method the domain of solution of 
the partial differential equation (PDE) bounded b, y a closed curve 
Is overlaid with a regular grid or mesh as shown overleaf in 
fIg (4.5 *). 
The mesh consists of equally spaced lines drawn parallel to the 
x and y directions respectively, def Ined -in space by: 
X1 = Ih for i=O to N, yj = jk for J=O to M and In time bg 
t=nSt, where N, M are the number of grid points In the x and y 
directions respectively and St Is the time increment, n being the 
number of these Increments required to reach a desired time. The 
grid spacing in the x and y directions Is defined by h"N/N, 
k=um/M such that Nh= 1, Mk= 1. 
Let ý(X, U, u, ux#uy, uxx,, u YU, uxu, ut) =0 (4.6) 
represent a typical second order PDE which we desire to solve, 
possessing an analytical solution u= u(x, y, t). We define the 
numerical solution of equation (4.6) to be a set of numbers 
(u(I, J, n)) arising from the solution of a system of difference 
equations approximating the PDE, where u(I, J, n) Is an 
approximation to u(xl, Yj, tn) the value of the exact analytical 
solution at a grid point. We assume the value of u at a non-integer 
grid point may be found by Interpolation. It IS Usually expected 
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that as the mesh becomes more refined that u(ij, n) becomes 
closer to the analytic solution at that grid point, however this is 
never actually obtained in practice due to computational rounding 
error In evaluating the arithmetic, but this Is usually very small. 
v 
Figure (4.5*) 
Diagram of the mesh structure overlaying the cavity. 
4.5.2 FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS TO THE DERIVATIVES. 
The most usual and best known method of deriving finite 
difference approximations for the derivatives Is by means of 
Taylor series. it is assumed that u(x, y, t), the analytic solution of 
equation(4.6), is continous and Its fourth order derivatives exist 
within the domain of solution. Then by considering (4.7) and (4.19) 
overleaf, where subscripts denote differentiation with respect to 
that variable, we obtain: 
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x 
U(xi+ I Yj, tn)-'ý u(xiUj, tn) + hux(xl, Uj, tn) + h2uxx(xl, gj, tn) + 
2 
113 u xxx(xi, Yj, tn) + h4uxxxx( 4+i, Yjtn) (4.7) 
31 41 
Uo(1- 1, Uj, tn)-2 uo(I, Uj, tn) - hux(, xiYj, tn) + 1,2u, (, (()(I Yj, tn) 
2 
11 3 ux)()<()<i, Yj, tn) + 1,4u.,,, <), ( 4-i, yjtn) (4.8) 
31 41 
upon adding (4-7) and (4.8) and using fact that 
Uxxxx( 4+i, Yj, tn) * uxxxx( 4-i, Uj, tn)., ( 2uxxxx( 41, gj, tn) 
where xj- 1( 41 ( xl+ 1 produces 
u (x l+ 1-UJ. tn)-2u(xi. UJ. tn)+w(x1-1 UJ. tn) = uxx (X I, YJ, tn)+ E, (4.9) 
h2 
where Eh2 Uxxxx( ti, Yj, tn)- 
12 
Similarly subtracting (4.8) from (4.7) gives 
u(xi+ 1 Uj. tn)-u(xi- I Uj. tn) = ux(xi, Yj, tn) + E2 
2h 
where E2 112uxxx( 4i, gj, tn)- 
6 
we have ignored the 002) truncation terms In both (4.9) and 
(4.10) and writing u(xi, Yj, tn) -: uIj 
n, the derivatives may be 
written as: 
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p2u(x, Uj, tn): U, +, 
n -2U, in+ ul- Iin 
ax2 --h 
ku(ml, Uj, tn) = ul., 1n-u I-Ij n 
ax 2h 
and similarly 
a2u(x, Yj, tn) ': vi j+ I n-2, i jn + ui j- lp 
aU2 k2 
Au(xl, Uj, t. ) = uij,. In - Uij-in 
ay 2k 
for 1=1 to N-1 andj=l toM-1. 
4.5.3 THE TIME DERIVATIVE 
Employing a Taylor series approximation once again 
produces: 
(4.14) 
u(mi, Yj, tn+ I U(ml, Yj, tn) + 6t au()CI, Yj, tn) + §12ý2uoq, yj tn) . ......... 
at 2 at2 . 
(4.15) 
Truncating after the fourth term and re-arranging gives: 
u(xi. gj. tn+ I )-u(x I uj. tn),, '2 P-u(xl, Yj, tn) + j, p2u(x,, Yj, tn) . ......... 
st at 2 at2 
Ignoring the local truncation error of O(St), and writing In 
standard notation the time derivative may be expressed as: 
kuo(I, gj, tn) = uijn+1 - uljn 
(4.17). 
at St 
This method of discretisation renders the equations simply 
explicit, but does have the disadvantage that time increments, 
especially for large Reynolds' numbers, need to be quite small to 
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ensure that-the difference equations are stable. This will be 
discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 
4.6 UISCRETISATION OF THE FLOW EQUATION5, 
By focusing our attention on the numerical values obtained at 
the grid points of the mesh used to cover the flow domain, we 
have in essence replaced the continuous information contained 
within the exact analytical solution of the PDE, with a set of 
discrete values. The algebraic equations Involving unknown values 
of the dependent variable u In (4.6) at a chosen grid point are 
termed discretised equations, and are derived directly from the 
PDE Itself by using difference approximations for the derivatives. 
It Is these algebraic discretised equations which we aim to solve 
to provide an approximation to the analUtIcal solution of the PDE. 
By replacing the derivatives of T and C in the governing flow 
equations (4.2), (4.4) with respect to xy, t by the difference 
approximations shown above, and upon simplifying produces the 
following set of discretised equations. 
4.6.1 THE DISCRETISED STREAM-FUNCTION EQUATION. 
k2( 
1ý r\ 2)yl. % + h2(%p 
f\ AA 
'Fi+ I j+'Fi-l, j) - 2(h2+k Ij ij+ I +'Pjj- I -(hk)20), j 
(4.18). 
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4.6.2 THE DISCRETISED CONCENTRATION EQUATION. 
Cl i n+ I =(A2+A4)Cij- ,n+ (A, +A3)Ci- In+ (I -2(A, +A2 ))Cijn 
(A, -A3)Ci+ ,n+ (A2-A4)Clj ,, 
(4.19). 
A, = 0), A2 = M, A, 3 = MI, 
A4 = LID-2, b, = LT, b2 ý -a 
h2k2 2h 2k au ax (4.20). 
4.6.3 
-THE 
DISCRETISED VORTICITY EQUATION. 
This is discretised In a slightly different way to the others 
due to the presence of alax(112 aco/ax) and a/ay(112aco/aU) terms. 
We have used a method which Is similar to that used In the 
control volume approach. The control volume method applies 
various conservation laws to a macroscopic control volume and is 
an alternative way to produce the discretised equations governing 
the flow. It offers a more Intuitive derivation with more 
physical significance, but eventually reduces to the same finite 
difference equations. A full account of this method can be found 
In Tucker[ 1071, Roachel 921 and Pantankar[841. 
Equation (4.1) may be discretised as before with central 
differences being used whenever possible, the only exception 
occurs when treating the expression alax(Il2a(Olax), where T12 is 
Presently taken to mean (il(q))2. However, this presents no real 
Problem and may be d1scretised by treating the expression as the 
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first derivative of a first derivative. With reference to fig (4.6*) 
we write: 
(i, J+1) N 
n 
wpe O'D 
E 0-1 J) (i+l, j) 
s 
s 
Figure (4.6*) 
. 
a(112 ýco)= ((112 - (T12 Codw) COX)e 
ax ax h 
((112)8 (wE - O)P)) - ((112)w (COP - O)W)) 
hh 
h 
((, 12)e(, E - COP) - (, 12)w((, P , ww)) 
h2 (4.20 
and In a similar manner we obtain 
ý(112 Ato) = «112)n«üN - COP) - (112)S(COP - COS» 
au au 
k2 (4.22) 
The remainder of the terms in equation (4.1) may be approximated 
In the usual manner using the central dif f erencing techniques 
described earlier. The final result is equation (4.23). 
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wijn+l= (1-(cl+c2+c3+c4))Wljn+(cl-c5)wl+ljn+(c2+c5)wi-ljn 
(c3+c6)wij+ In +I (c4-c6)wij- In - c7FIjn 
(4.23) 
Where 
cI= St(T12)e 0 C2- St(h2)w, C3= c4= St(h2)s, 
TIPReh: 2 ijPReh2 ilPRek2 TjPRek2 
c5= D-L, c6= AZ, c7= a, b1= LT, b2= ýM and 
2h 2k TjpRe ' au ax 
F,, n= ilPRe( 4ý2, np p2T + (. a2T - k2T). (221, p - p2lp) 
auax axag aU2 aX2 aU2 ax2 ) 
In the above expressions N is the grid poInt(i, j+ I ), S=(I, J- 1 ), 
W=0- 1, J), E=(i+ 1, J) and P=(i, j). The lower case letters n, s, w, e 
signify the mid-points between the uppercase letters 
representing the grid points of the mesh shown in fig (4.6*). 
At this juncture attention is drawn to the fact that near the top 
two corner points, In case of standard cavity flow, singularitles 
exist due to the velocity gradients becoming increasingly large, 
resulting In the shear rate and the vorticity becoming infinite at 
these points. This does Introduce an immediate problem Into our 
proposed method of solution as these points are used in 
evaluating the cross derivative for both the viscosity and the 
stream-f unction. However, methods are available which help 
alleviate the problem caused by the corner singularities, and 
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some of these may be found in CDW[291 and Gupta et al[421. The 
flow near the corner singularities Is discussed later in this 
chapter. 
A problem which naturally arises from the way In which the 
above derivatives are represented, is how to model the viscosity 
at intermediate grid polnts(n, s, w, e). Initially we defined the 
viscosity to be the average value of the respective adjacent grid 
points. For example, with reference to fig(4.6*), 
(Ile)2= 0.25 (, nE + 11P)2 (4.24) 
and likewise by symmetry similar expressions exist for the other 
three points. However, an approximation Incorporating more 
Information, and of the some accuracy is given by the less 
obvious formula given by Williams[ 1171, 
(, niD)2 = (6(,, P)2 + 3(,, E)2 - (1, W)2)/a (4.25) 
which has the advantage of 'packing' more information Into the 
model, and once again by symmetry, similar expressions exist for 
the other three points. 
Lastly, we discuss how to deal with the cross derivative of the 
form a2T/axay which, due to the cavity's geometry, especially 
near the sharp corners where singularites exist, creates a few 
problems. For the present It seems reasonable to discretise the 
cross derivative a2T/a>(aU as alax(aylay), J. e the derivative of a 
derivative. Then following the usual procedure, we produce: - 
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A2 
r\ an 
T =((Ti+ I J+ I- Tl- I J+ 1) - (TI+ I J- I- Ti- I J- 
MY 4hk 
which Is 0(h2, k2) accurate and thus consistent With the other 
approximations. However, alternative discretisation formulae 
exist for the cross derivatives which by-pass the corner 
singularities, and these may be seen In CDW[291. 
4.7 THE NUMERICAL TREATMENT-OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
For the vorticity and stream function equations, whether time 
dependent or not, the boundary conditlons are of the Dirichlet 
type, the dependent variable being specified at each grid point 
around the boundary. The vorticity on the boundaries of the cavity 
is specified by the Woods formulae (CDW[291) based on a 
knowledge of the interior stream-function and vorticity values, 
and are preferred due to the fact that they preserve the second 
order accuracy of the dlf f erence equations. 
As an example for standard cavity flow the vorticity on the top 
moving wall is given by 
co, M= -1 (TiM- I+ kvt)-. L colM- 1 (4.27), 
k2 2 
for J=M, and W to N-I, ond siml I or expressions exist for al I 
cavity's walls, where 'vt' represents the speed top plate. 
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The stream-function has a constant value on each of the cavities 
wells as a consequence of the no-sl1p conditions Imposed, and for 
simplicity we take this value of strearn-f unction to be zero on all 
four of cavities wells. 
Ti o=O, Ti M=O f or 1 =O to N and TOJ =O, 'FNJ =O f or j =O to M. (4.28) 
The boundary conditions for the concentration equation are of 
the homogeneous Neumann type, Le the gradient or flux condition 
aC/an being specified as zero on all of cavity's walls, where n 
represents the outward normal to the surface. As the walls are 
assumed to be impermeable, aC/an=O on each boundary. 
The derivative boundary conditions are approximated In the 
usual way using central differencing, again to preserve the 
0(h2, k2) accuracy. The method however gives rise to what are 
known as 'ghost points', which are points which lie outside the 
solution domain. However, by assuming that the original 
d1scretised equation and the boundary derivative difference 
equations hold true simultaneously, these ghost points may be 
eliminated and an expression for CIJ n+ 1 is obtained In terms of 
previously calculated values. 
For the concentration equation, at the corner points two 
expressions for the derivatives exist simultaneously, and again 
by assuming that both hold true concurrently with the discretised 
concentration equation, then an expression for cjjn+ I at the four 
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corner points can be produced. A good discussion on derivative 
boundary conditions can be found in CDW[291 and Smith[1001. 
4.8-CONSISTENCY AND STABILITY 
The questions which naturally arise from the d1scretised 
finite di*fference approximations to the original PDE are, how 
good are the approximations in representing the differential 
equation, and how stable are the numerical solutions which they 
produce? 
During the discretisation process, by using truncated Taylor 
series approximations for the derivatives contained within the 
original PDE, we have Introduced into the approximating 
difference equations a discretisation error. However If the grid 
becomes more ref Ined then the d1scretisation error can usually be 
seen to approach zero, so that the difference equations may be 
seen to be compatible or consistent with the original PDE. In 
theory this is always achieved by choosing evermore ref Ined 
grids, yet as the grid becomes more refined the number of 
equations needed to be solved Increases so that the time taken to 
solve these equations also increases and the effect of rounding 
errors becomes, more pronounced, which Is not always acceptable. 
The stability of finite difference approximations Is concerned 
with the unstable growth or the stable decay of arithmetic errors 
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associated with the computer operations needed to solve the 
finite difference equations. Theoretically an analytic solution to 
any one of the difference equations exists, yet due to rounding 
errors In the computer arithmetic which are committed as the 
explicit calculation Is carried out, then an analysis of whether 
these errors amplify or decay, characterises the stability of the 
numerical scheme used to solve the difference equations. 
If the difference approximation Is stable then any computational 
errors which arise can be made arbitrarily small. For linear PDE's 
we know due to a celebrated theorem of Lax[541 that If the 
difference scheme used Is compatible and stable then we are 
assured of convergence. However, as most of the PDE's we require 
to solve are non-linear then even If the stability and 
compatability conditions of the difference operator are satisfied, 
no suitable theorem currently exists to guarantee convergence. 
There are many methods which have been developed to 
Investigate the stability of the difference equations depending on 
whether the equations are time dependent or not. Two of the most 
widely used are the matrix method and the Von-Neumann method, 
the letter being used primarily for time dependent parabolic 
equations. Using this method for our time dependent d1scretised 
equations we define the difference equations to be stable if small 
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pertubations Sjln in the exact solution of the difference equation 
remained bounded as time becomes Infinite (n->, Do). 
The Von-Neumann method is essentially a Fourier method, and 
Is extremely useful for the study of non-linear parabolic PDE's, 
CDW[291. The perturbation at a grid point(j, l) at a given time 
level(n) is expressed sinusoidally as: 
Sil n 4n Jcr, jh e eiCY21k, where and 4 Is known as the 
amplif I cation f actor. For stabi II ty we require that 1410. The 
errors which are propagated during computation are known to 
satisfy the difference equations themselves and so substituting 
forSjln In each difference equation apProximating the PDE 
produces the necessary conditions for the difference scheme to 
be stable. A full account of the method may be found In texts such 
as CDW[291, Smith[ 1001 and Lapidus and Pinder[551. 
We now give the stability and compatibility results for both 
time dependent and steadU flows which we have considered. 
For the time dependent PDE's , namely 
the vorticity (4.1), and 
concentration (4.4), equations, the error due to discretisation Is 
found to be O(St, h2, k2), so It can be seen that as the mesh 
becomes more refined, (i. e h, k->O), and if St Is sufficiently small, 
then the di screti sati on error tends to zero, and the di ff erence 
equations are compatible with the PDE's themselves. 
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From applying Von-Neumann analysis to these same equations we 
have found the vorticity equation to be stable provided that 
Reh2/4 , and likewise the concentration equation Is stable 
provided St,, <, h2/4D. These limitations were also found to be 
borne out in practice. 
The stream-function equation (4.2) contains no time dependent 
terms, and Is therefore a steady state equation. The stability of 
the difference equations approximating all steady state type 
problems may be found directly from analysing the computational 
molecule or stencil, which for the stream-function equation Is of 
the form shown In fig(4.7*). 
0+1 J) 
a 
a2 
FIgure 
The computational molecule for the stream function equation. 
Where with reference to fig(4.7*) we have: 
CC5 = -2(h2+k2), aI= a2 = h2, a3 = a4 = k2 (4.29) 
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For stability It is required that the molecule possesses 
diagonal dominance, such that a5 >,, al+ a2+ a3+ a4 with at least 
one strict moduli Inequali ty for some (1, J). Using the values given 
above in (4.29) the computational molecule may clearly be seen to 
be diagonally dominant. The second constraint we impose on the 
stencil is that all four of the satellites of a5 must be positive. 
For the stream-function equation all satellites are positive 
definite, hence both criteria are satisfied and the molecule or 
stencil Is said to be stable. The error due to the d1scretisation 
process is of the order 0(h2, k2) from which It can be seen as the 
mesh Is refined, the error diminishes to zero, showing the stencil 
of the approximating difference equation to be compatible with 
the Polsson type stream-function PDE. The stream-function 
equation Is an example of a linear PDE which is part of a strongly 
non-linear system, but for small changes In the Reynolds' number 
the linear stability analysis provided Lax's theorem, Is Indicative 
of convergence. 
By convergence we mean TO, J) -> T(xi, yj) as h, k->O. 
A further example occurs by considerIng the steady state 
vorticity equation which we have also employed when simulating 
steadg cavity flow. The PDE Itseir mag be obtained directly from 
(4-1 ) by taking a/at=O. The corresponding difference equation Is: 
Klcoij = K2coij-1 + Owl- Ij+ K4o)l+ Ij+ K5colj+1 -Ili jF (4.30) 
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where F Is specified after(4.23) and 
K I= -((,, 2)e + (T, 2)w + (, 12)n + (,, 2)s) 
h2 k2 
K2= 1 2, )s - TjReD2) ý 
kllý 2k 
K3= ((nýjw + ilReO 
h2 2h 
K4= 2, )e 1r 1- ilReD I) 
h, 
ý 
2h 
K5= 2)n + ilReD2) 
k2k 
pI =AT, P2= -kT 
au ax 
(4.31) 
For stability we require KII K2+K3+K4+K5 which Is satisfied, 
and also K2, K3, K4, K5 2', 0 which occurs If 
-2(,, 2)n ,( 
Re, < 1(ý2)s and L(32)w,, < Re, <, L(n2)e 
, npp2k ilPp2k ilPo Ih ilPp 1h 
(4.32) 
hold true simultaneously. 
4.9 NUMERICAL METHODS USED TO SOLVE THE FINITE DIFFERENCE 
The finite difference methods emploged to solve the 
non-linear system of partial differential equations with 
prescribed boundary conditions gives rise to a system of 
non-linear algebraic simultaneous equations of form A2j=D. where 
A is a (N- 1) x (N- 1) square matrix and D_ a ((N- 1) x 1) column 
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vector. The number of equations produced is generally large and 
hence the solution generates a problem In itself, and the task of 
solving the system has to be undertaken with the aid of a 
powerful computer. The two main methods used to tackle the 
problem numerically are : 
(1) Direct methods 
(11) Iterative methods. 
Direct methods solve the algebraic system of equations in a 
pre-determined number of steps using algorithms such as 
Gaussian elimination or triangular decomposition, at the end of 
which the solution Is obtained. However for explicit difference 
equations these are generally more computationally costly than 
Iterative methods which are easier to code and use less computer 
memory. 
4.9.1 MRATIVE METHODS. 
Iterative methods are used for solving systems of algebraic 
equations when A Is large, diagonally dominant, and when the 
matrix coefficients are sparse but with A well conditioned. An 
iterative method of solution also becomes attractive when direct 
methods require more computer storage than Is convenient. The 
Iterative method used for solving the system of algebraic 
equations Is one in which a first approximation or Initial guess is 
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used to calculate a second approximation to the solution which is 
hoped to be better than the f Irst. This second approximation Is 
then used to generate a third approximation and. so on until 
convergence is hopefulIU obtained. 
However, the equations which govern the flow of a moving plate 
or wall over the cavity are non-linear, and the resulting algebraic 
system of equations produced is also non-11near, and It is these 
non-linear systems of equations which must be solved 
I terativel U. 
At each Iteration the system Is linearised using previously - 
calculated values and the resulting linear system is solved to 
provide an updated approximation to the solution. Whatever 
iterative method Is used to overcome the non-linearity of the 
system, there Is rarely a mathematical theory which will 
guarantee convergence, however if convergence is attained for 
the system stated above, the solution is usually unique. 
The iterative method used Is sold to be convergent when the 
differences between the successive iterates tend to zero as the 0 
number of iterations Increase. In practice this is never the case, 
but what is important is that successive iterates converge fairly 
rapidly to values that agree within some small pre-specified 
accuracy or tolerance limit. 
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When dealing with steady state problems the convergence criteria 
used Is: 
I coijP+ I- colf I< el and IT, i P+l -T li PI < c2 where P represents 
the Iteration number. 
This convergence criterion was used during Implementations of 
the well known Jacobi and Gauss-Seldel algorithms which will be 
discussed later. To try to accelerate convergence an adapted SAR 
method was attempted. The convergence criteria for this scheme 
Is a little different to the previous Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel 
methods, and Is defined in section (4.9.4) of this chapter. 
In the computer programs used to numerically solve the steady 
state problems, we choose based on experience and the findings 
of other research workers e. g Havard[441, cl and c2 to be 0.005. 
When time dependence enters the equations no tolerance limits 
are imposed for the vorticity and concentration equations, and the 
program terminates of ter a prespecif led time. 
Using Iterative techniques to solve the algebraic system of 
equations does have the disadvantage In that every time It Is used 
it introduces a global rounding error Into the calculations. 
However, with modern day computers the global rounding error Is 
recognised as being very small, consequently most of the errors 
involved In solving PDE's by the finite difference method arise 
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from the local truncation error In approximating the derivatives 
themse Ives. 
The simplest and easiest Iterative methods to set up on a 
computer are those of Jacobi, Gauss-Sledel and various S. O. R 
methods, which are outlined below, and are known as classical 
Iterative methods. 
Other more involved Iterative methods such as the 
pre-conditioned conjugate gradient method (CDW[291) and Stone's 
strongly Implicit method (Smith[1001) are available, but these 
are more complicated and use more computer memory although 
they can be signif I cantly faster. Thus on balance of e as e of 
computing and computer time not being critical, the former 
methods were implemented. 
4.9.2 THE JACOBI ITERATIVE METHOD. 
Jacobi's method for solving a linearlsed system of form 
Ay, =b, expresses the (n+1)th Iterative approximation exclusively 
In terms of the n'th Iterative values, that Is the new values at any 
Instant are calculated explicitly from the old or previous 
iterative values. (At the end of each Iteration In our computer 
program the new values are set equal to the old values and the 
process continues until convergence is obtained). Jacobi's method 
can be expressed in matrix notation by decomposing A Into three 
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simpler. matrices D, L and U with D consisting of all the diagonal 
entries'of matrix A, L the lower triangular matrix and U the 
upper triangular matrix. Consequently the system of algebraic 
equations may be written as (D-L-U) and the Jacobi 
Iteration written as :- 
D 2j(n +1 (L + U)2j(n) + or j(n+ 1) =D"(L +U) 2i(n) +D"D. 
(4.33). 
The iteration may generally be expressed In the form 
jj(n+1) =6 , 
(n) +. c and this Is true for a] I the Iterative methods 
which will be considered. 
Using an Initial guess jj(O) the Iterative method uses the matrix 
6 and Q to generate a new approximation 2i(l), which is then used 
to generate a 'better' approxImation 2j(2) and so on. 
With the Jacobi Iteration 6 =D"(L+U) Is known as the point 
Jacobi Iteration matrix. it is well known (see for example 
CDW[291 , Sm I th [1001, Froberg[391) that the particular 
iterative 
method used wIll converge If p(G) (I where p(G) denotes the 
eigenvalue of largest modulus of 6, I. e the spectral radius of the 
ma trlx. Thus for Jacobi iteration we require p(D"(L+U)) <I 
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4.9.3 THE GAUSS-SEIDEL METHOD 
This method is very similar to the Jacobi Iterative method 
except it speeds up convergence considerably by using the newest 
calculated values as soon as they are available. In matrix notation 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration Is defined as :- 
(D - L), X(n+1) = UX(n) + hence It can be seen that; 
L)"U 2i(n) + (D - L)"Jz (4.34) 
where.;. =(D-L)-lh and 6= (D - L)"U Is the point Gauss-Seldel 
iteration matrix for the general Iteration scheme and following 
the Jacobi method for convergence It Is required that : 
p(G) = p((D - L)"U) (I . 
4.9.4 THE S. O. R METHOD. 
This is a modified form of the Gauss-Seidel iteration known 
as successive over relaxation. The method Itself Involves the use 
of a variable parameter 4 which hopefully accelerates the 
convergence to solution. The method of solving the large algebraic 
system of simultaneous equations using the SAR method Is given 
below. 
The SAR iteration Is defined as A=W, (4.35) 
where g_and d, are the correction or displacement vectors 
obtal ned of ter each I terati on, f or the S. O. R and Gauss-Sel del 
methods respectively. If the relaxation parameter 4 takes a value 
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In the range 1<4<2 the system Is said to be over relaxed, and 
II kewise If in range 0( 4 (1, the system Is under relaxed. When 4=1 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme Is obtained. 
From the Gauss Seidel Iteration (4.34), 
X(n+ O= D-'L. &(n+ 1) + D-IUX(n) + D-lb. then 
D-'Ly, (n+ 1) + D-'Uy(n) + D-1h - (n). 
Then using (4.35) we obtain 
2, (n+ 1) - 2i(n)= k(D-'L. &(n+ 1) + D-IUX(n) + D-'D_ - , (n)) 
and after gathering like terms and simplifying, the S. O. R point 
iteration scheme Is: 
,, (n+ 1) = (I -4D-IL)-'((l -4)1 +4D-'U))2j(n) + (I -4D-10-14D-lb., (4.36) 
where G= +4D-'U)),. a= (1-4DAY%D-lb., 
and as usual for convergence we requIre p(G)(l. 
For the Gauss-Seidel Iteration convergence Is obtained If 
lcü(p+')(r3. S) - co(P)l <=g, withg bei ng a pre-speclfted tolerance 
limit. For the SAR Iteration, the difference between the P'th and 
(P+1)'th Iterates becomes : 
Sco= Ico(P* l)-co(P)l = Ico(P* 
OSAR - (o(P)l 
-4)(O(P) +4 CO(P+ 
I 
=1411(0(p+ 1)(C,. S)-(O(P)l 
=141191 
and convergence Is obtained when 18(ol ( cllcomaxl, where 6(o is the 
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difference in co values at each nodal point after each Iteration, 
and comax Is the biggest difference between successive Iterates 
over the whole grid. 
4.10 THE VORTICITY CONSTRAINT. 
Once a convergent solution for the linearised system of 
equations is obtained, it is desirable to know how well behaved 
the solution is. A useful check on the numerical computation is 
given by the vorticity constraint, whereby the total vorticity 
generated by the flow Is calculated. The total value of the 
vorticity within the cavity Is given by the expression 
JJA co dA ': JJA curi I dA (4.37) 
where the double Integral is taken over the area (A) of the cavity. 
Applying Stokes' theorem to this expression yieldst- 
JJA curl y_ dA = Jc Y, dr. = Jc udx + vdy (4.38) 
where y. represents the velocity vector having components u and v 
In the x and y directions respectiyely and 'c' Is the simple closed 
curve representing the boundary of the cavity. The integration is 
carried out taking the anticlockwise direction as positive, bU 
convention as in fig (4.8*). 
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Figure (4.8*) 
For standard cavity flow, where only the top wall moves with a 
constant speed U= 1, we obtain: 
HA curl v dA = fc3 Udx = -U = -1 (4.39). 
This expression is subsequently altered for various other types of 
cavity flow considered, having a value of -2 for example for the 
case of continuous co-rotational flow. Expression (4.39) was 
evaluated numerically by applying the trapezium Integration rule 
to the double Integral, the error In the approximation being of 
0(h2). Since the total sum of the vorticity over the cavity Is 
constant, regardless of the solution method chosen to solve the 
algebraic system of equations, this expression Is useful for , 
comparative purposes. it was found that on a very coarse grid 
such as (10 X 10) the vorticIty Integral was typically in errorby 
about I SX. However as the mesh becomes more ref I ned (40 X 40) 
the error reduces to about 5X. 
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4.1 I-IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JACOBI /GAUSS-SEI DEL/S. O. R 
For famillarlsation with and to gain understanding of the 
iterative methods discu6sed previously, the computer programs 
used to solve the flow equations were written In the Pascal 
programming language, as this was the language with which I was 
most familiar. 
Schematics of the solution processes for solving the governing 
equations are now presented for both steady state and time 
dependent flows, and may be seen in figures (4.9*) and (4.10*) 
shown overleaf. 
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START 
ET TOLERANCE LEVEL 
DEFINE MESH SIZE 
INPUT VARIOUS PARAMETER 
USED IN PROGRAM 
INITIALISE ALL ARRAYS 
CALCULATE BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS FOR y, co,, n 
CALCULATE NEW INTERIOR 
VALUES OF T, (o, il 
NO 
UPDATE 4-ý<HAS SOLUTION 
Co CC3 VALUES CONVERG59ýý 
YES 
STOP 
AND 
PLOT RESULTS 
Figure (4.9*). 
A flowchart illustrating the solution of the steady state flow 
equatlons 
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The implementation of both the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel 
methods were both found to produce excellent results which are 
comparable with published work of other researchers for the test 
case of standard cavity flow. The Gauss-Seidel Iterative method, 
using the newest calculated values as soon as they become 
available, was found to aid the convergence rate for the afore- 
mentioned steady state problems significantly, approximately 
solving the matrix system of equations roughly twice as quickly 
as the corresponding Jacobi method. 
With confidence gained from the results of these two methods, 
the SAR method was attempted so as to improve convergence to 
solution even further. At first this method was found not to give 
very good results, which was a little disappointing and 
surprising, as the other applications of linear methods had 
worked well. Yet, we subsequently attempted to modify the 
existing SAR method to obtain satisfactory results while 
improving the convergence rate In the solution process. 
All Iterative methods considered so far , may be expressed In 
the form li(n+1)= ry(n) +L from whIch It can be seen that the 
Initial guess or approximation to the final solution Is Important 
regarding the speed of convergence. If this can be Improved then 
seems likely that the rate of convergence will be accelerated. 
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The solution procedure for the SAR method Is similar to that 
outlined In fig (4.9*) but with a few exceptions. 
At the initiallsation phase we use a solution already obtained 
for a Newtonian fluid at Re=0.01, as a initial approximation to 
the final solution. The relaxation parameter4can be obtained In 
various ways. For linear systems It may be set at the optimum 
value (Smith[ 1001), but as our system Is non-I I near, we pre f erred 
to update the value of the parameter bU inspection after ten or so 
iterations. This provides greater flexibility, as well as acting as 
a smoothing device when moving to higher Reynolds' numbers, 
without initiating divergence. The modified version of the SAR 
iterative procedure, has generated results comparable with 
Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods, and has been found to 
signIficantly accelerate convergence. 
In a further attempt to accelerate convergence, the 
Newton-Raphson method for non-Ilnear systems was examIned. 
However, the method was seen to be diffIcult to Implement and 
the resuting matrix system of equations produced would need to 
be solved by one of the afore-mentioned Iterative methods 
discussed above. Ideally the Newton-Rhapson method should 
produce a quadratic rate of convergence which is highly desirable, 
however the necessity of linear method to solve the resulting 
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matrix equations would render the procedure a linear one with no 
overall significant advantage gained. 
(Modifications for the time dependent solution process are shown 
overleaf In fig(4.10*)). 
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START 
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4 6_ t= END TIME? 
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Figure 
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4.12 NATURE OF THE FLOW NEAR CORNER POINTS. 
The flow of the fluid contained within the cavity Is set In 
motion by one or more driving walls. These moving walls meet the 
stationary walls at right angles at the corner point. It Is the 
motion of the fluid near these corner points which we now 
investigate, for both Newtonian and certain non-Newtonian fluids. 
Consider the motion of fluid near the top right hand corner 
shown In fig(4.1 I*) the case under consideration being that of 
standard cavity flow, caused by the motion of the top wall alone. 
We assume the usual no-slIp boundary conditions apply and that 
the top wall moves at constant speed U. 
9 
(moving plate) 
onary wall 
x 
Figure (4.11*) 
Diagram of the corner. 
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The flow of a Newtonian fluid within the cavity is governed by 
the Nav'ler-Stokes equations, expressed in stream-function and 
vorticity notation as: 
A2(0 = Re (P-co + Y-. 4(o) 
A 
A2%p =- 0) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
where a represents the gradient operator, A2 the Laplacian 
operator. 
Near the corner Itself Moff a tt[661 has shown that the viscous 
forces tend to dominate the Inertial forces such that the 
Reynolds' number tends to zero. Thus equation (4.40) reduces to 
, &2w=o (4.42) 
and this together with (4.41), produces 
, &4T =0 (4.43) 
which is known as the Stokeslan flow equation, and is known to 
have a variable separable form of solution. Gupta et al[421 have 
also considered the flow of a steady Newtonian fluid near the 
corner using a seml-analytic technique. From dimensional 
arguments they have shown that when (4.43) is expressed In polar 
co-ordinates then the solution is of the form 
T(r, O) = rk+ I rk(O) (4.44) 
where for Stokesian flow k=O. Consequently utilising equation 
(4.41) we find the vorticity near corner is given by 
co= r-lg(O) (4.45), 
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from which we see that as r->O the vorticity becomes Infinite, 
and hence singularities exist at all corner points similar to 
fig(4.1 1*) above for all types of laminar flow considered. The 
shear-rate q, near the corner usIng(4.3) and (4.44), Is also found 
to be of form 
q=r-1 h(O) (4.46), 
which like the vorticity becomes inf inIte at the corner itself. 
By expressing &4T=O'in terms of polar co-ordinates and 
substituting (4.44) with k=O, yields a fourth order ordinary 
differential equation In terms of fo(O) given by: 
f4o(0) + 2f2o(0) + fo(q) = 0. (4.47). 
Equation (4.47) possesses a general solution of the form 
fo(q)= (AO+B)cosO + (CO+D)sinO (4.48) 
and is subject to the following boundary conditions obtained 
from T: 
f o(O)z0, f o(z/2) = 0, f ol(0) = U, f ol(ir/2) = 0, 
(4.49) 
where the superscript T denotes d/dO, and from which we 
obtain: - 
A= 4U , B=O, C= . 
2z. U- D= z[L (4.50) 
(4-n2) WX2) (X2-4) 
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Thus the solution of the Stokesian flow eruation 'near' the 
corner Is: 
T(r, O) rU (-n2slnO + 40cosO + 2xOsinO) (4.51) 
(n2-4) 
-4U (ncosO-2sinO) (4.52) 
r(7c2-4) 
The streamlines for a similar problem near the lower left hand 
corner of a cavity, where the lower wall moves with a speed with 
-U Is shown in fig(4.12*) from Batchelor[121. 
I Figure (4-12*) , 
Streaml I ne fI ow near a corner for a Newtonian fI uld. 
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Two-ditntnaional flow In a comer due to on* rigid plant 
sliding on another (arbitmry units for *). 
4.12.1 NATURE OF FLOW NEAR CORNERS FOR NON-NEWIONIAN 
Here, like Its Newtonian counterpart, employing no-slip 
boundarg conditions we assume that near the corner the viscous 
forces dominate proceedings such that Re->O. Using this 
assumption the non-Newtonian flow equation(4.1) near the corner 
simplifies to (4.53), where the subscripts denote differentiation 
with respect to those variables. 
llA2c, ) + 2(Tlxcox + ilycog) - 41lUXTUx- (Tyy-TXX)(ljyy-llxx)=O (4.53) 
This as usual Is solved In conjunction with equation(4.41 ). The 
fluid's variable viscosity Is represented by il, which we assume 
can be a function of shear-rate q, temperature T, and time t, I. e 
(q T t) 
(4.54). 
Following closely the work of Gupta et al[421 we also assume 
that (4.53) admits a separable form of solution given by(4.44) 
where we take k<1, thus making T=O at the corner itself. The 
vorticity and shear-rate expressions at the corner are again 
defined by (4.45) and (4.46). We firstly consider the flow nearthe 
corner for a shear-dependent fluid, whose apparent viscosity may 
be simulated by the Cross model(3.1 1). 
Using our expression for shear-rate(4.46) the Cross model has the 
orm: 
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li(q)= a+ rm(l -k) B(O) (4.55) 
where m=n- I and Nm<1, and a= ij(w). 
Likewise substituting the relevant expressions for T, co, ij into 
(4.53) and simplifying produces: 
(cc+ rrn(1-k) E)(0», ä2(0+C(O)r(rn-1)(1-k)-2 =0 (4.56) 
and from equation (4.45) we may further deduce that 
, &2co= rk-3Z(o) 
therefore writing (4.53) as: 
(4.57)s 
, &2(0( 1+ C(O) r(M-1)(1-k)-2 ) =0 
(a + rm(l -k) B(O)) rk-3Z(o)) (4.58) 
we finally obtain 
A2w( I+. C(O) rm(I-k) =0 
Z(O)(a + K(O) rm(I-k)) (4.59). 
Noting here that 0( m(I-k) (2, It may be seen that as r->O, 
A2co-ýO or A4T-ý 0 show I ng once again that the fI ow ne or the 
corner for shear-dependent non-Newtonlan flulds Is 
approximately Stokeslan. 
A similar analysis has also been undertaken for time dependent 
fluids, exhibiting thixotropic and d1latent tendencies. To achieve 
this, based closely on the work of KemblowskI and Petera[521, we 
propose the following model for the apparant variable viscosity, 
TI(q, t)= ilc(q) + (il(O) - ilc(q))e-at (4.60) 
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where qc(q) Is the Cross model representing either shear-thinning 
or thickening behaviour, 'a' Is a constant of the paricular fluid and 
is approximately 5xIO-3. ThIs model yields a similarresult to 
(4.59) above, the exception being the introduction of a time 
dependent terms into the expression shown in (4.61), where 
x(t) = a( I -e-at)+e-at. 
A2co( 1+ 
-C(O) rm( 
1 -k)(1 +e-at ) 
2(0)(y. (t) + K(O) rm( 1 -k)( 1 +e-at» 
showing once again that the flow becomes Stokeslan near the 
corner. 
4.13 THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE 
The trajectory of a fluid particle may be found by solving the 
following system of ordinary differential equations(ODE'S) given 
below In (4.62), 
ax(t)= UWOMO) 
dt 
(4.62) 
A. U(t)= v(x(t), u(t)) 
dt 
subject to the initial conditions x(O)= xo, U(O)= yo, where u, v are 
the velocity components in the x and y directions respectively. 
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In our work the trajectories of up to nine particles within the 
framework of the cavity's geometry, can be traced for the various 
types of laminar driven flows considered. 
However, the velocity field Is not known analytically, but has 
been obtained numerically at a set of discrete points (xi, gj) 
covering the flow domain, by firstly solving the stream-function 
equation(4.2), and then using u=Way and Y=-Wax, so that the 
respective speeds in x and y directions are known at each grid 
point. 
Initially the vorticity(4.1), stream function(4.2) equations wýre 
solved by simple explicit methods which yielded very good 
results when compared with model solutions published by other 
researchers, but has the drawback of being only O(St, h2, k2) 
accurate. 
To improve this situation the A. D. 1 method of Peacemann and 
Rachford[961 was later Implemented, which gave equally good 
results while being O(St2, h2, k2) accurate, and this solution 
method is fully discussed in Chapter 6. So In solving system . 
(4.62), to be consistent we sought a method which was also 
O(St2) accurate and easy to Implement. Both criteria can be 
satisf led by adopting a second order Runge-Kutta method known 
as the modif ied-Euler method(Burden-Fairest 191). Writing (4.62) 
more neatly as: 
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ýL(O= Y-(L(t)) (4.63), 
dt 
where r_(t)= (x(t) U(t)) and V= (u, v) 
we obtain 
r-(t+St)= dt) + &L(y-(r-(t)) + Y-(e)) (4.64), 
2 
where r*= 1: (t) + St(. V(r(t))). (4.65) 
This Is an Initial approximation resulting from an application of 
Euler's method applied to system (4.62), thus enabling the new 
position of the particle to be located of ter each time Increment 
St. At t=O, each fluid particle Is located at a fixed grid point and 
fort >0 Its position Is calculated directly from equation(4.64). 
However after just one time Increment, the particle will probabig 
occupy the existing space between adjacent grid points, where 
the velocity field Is not known, even In terms of d1scretised 
quantities. In order to overcome this we assume the velocity 
components at non Integral grid points may be approximated by 
the fo II owing bi -I I near Tag] or series in terpolatt on form ul a. 
Vk(X / 
ly 
/ )= ak+bk X/ +C0 /+ dk X/ u/ (4.66), 
fork= 1,2 and where vl=u, v2=v, and where x/ and U'* represent the 
local co-ordinates within a single grid square or cell as shown In 
fI g(4.13*). 
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I 
k 
9/ 
I J+ 1 
1+1 
Figure (4.13*) 
Diagram showing the 16cal co-ordinate system within each cell. 
The coefficients ak, bk, ck, dk are expressions involving the 
actual velocities at the neighbouring grid points of the cell, and 
are deflned as: 
ak"k0, j), bkýV(J*IJ)-V(J-J), Ck"(J-J+I)-V(J-J)- (4.67) 
hk 
dV: V(I+ I J+1) - V(J+1 J) - V(IJ+1) + V(U) 
hk 
A check is also incorporated as to whether the particles' new 
position is at a grid point, or whether It Is at some part of the 
cell wall. If this Is the case then the respective speed can be 
represented by: 
Vk(x", U")= d2d3Vk0 +I J) + d3d I Vk0J) 
d1 d4Vk(IJ+ 1) + d2d4Vk(l+ I J+ 1) (4.68) 
where the dI values for 1=1,2,3,4, represent the distances from 
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the respective walls of the cell as shown in flg(4.14*). 
I J+1 
0 
dI 
d4 
Ij 1+1 j 
-4 
Figure (4.14*). 
I J+ I 
Diagram showing inter cell Interpolation. 
A diagramatic description of the solution process for solving the 
time dependent system (4.62) Is shown In fig(4.15*) below, and 
the results of which may be seen in Chapter 5. 
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Figure (4.15*) 
Flowchart indicating the tracking of a system of particles. 
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4.14 SUMMARY. 
This chapter has been concerned with the techniques'used to 
successfully generate a numerical solution of either, the steady 
state or time dependent, complex non-linear flow equations. A 
description of the discretisation process Is included, along with 
the relative merits of the scheme chosen, together with an 
outline of the iterative computer algorithms used to provide a 
solution of the large matrix system of equations, which result 
from the d1scretisatlon process. 
Also contained within this chapter Is an investigation of the 
flow of a variety of non-Newtonian f lulds near the corners of the 
cavity where the vorticity is singular in value. By utillsing 
analytical techniques, the nature of the flow In the immediate 
vicinity of the corner, for all fluid considered, was found to be 
approximately Stokeslan. 
Finally, a numerical solution to the Hamiltonian equations 
representing the motion of a fluid particle are discussed, 
together with an outline of a suitable computer algorithm used to 
obtain a solution. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter results are presented for the various types of 
driven cavity flow discussed earlier In Chapters 3 and 4, ranging 
from the standard test case with one wall moving, to the unique 
purely theoretical case whereby all four walls are allowed to 
move In a periodic discontinuous co-rotational sense. 
Both steady state and time dependent flows are considered, for 
both Newtonian and certain shear dependent non-Newtonian 
fluids; namely those exhibiting pseudoplastic and d1latant 
tendencies. Results are also obtained from the solution of the 
concentration equation, which provides Insight Into the colour 
band and dispersive mixing of a dye within the cavity due to the 
fluid motion. In addition, particle path trajectories are presented 
forthe various cavity flows which also provide a further 
understanding of the efficiency and the mechanics of the mixing 
process Involved. 
The steady state flow equations are 'solved' using the classical 
Iterative methods outlined In Chapter 4. Initially, In like manner 
the time dependent flow and concentration equations were also 
0 solved' numerically by utillsing the simple explicit methods 
outlined in Chapter 4. However the accuracy of solution was 
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subsequetly improved and the time step Increased by using a 
version'of the A. D. 1 method developed bU Peacemann and 
Rachford[961, a tractable account of which Is given In Chapter 6. 
We consider firstly the results obtained from the standard test 
case, In which the top wall alone moves, for Newtonian and the 
non-Newtonian fluids mentioned above. 
N. B (* figures in text, others in appendix). 
5.2.1 NEWTONIAN FLUID. 
The steady state solutions for a Newtonian fluid In the case 
of standard cavity flow were obtained on a 40 x 40 noded mesh, 
for Reynolds' numbers in the range of I to 400, the letter being 
found to be the largest practically attainable on such, a mesh. The 
time dependent case was also considered and was found to settle 
down to give the steady state solution, after less than 5 seconds 
of simulation time. 
For low Reynolds' numbers, Re= 1 for example, one main vortex is 
produced the centre of which Is located half way along and three 
I 
quarters of the way up the cavity at (0.5,0.75), and the resulting 
streamlines produced shown in f1g(5.0 can be seen to be 
symmetric about the vertical line through the middle of the 
Cavity. As the Reynolds' number Increases, the central vortex Is 
found to move in the direction of the moving plate, symmetry is 
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lost and the vortex centre Is positioned lower In the cavity. 
At Re=400 for example, shown in fig(S. 2), the vortex centre Is 
found at (0.55,0.65) and follows the pattern predicted by the 
Batchelor model[ I I]. We also note that as the Reynolds' number 
increases to a maximum of 400, a weaker secondary 
counter-rotating vortex Is also produced near the bottom right 
hand corner of the cavity, the size of which is found to be 
proportional to the Reynolds' number. 
Sim IIa rResults have been obtained bU Cl If feet a11261, who used 
the (U, V, P) finite element method to solve the problem for a 
Newtonian fluid, using a 57 X 57 noded mesh. This mesh is 
considerably more refined than ours, but the results published for 
Re= I and 400 f Ig(S. 3) and Fig(S. 4) show close agreement with our 
own, despite a slightly less refined mesh, and thus provide a 
validation for our computer code used to generate the solutions. 
Recent experimental results at low Reynolds' numbers 
concerning the standard test case of driven cavity flow for 
Newtonian fluids have been produced by Chien et al1231, 
Leong et al [571 and Ottino[801. The cavity used throughout their 
experiments is rectangular, with dimensions of width 10.3cm and 
height 6.2cm, the top plate's velocity Is 2.69cm/s and the 
Reynolds' number for the system Is calculated to be 1.7. The 
resulting streamline picture Is shown In f1g(5.5) and Is similar to 
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our numerical simulation for a similar geometry with Re= I 
f1g(S. I)*, the primary vortex having the same shape and position in 
the flow domain. 
Bozemann and Dalton[ 171 have also published results for the 
standard cavity flow problem for a Newtonian fluid, and have also 
considered flow patterns produced in cavities of varying aspect 
ratio (l. e ratio of the cavity's height to Its width). For an aspect 
ratio of I (square cavity), at low Reynolds' numbers, one primary 
vortex Is seen to occur, the centre of which has coordinates 
(0.5,0.75) which Is In agreement wI th our results for Re= 1. 
Bozemann and Dalton also considered the position of the vortex 
centre - as af unctl on of the Reynol ds' number. They di scovered that 
the vortex centre moves In a path similar to that of a question 
mark, returning to the centre of the cavity at high enough 
Reynolds' numbers, which again confirmed Batchelors' prediction 
II I]. Contour plots were also published by Bozemann and Dalton 
for cavities of aspect ratio 2, at Reynolds' number 100, -f or 
Newtonian fluids fig(5.6), the main feature being the emergence 
of two main counter-rotating vortices, the weaker of the two 
occupying the lower part of the cavity. Comparing this with our 
own plot fI g(5-7) for the s am e Reynolds' number and geometry, It 
can be seen that the two plots are In reasonably close agreement, 
taking into account that our plate moves In the opposite direction 
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to that of Bozemann and Dalton. The slight 'wiggles' produced on 
our plots are caused by a week secondary vortex, a lack of mesh 
refinement, and due to the contouring package chosen. We have 
al'so considered the case of aspect ratio equal to 0.5 with Re= 100, 
the streamlines shown In fig(S. 8) show weak circulation near 
vortex centre(I. 4,1.7). 
5.2.2 PSEUDOPLASTIC FLUID. 
To simulate the flow of a Pseudoplastic (shear-thInnIng) 
fluid In the cavity, the Cross model for fluid viscosity was used, 
taking the infinite shear viscosity and the zero shear viscosity to 
be 0.1 and I respectively. The steady state results shown In 
fI g(5.9) and fig(5.10) are for Reynolds' numbers land 130, the 
latter being the largest Reynolds' number for which convergence 
could be obtained using a 40 x 40 noded mesh. Comparing 
streaml InapI ots for a Newtonian fI g(5.1 )and pseudopl as tic fI ulds 
at Re= 1, we observe that the vortex centre of the pseudoplastic 
fluid is higher then In the corresponding Newtonian case, the 
streamlines are symmetrical, and the circulation Is weaker as 
can be seen from the increased distances between the 
streamlines, and this effect becomes more pronounced at higher 
Reynolds' numbers. 
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The reason for this is due to the shear-thinning nature of the 
fluid Itself, allowing the fluid to move more swiftly near the top 
plate where the viscosity Is thinnest. This fact Is also borne out 
by considering streamline plots for both Newtonian and 
pseudoplastic fluids at Re=130 fig(S. 1 1) and fig(S-10) 
respectively. The vortex centre for the pseudoplastic fluid is 
more central In the cavity, and the circulation of flow Is weaker 
as can be seen from the larger spacing between the contour lines. 
We also note the emergence once again of a weak counter- 
rotating vortex near bottom right hand corner. The flow pattern 
produced for a pseudoplastic f luld, Is similar to that of a 
Newtonian fluid at much higher Reynolds' numbers. Havard[441 has 
also numerically simulated the driven cavity flow problem for a 
pseudoplastic fluid using a finite element approach, the result 
shown In fig(5.12). comparing our result fig(5.9) at Re=l with 
Havard's, it can be seen that both are In very close agreement. 
5.2.3-DILATANT FLUID. 
To simulate a d1latant (or shear-thickenlng) fluid In the 
cavity the Cross viscosity model was again used, except this time 
the Infinite shear viscosity was set to be I and the zero shear 
viscosity to be 0.1. Steady state streamline plots are presented 
In fI gs (5.13), (5.14) and (5.16) respectively for Reynold s' 
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numbers 1,130 and 300, the latter again being the maximum 
Reynolds' number obtainable for convegence using a 40 x 40 grid. 
On comparing the d1latant f1g(S. 13) With the Newtonian fluid 
f Ig(S. 1) at Re= 1, very little dif f erence Is seen between the two. 
Both have the primary vortex centre at (0.5,0.75), the only 
difference appears to be that the contour lines for the dilatant 
fluid are slightly more compact around the vortex centre than in 
the Newtonian case, Indicating that circulation is more vigorous. 
The stronger circulation Is highlighted further by comparing the 
Newtonian f low pattern f Ig (S. 15) with that of a shear-thickenlng 
f luld at Re=300, f fg(S. 16). Analysing the two plots we observe 
that the vortex centre for the d1latant fluid is lower than the 
Newtonian case, and the circulation Is very much stronger which 
can be seen from the quite densely packed streamlines. This Is 
due to the shear-thickening nature of the fluid making flow more 
difficult near the top plate, and It can also be seen that the 
corner eddy Is larger for the dilatant fluid than for the Newtonian 
case at the some Regnolds' number. - 
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5.3.1 OTHER CAVITY FLOWS. 
A second type of cavity flow we have considered Is the case 
whereby two plates move simultaneously in the some or opposite 
directions as shown below in fig(5-17*). 
vt 
vb vb 
Same direction Opposite direction 
Figure (5.17*) 
Diagram Illustrating simultaneous plate motions. 
This cavity flow has been studied mostly on an experimental 
vt 
basis by Chien et a][231, Leong et al[571 and Ottino[BO), by visual 
means of deformation of coloured material line and 'blob' 
elements, for Reynolds' numbers In the range 0.1 to 100, get all 
results published are for low Reynolds' numbers of order 1. In 
addition to this Chien et al[231 have produced numerical 
streaml I nes for this type of cavity floW at Reynold s' number one, 
which may be seen in figures (5.18) and (5.19). 
In the course of our numerical simulations for this system, we 
have produced streamline contours at various Reynolds' numbers 
up to and larger than 100, and have also considered the flow 
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patterns produced for fluids showing characteristics of 
pseudoplasticity and d1latancy . 
A selection of these results may be seen In figures (5.20) to 
(5.35). We sheU now consider each type of cavity flow on a 
separate basis. 
5.3.2 TWO PLATES SIMULTANEOUSLY MOVING IN THE SAME 
Thi s type of fI ow Is al so known as counter rotational fI ow, 
and for the case of a Newtonian fluid at Reynolds' number one 
flg(S. 20), our streamline plots can be seen to agree well with 
those of Chien eta] [231, shown In fI g(S. 18). Two ma In vortices 
are produced being symmetrical mirror Images of each other. The 
streamlines are closed loops, being symmetrical about the 
cavity's vertical and horizontal mid-lines, the vortex centres 
being found at approximatelU (0.5,0.2) and (0.5,0.8), that Is a fifth 
of the way In from the top and bottom walls along the vertical 
centre line of the cavity. Streamline plots produced for both 
0 
pseudoplastic and d1latant fluids at Re=l were found to be 
practically indistinguishable from the Newtonian case, hence only 
one contour plot Is shown, fig(5.20). As the Reynolds' number 
increases the vortex centres both move in the direction of the 
moving plates gradually becoming angled Into the corners of the 
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cavity, and at higher Reynolds' numbers the difference In the type 
of fluid . used in the simulation becomes more apparant. We have 
noticed that with increased Reynolds' number symmetry is broken 
along the vertical centre line, but Is always maintained about the 
horizontal centre line of the cavity, the line of zero flow, and gap 
size between the streamlines increases Indicating the circulation 
becomes weaker. 
This trend Is observed for all fluids considered and we find that 
the pseudoplastic fluid generates results comparable with a 
Newtonian fluid but at much higher Reynolds' numbers and 
II kewlse the reverse off ect has been noted ford IIa tent fI ulds. 
A selection of results Is now presented for various Reynolds' 
numbers for all fluids considered In figures (5.20) to (5.26), 
showing the usual trends, the latter three being the largest 
attainable Reynolds' number for which sensible results were 
obtained on a 3000 grid. 
5.3.3 TWO PLATES IN SIMULTANEOUS MOTION IN AN OPPOSITE 
This type of flow Is also known as continuous co-rotational 
flow, and again has been studied experimentally for a Newtonian 
fluid by the previously stated authors. At low Reynolds' numbers 
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(Re= 1) our streamline plots fig(5.27) compare well with those of 
Chien et al[231 previously shown In fig(5.19). 
The resulting streamlines again are closed loops, which are 
almost square In appearance near the cavity's walls and becoming 
more rectangular near the central portion of the cavity. The 
experimental streamlines supplied by Leong et al[571 and 
Ottino[801 f Ig (5.28) also show similar behavior, becoming more 
circular as the centre of the cavity is approached. As is the case 
with the previous flow, the difference In the resulting 
streamlines produced for all three fluids considered at low 
Reynolds' numbers is negligible, and consequentlU only one 
streamline plot Is shown, that of a Newtonian fluid, fIg (5.27). 
However, as usual as the ReUnolds' number Is increased the 
differences In the test fluids used becomes more apparent. The 
general trends observed are, w1th Increased Reynolds' number the 
outer streamlines become sheared similar to a parallelogram In 
shape, while the Inner streamlines become more oval In 
character, and giving the appearance of stretching along the 
positive diagonal (U=x) of the cavity which Is more pronounced for 
pseudoplastic fluids than the others. 
It Is further noticed with Increased Reynolds' number symmetry 
Is preserved and the gaps between the streamlines Increase 
Indicating circulation Is weaker. Similar results were produced 
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f or a] I the fI ui ds consl dered in thl s secti on and were f ound to 
manifest the usual expected traits as discussed earlier. A 
selection of results for various Reynolds' numbers may be seen In 
fig(5.29) to f1g(5.35), again the latter streamline plots are 
obtained at the highest attainable Reynolds' numbers for the 
respective fluids. 
5.3.4 THE ASPECT RATIO OF THE CAVITY. 
In this section we consider the effect of the cavity's aspect 
ratio (namely the ratio of the cavity's height to width) on the 
flow pattern produced. The problem considered Is one In which the 
fluid under test is placed within a cavity of aspect ratio either 
bigger or less than one, whereby we allow the possibility of two 
simultaneous wall motions, either In the same or opposite sense. 
For this problem both time dependent and steadU state solutions 
have been produced, for creeping or slow flow conditions, i. e 
Re= 1. 
In the situation when one wall alone moves at aspect ratio 2, 
the results produced at Re=I for all three fluids considered were 
akin to those previously studied for a square cavity, manifesting 
the usual expected trends. However, at aspect ratio of 2, for a 
dilatent fluid, -where two walls are allowed to move In the same 
or opposite direction some remarkable and novel results are 
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produced, which are a direct result of the cavity's geometrical 
conf I gurati on. 
If the two plates move In the same direction the final steady 
or unchanging solution of the time dependent flow equations 
consists of two counter-rotating vorticies, of almost equal 
strength, each occupying approximately half of the cavity about 
the vertical centre line, with one vortex located higher In the , 
cavity as shown In fig(S. 36). We have also discovered that the 
solution Is not unique, for by disturbing the system at the start 
by altering the initial guess slightly, and giving the stream 
function a small rogue value at a particular grid point, a second 
solution emerges which Is a mirror Image of the first, shown In 
f1g(5.37). We have also found that as the Reynolds' number 
increases, streamlines synonymous with usual cavity flows of a 
Newtonian or pseudoplastIc fluid are produced, which Indicates 
that the increase in Reynolds' number acts as stabilising 
Influence for the system. These two results are In contrast to 
that obtained from the steady state equations which produce the 
expected streamlines, shown In f ig(S. 38). The time dependent 
results however we believe to be perfectly viable, caused by the 
non-linearity of the problem and due to the shear-thickening 
nature of the fluid itself, inhibiting motion near the plates, 
forcing flow to occur in the thinner middle portion of the cavity. 
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The bifurcation of solutions although unproven experimentally as 
far as the author Is aware are intuitively, perfectly legitimate 
solutions. It Is worth noting here that no such solutions were 
f ound to occur f or Newtonl an or pseudopi asti cfI ul ds whi ch 
generated streamlines In agreement with other published 
experimental and theoretical work Jana et al[481, as shown in 
fig(5.39) and (5.40) for a Newtonian fluid. We have found similar 
results to occur using dilatant fluids for aspect ratios of up to 4, 
and consequently are not shown. 
In like manner some unusual results can be obtained again for a 
diletant fluid In cavity of aspect ratio 2 If two plates are moved 
simultaneously in opposite directions. Here two counter-rotating 
vortices are seen to occur again occupying half of the cavity 
about the vertical centre line, but this time one vortex Is 
considerably stronger than the other, as shown In fig(5.41). 
Again the solution generated Is In contrast to that obtained for a 
similar geometry using the steady state equations of motion, and 
as with the case above the solution is not unique under the Initial 
perturbation, which produces a mirror image solution, shown In 
ig (5.42). 
At aspect ratios less than one, different flow patterns are 
seen to emerge, again solely for a d1latant fluid In contrast to 
Newtonian or pseudoplastic fluids. Surprisingly at aspect ratio 
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0.5, no 'peculiar' solutions are seen to occur when both plates are 
moved fn same or opposite directions simultaneously, but are 
found to emerge for a shear-thickening fluid at an aspect ratio of 
0.33, where the wall motions are In opposite directions. In this 
case three vortices are produced, the two weaker ones near the 
top and bottom walls, with a stonger cfýculatlng one In the 
middle portion of the cavity where viscosity Is thinnest, shown in 
f ig(S. 43). This solution Is unique under perturbation, but get again 
contrasts with that produced by steady state flow equations, 
shown in fig(S. 44). Similar solutions are obtained as the aspect 
ratio decreases and consequently are not shown. It Is worth 
noting here that all solutions for aspect ratios less than a half 
for all fluids we have considered, when both plates moved In 
some directions, were well behaved and yielded the usual 
expected results. Two counter rotating vortices are produced each 
occupying half of the cavity about the horizontal centre line, 
which are symmetrical mirror images of each other, becoming 
flatter with weaker circulation as aspect ratio decreases. 
diagrammatic representation of the unusual bifurcation (or 
possibly 'trifurcation' [371 ) of theoretically possible results for 
a dilatent fluid In a cavity of aspect ratio 2 Is shown in 
fIg (5.45 *). 
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Figure (5.45*) 
solution 1 
steady state solution 
solutlon2 
Diagram showing the bifurcation of possible results. 
5.4 CONCENTRATION FIELD RESULTS. 
In this section results are presented for the colour bond and 
dispersive mixing generated bU the flow patterns of the varl. ous 
cavity flows previously considered. The problem Is one in which a 
quantity of dye, consisting of the same viscosity and make-up as 
the test fluid, Is 'injected' Into the cavity while the fluid Is at 
rest, such that it occupies the entire top half of the cavity, the 
I nitl a] configuration shown earl I erin fI g(4.4*) of Chap ter4. The 
assumption that the dye is consistent With the test fluid in every 
way Is Important since It enables Us to neglect any generation of 
the substance due to chemical reaction and also to disregard any 
buoyancy forces which would otherwise exist due to 
concentration gradients. The concentration f lelds are set up as a 
direct consequence of the flow, the simulations being obtained at 
various time Intervals, a selection of which may be seen In 
I gures (5.46) to (5.60). 
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Throughout our numerical simulations the Schmidt number(Sc) 
was given a constant value of 50 for comparative purposes with 
Havard[441, while the Reynolds' number Is taken to be either I or 
100. All simulations were run on various sized grids, ranging 
from I Ox 10 to 40x4O and produced quantitatlvely sI ml I arresults, 
the concentration calculation error check diminishing to less than 
5X for more ref I ned grids. 
We shall now consider the concentration-f leld results for each 
cavity flow in turn. 
5.4.1 STANDARD CAVITY FLOW. 
This problem has recently been considered by Havard[441 
for a Newtonian fluid only at Reynolds' numbers I and 100 for 
time Intervals up to six seconds using a finite element method 
wI th upw I nding techniques used for higher Reynolds' numbers. 
However, Havard[441 only 'Injects' the same quantity of dye as 
ourselves Into the cavity, when the steady state solution of the 
governing flow equations has been obtained. Ours is a more 
realistic wholly time dependent problem, the dye being Injected 
Into the cavity at the start while the f luld Is at rest. The 
computer simulations were undertaken for Newtonian, 
Pseudoplastic and dilatant fluids, the computer program being run 
fore simulated time of 5.2 seconds at Re=l at which time it is 
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taken that 50% mix has occurred, Havard[44). The resulting 
concentration fields may be seen In figures (5.46), (5.47) and 
(5.48) for the above mentioned fluids respectively. 
Comparing our results for a Newtonian fluid fig (5.46) with 
those of Havard[441 fIg (5.49), who presumably chose not to plot 
field lines greater than unity, both figures show similar trends in 
being the same shape and position In the flow domain and thus 
showing favorable agreement. Comparing the concentration field 
obtained for pseudoplastic and dl I atant fI ulds fIg (5.48) and 
fI g(5.47) respectively, with that obte I ned for a New tonI an fI uid 
fig(5.46), It can be seen that all results show a degree of 
similarity, whilst reflecting the distinctive properties of the 
respective fluids themselves. For a pseudoplastic fluid fig(S. 48) 
we observe that the contour lines are located at slightly higher 
positions in the cavity and more dispersed than the corresponding 
Newtonian pattern. This Is a direct result of the shear-thinning 
nature of the pseudoplastic fluid allowing more rapid motion near 
the top plate where the fluid Is thinnest. Conversely the reverse 
effect may be seen when comparing the dilatent and Newtonian 
concentration fields, figures (5.47) and (5.46) respectively. Here 
the field lines are lower and more compact than for a Newtonian 
fluid, this again a result of the shear-thickening nature of the 
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fluid inhibiting motion near the top plate, consequently the main 
flow region being located lower In the cavity. 
The concentration of a substance In two dimensions is usually 
defined as the amount of that substance per unit area. 
Consequently by examining the area near the lower left quiescent 
corner under the V contour (being approximately triangular), It 
can be seen that the pseudoplastic fluid covers a larger area than 
the Newtonian fluid which In turn covers a wider area than a 
d1latant fluid. 
This Indicates that a greater spread of concentration will occur 
more quickly within a shear-thinning fluid at low Reynolds' 
numbers, which is In-line with Intuition. 
As previously mentioned In Chapter 3, as the Reynolds' number 
increases the concentration equation becomes very much 
advection dominated. Results are now presented for the case 
where Re= 100 f or a simulated time of f Ive seconds, using a non- 
upw I nded appro a ch. The results are shown In figures (5.50), (5.51) 
and (5.52) respectively. For a Newtonian fluid f1g(5.50) our 
results compare quite well with those of Havard[441, fig(5.53) 
who used an upwinding strategy to introduce artificial diffusion 
into the problem. Comparing the pseudoplastic results fig(5.51) 
With the Newtonian fig(S. 50), it can be seen that the location of 
the coloured band is once again higher in the cavity and less 
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spread out, particularly near the top plate, than for a Newtonian 
fluid. The results for a dilatant fluid flg(S. 52) are similar to 
those obtained for a Newt'onlan fluid, except the coloured bond is 
little higher In cavity and less spread out near the top plate. As 
can be seen from all contour plots at this Reynolds' number, the 
lack of dif fusion present results in poor mixing, and this is true 
f or al I the varl ous cavi ty fI ow consi dered. 
5.4.2 TWO PLATES SIMULTANEOUSLY MOVING IN SAME DIRECTION. 
At low Reynolds' numbers (Re= 1) within square cavities the 
concentration field plots shown for all three fluids considered at 
a simulated time of five seconds, showed very little difference 
and are comparable with that produced by a Newtonian fluid as 
shown in f Ig (5.54). The contours almost possess a symmetrical 
structure about the horizontal centre line of the cavity, the lines 
of concentration Intensity being approximately mirror images of 
each other. However, the concentration values are approximately 
twice as high In the top half of the cavity than those found In the 
lower half, and this Is found to be true for all simulation times 
up to about II seconds whereby a homogeneous concentration is 
found to exist within the cavity. The reason for this is due to the 
nature of the flow. The streamlines for this type of cavity flow 
shown previously In fig (5.20) can be seen to consist of two 
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vortices being mirror images of each other, each occupying the 
top andlower halves of the cavity. Between the streamlines 
however, there exists a region of no flow, which is destructive to 
quick and efficient mixing. This results In the mixing process 
being relatively slow, and at a place where diffusion plays an 
Important part In the overall mixing process. This ef f ect is 
magnified at higher Reynolds' numbers with the coloured bond 
being permanentig compressed between the streamlines in the 
zero flow region, the concentration being slightly more spread 
out near the left hand wall where the circulatlon Is weaker, and 
diffusion effects are greatest. All three fluids considered 
produced very similar results comparable with a Newtonian fluid 
shown In fig (5.55). In cavities of aspect ratio 2 at low Reynolds' 
numbers, both Newtonian and pseudoplastic fluids under steady 
state an. d time dependent flow conditions generate similar' 
concentration fI old results as those for a square cavity. The 
exception again is that of a d1latant fluid In time dependent flow, 
which produces unusually good mixing results results due to the 
generation of two perpendicular circulatory vortices which 
effectively distribute the dye throughout the cavity. The 
concentration field for this flow after 2 seconds may be seen in 
f Ig(5.56), which also possesses a mirror image as the flow 
patterns are not unique as discussed earlier. 
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5.4.3 TWO PLATES SIMULTANEOUSLY MOVING IN OPPOSITE 
The flow Is Induced 6y the top and bottom plates moving 
simultaneously In opposite directions, and the resulting 
streamlines may be seen in fig(5.27) referred to earlier for a 
Newtonian fluid at Re=l. At low Reynolds' numbers it was found 
once again that the concentration plots obtained for all three 
fluids showed little difference, all being In close comparison 
with that of a Newtonian fluid shown in fig (5.57). The 
non-upwInded concentration contours produced are, however, 
decidedly different from the two types of cavity flow discussed 
previously. The lines Indicative of the concentration intensity are 
more wave like In appearance, perhaps an Indication that this 
flow Is more convection oriented, and almost symmetri. cal about 
the positive diagonal (U=x) of the cavity. At higher Reynolds' 
numbers (Re=100) the flow once again Is very convection 
dominated, the coloured bond of fluid forming an reverse 'S' type 
structure being asymmetrical about the cavity's vertical centre 
line. 
Results for all fluids considered show similarities and 
differences characteristic of the Individual fluids themselves. 
The dilatant fluid fig(5.59) Is found to be very similar to the 
Newtonian cose(5.58), whi I st for the pseudopl as tic fI uid 
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fig(5.60), the bond of concentration Is positioned higher in the 
cavity, less spread out, with more of a definite wave appearance. 
The results were obtained on 3000 and 40x4O, grIds to reduce 
errors, the simulations be I ng run for 3 seconds, af ter this at 
approximately 5 second the results tended to become unstable and 
are consequently are not shown. 
5.5 DISCONTINUOUS PERIODIC CAVITY FLOW AND PARTICLE PATHS. 
In this section we seek ways to improve the mixing process 
produced by the various cavity flows, and we also view the 
mixing efficiency of the flow from a different perspective by 
considering the trajectories of some fluid particles. The larger 
the area covered by the particle paths the better the mixing. 
It is well known that when the stream-function has one degree 
of freedom then the Hamiltonian structured equations describing 
the trajectory of a particle within the fluid, outlined In Chapter 
3, are integrable. This being the case the particle paths tend to 
follow the main streamlines of the flow, which results In poor 
mixing. In recent times it has come to light that one possible way 
to improve mixing is to make the stream function time dependent 
and periodic, by doing so the stream function possesses an 
additional degree of freedom and the Hamiltonian particle path 
equations become non-Integrable, resulting possibly in 
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deterministic chaotic particle motion, and consequently, 
Improving mixing efficiency. 
One possible way to achieve this Is to consider discontinuous 
periodic co-rotational cavity flow, an illustration of which may 
been seen fig(5.61*), for up to three perlods(T) of motion. 
FLUID 
0(t(TT(t(2T 2T (t( 3T-, 
Figure (5.6 1 *) 
Diagram Illustrating an example of discontinuous periodic 
co-rotational driven cavity flow. 
This type of flow was Investigated originally by Aref[51 within 
the confines of a cylindrical container for an incompressible 
inviscid fluid, as an approximation to an Ideal stirring 
environment. Aref's system consisted of two point vortices 
separated by a fixed distance switched periodically on and off, 
hence the name 'blinking vortex'. Aref computed numerical 
solutions to the Hamiltonian equations describing particle motion 
and found them to be chaotic, 
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More recently this type of flow has been analysed by Chien et al 
[231, Le'ong et all 571 and Ottino[801, wIthin the conf Ines of a 
cavity, for a Newtonian fluid at low Reynoldsýnu. mber, utilising 
visual aspects of the deformation of coloured line and circular 
fluid elements. These authors have found that this type of flow 
has the ability to produce horseshoe mappings, and a previous 
study by Khakhar et al 1531 has also shown that the flow Is 
capable of producing positive Lyapunov exponents, both being 
strong indications that the system Is chaotic. We have developed 
the work of these authors by considering the particle trajectories 
for this type of flow, for certain non-ýNewtonlan fluids of the 
pseudoplastic and dilatant variety, and for higher Reynolds' 
numbers. 
The basic parameters which govern the flow apart from the type 
of fluid used are the period of motion (7), and the Reynolds' 
number (Re). From our numerical simulations we have found that 
the more important of these two parameters Is the period T. 
Throughout our simulations it Is assumed that the top plate . 
moves initially for period T, In a uniform manner from start up, 
which creates a vortex half way along and approximately three 
quarters of the way up the cavl ty. Then after the time period has 
been reached, the top plate Stops and the lower plate begins to 
move, In an opposite direction to the top plate but for the same 
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time period, eventuallU creating an identical mirror Image 
counter-rotating vortex in the lower half of the cavity. This , 
process is then repeated until the desired simulated time 
consisting of a fixed number of time periods is reached. 
We have found that for small value time periods T, typically of 
order 0.1,0.2 seconds produces poor mixing as the particle paths 
produced tend to adhere to the streamlines of the flow, similar in' 
appearance to those of shown in fig(S. 27) except being slightly 
more 'wobbly. At higher values of T equal to one second the 
mixing efficiency of the system Improves fig(S. 62), producing 
path lines similar to Aref's system fig(5.63). The mixing however 
is zonal or regional and almost periodic, being very good near the 
centre of the cavity with much intermingling of particles, yet not 
so productive near the outer regions of the cavity. If a particle Is 
located in centre of the cavity at the start it will remain In this 
region for all subsequent time and likewise for a particle found 
near the cavity's wall, It makes a tour of the cavity but always on 
Its outskirts near the wells. No Intermingling of particles placed 
near the centre and those near the walls is seen to occur. Upon 
Increasing T further, the mixing efficiency of the system 
becomes greatly improved being most fruitful In our case when T 
has value of two seconds. Here the particle paths are 
deterministic yet 'chaotic', and cover a very wide area of the 
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cavity almost filling It. A particle which starts at the cavity's 
centre is soon found to appear in circulatory motion near the 
cavity's wells, and equally, a particle located In. 1tially near the 
extremities of the cavity frequently in the course of its motion 
will occupy space In the centre of the cavity. Much Intermingling 
of particle paths is found to occur at this value of the period, and 
an initial line of vertical or horizontal particles Is seen to spread 
throughout the cavity,. showing the mixing to be good. A selection 
of results forNewtonlan, pseudoplastic and d1latant flulds for 
Re= 1, T=2s, and time of 60s, may be seen In f Igures (5.64) to 
(5.67). 1na ddItI onto th Is the concentration fI eld after 5 seconds 
Is presented at Re= If or this type of f low, shown In f Ig(S-68). 
All particle path trajectories for the three types of fluid 
considered are-all very similar in appearance. It can be seen 
however, that the particle paths for a pseudoplastic fluid 
fig(S. 66) appear to be less spread out, and more tightly bound 
together, particularly in the centre of the cavity where the 
viscosity is thickest. By contrast the reverse effect may be seen 
for a dilatant fluid fig(5.65), where more motion Is observed to 
occur in the central region where the viscosity Is thinnest. A 
particle which is 'placed' near a vortex centre at the, start, is ý 
soon seen to leave that region and make a tour of the central 
portion of the cavity, encompassing a region around the second 
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vortex centre In the other half of the cavity. It has also been 
noted that the particle paths traced out for a d1latant fluid are 
almost periodic In nature often returning very close to their 
Initial starting point, which Is especially true of those near the 
cavity's walls. This effect Is not as well defined for either 
Newtonian or pseudoplastic fluids. 
We have also considered the motion of the particle for various 
time periods at higher Reynolds' numbers. It has been found that 
for all values of T considered that as the Reynolds' number 
Increases the particles tend to become trapped once again 
between the streamlines of the flow, as typified by fig(S. 69) for 
a pseudoplastic fluid at Re=100, where the flow is advection 
dominated and consequently the mixing Is less effective. This 
result is consistent with the concentration field results also 
s howl ng that mixing Is I ess effective at higher Reynolds' numbers 
due to a lack of diffusion present. 
In trying to f urther Improve the mixing ef f Iciency f or two 
dimensional cavity flows, we have considered the artificial case 
whereby we allow all four of the cavItles walls to move In a 
discontinuous co-rotatIonal sense, similar to a Aref blinking 
vortex system with four time dependent vortex centres. Results 
are presented in figures (5.70) to (5.75) for particle path 
traj ectorl es at Reynol ds' numbers I and 100, f or Newtonl an, 
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pseudoplestic and dilatant fluids. In addition to this the resulting 
concentration field lines are presented for this unique flow, for 
Re= I for a time of 5s, and may be seen, in fI g(5.76). 
At low-Reynolds' numbers the particle trajectories for all fluids 
considered appear quite similar. The particles tend to cover a 
large area of the cavity which shows that the mixing is good. The 
motion of the various particles Is similar to that of a 
hypo-cycloidal path, the particles travelling in curved arcs which 
periodically loop in on themselves, thus thrusting a particle on 
the outskirts of the cavity into the central portion where the 
Intermingling of the particles occurs most frequently and back 
out again. 
Comparing the trajectories of the particles within the various 
fluids it can be seen once again, as with the blinking vortex case 
of Aref(51, that the best mixing occurs In regions where the 
fluid's viscosity Is thinnest. This manifests Itself with a diletant 
fluid fig(S. 74), whereby most of the efficient mixing occurs in 
the central portion of the cavity, and for a pseuodoplastic fluid 
fig(5.72) in the fact that lots of intermingling of particle occurs 
slightly nearer the walls of the cavity. For a Newtonian fluid 
fig(5.70) It can be seen that particles are fairly evenly spread 
throughout the cavity. 
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It was also noted that as the Reynolds' number increased the 
mixing becomes worse, due to the fact there Is less diffusion 
present, borne out In the observation that there Is less 
Intermingling of the various fluid particles, which tend to be 
conf I ned Into regions off I ow near their I niti a] I ocations. Some 
plots foýNewtoni an, pseudoplastic and di I atant fI Uids at Re= 100 
are shown In figs(S. 71), (5.73) and (5.75) respectively. 
5.6 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF LINE DEFORMATION. 
In this section we discuss the numerical simulation of the 
folding and rotation of a line marker dye, initially Injected into 
the cavity as a vertical strip along the vertical centre line of the 
cavity. This again has been studied experimentally by Chien et al 
[231, Leong et a11571 and Ottino[801, for a Newtonian fluid within a 
closed cavity, using a marker dye of low d If fusivIty but with the 
some viscosity as the test fluid. 
Initially, we tried to model this phenomenon by solving the 
concentration equation (4.4) with zero diffusion using the well 
known 'leapfrog' method. However, due to numerical Instabilities 
with the solution scheme used, the results were of poor quality 
and the method abandoned. Partial success however can be 
obtained If we assume that the line element whose deformation 
we are interested in consists of a number of particles. Then after 
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a desired time interval the position of the respective particles 
are noted, and a suitable spline function used to link them 
together In order. The results produced are for a New toni an fI uid 
In the case of standard cavity flow, and are shown In fig(5.77), 
along with the case of continuous co-rotational flow In fig(S. 79), 
which can be seen to be in favourable comparison with the 
experimental results of Ottino[801, figures (5.78) and (5.80) 
respectively. 
These figures capture the essential features of the line element 
deformation within the flow. 
5.7 SUMMARY. 
Within this chapter consideration has been devoted to the 
flow patterns and associated mixing processes accompanying a 
variety of simulated driven cavity flows. Both steady state and 
time dependent flows have been Investigated, for simulations 
ranging from the standard test case, where one wall alone moves, 
to the unique theoretical case whereby all four of the cavity's 
walls are allowed to move In a discontinuous periodic 
co-rotational manner. Three types of fluid were used throughout 
the simulations namely, Newtonian, and fluids which are strongly 
dependent on shear-rate, and exhibit pseudoplastic and dilatant 
tendencies. The mixing efficiency of each flow was Investigated 
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from two view points, firstly by analysing the dispersive mixing 
of a 'coloured' portion of fluid, 'Injected' Into the cavity at rest as 
It Is carried along with the flow, and secondly b. U the tracing of a 
selected number of fluid particles strategically 'placed' within 
the flow field. 
The main features emerging from this work were, the poorest 
mixing Is obtained in cavity flows where either one wall or 
simultaneous opposing wall motions exist. For this type of flow 
the particle paths for all fluids considered, were found to adhere 
to the streamlines of the flow, which therefore results in poor 
mixing. It was also noted that for these types of flow, as the 
Reynolds' number Increases the flow becomes more advection 
dominated, which for Reynolds' numbers in the range we have 
considered (up to 100), was found to be of Insufficient strength 
to provide eff I clent mixing. The most rapid mixing within this 
framework was found to occur at low keynolds' numbers, which 
indicates the dominant role that diffusion plays within the 
mixing process. 
The cavity's aspect ratio was also found to be a significant 
factor with regards to the time dependent flow patterns and 
mixing ability of a dilatent fluid. At low Reynolds' numbers 
within cavities of aspect ratio 2, some unusual results were 
produced by the dilatant fluid, which under perturbation were 
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found not to be unique but possess a mirror image solution. Both 
of these results were In direct contrast to those obtained by the 
steady state flow equations, using the. same flul. d and geometry. 
The novel results we believe are legitimate, and show that a 
bifurcation of possible results simultaneously exist for a 
d1latant fluid at this Reynolds' number within such cavities. 
Similar results were also obtained in cavities of both larger and 
smaller aspect ratios. However, it was also noted this effect Is 
prevalent only for creeping flow conditions and as the Reynolds' 
number Increases the flow returns to the usual flow pattens 
expected. No such peculiar results were noted for any of the 
other fluids considered. It also became apparent during the 
course of our Investigation that the mixing efficiency of all 
flows considered could be drastically improved by making the 
stream function both time dependent and periodic. This was 
implemented by considering a version of the famous Aref[51 
'blinking vortex' flow, obtained by allowing a periodic 
discontinuous co-rotational motion of both top and bottom plates. 
Like Aref IS), we discovered the flow has the ability to produce 
chaotic particle motion which Is highly desirous for good mixing. 
Subsequent study by Ottino[BO] has also shown this flow is 
capable of generating horseshoe mappings which are also 
indicative of a chaotic system. However, the most efficient 
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cavity flow with regards to mixing was achieved by developing 
the work of Aref 151 to consider a uniquely theoretical case 
whereby all four of the cavity's walls are allowed to rotate in a 
discontinuous periodic manner. This was also found to produce 
chaotic particle trajectories covering a wider area than the 
blinking vortex flow, showing an increased mixing efficiency. 
Again at higher Reynolds' numbers the flow Is advection 
dominated which consequently resulted in poorer mixing being 
obtained. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The problem which will be considered in this chapter is that 
of thermally driven cavity flow. The problem consists of 
modelling the convective motion produced due to the thermal 
heating of a fluid, which Is placed within the confines of a closed 
rectangular or square cavIty wIth fIxed Immovable and 
impermeable wells, as shown In fig (6.1*). 
y 
x 
FIgure (6.1*) 
Diagram of the cavity's geometry. 
Thermal convection Is the basis of several Important and 
spectacular phenomena observable on our planet and throughout 
the entire universe. Examples can readily be found In the 
circulation of the atmosphere and oceans, which to a large extent 
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determine, short and medium term weather changes. It has also 
become widely accepted that convection plays an important part 
In the motion of continental plates, which Is probably due to 
convective movements In the Earth's upper mantle. 
The convection process itself Is also the basis for the transfer of 
heat and matter within stellar structures such as our sun, and 
this phenomenon in turn affects the sun's solar activity 
considerably. 
The fluid within the cavity shown In fig(6.1*) Is uniformly 
heated from below In the presence of a gravitational field. The 
density of the fluid Is no longer treated as a constant but allowed 
to vary with temperature, consequently the fluid nearer the 
hotter bottom wall is less dense, due to thermal expansion, than 
the fluid above It, and this configuration Is known to be 
potentially unstable. If we consider an arbitrary parcel of fluid 
near the hotter lower wall, then if this Is displaced slightly 
upward it will experience an Archimedes buoyancy force which 
will assist its motion even further. Likewise If we consider a 
parcel of fluid near the cooler top wall, If this Is displaced It 
will enter a region of less dense fluid and will be assisted on its 
descent further by gravity. 
Benard[ 131 circa I goo, was the f Irst person to study this 
phenomenon in a laboratory controlled experiment. 
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Benard's experiment was slightlU different to the actual problem 
which ýee consider, although It does contain essentially the same 
features. Benard carried out skillful eýperlments on slender 
layers of fluid which were confined between two very long 
parallel plates whose dimensions were significantly larger than 
the width of the fluid. Benard observed that the system's 
stability was dependent upon two factors, the temperature 
gradient which exists between lower and upper walls and the 
fluid's viscosity which tends to oppose the motion. It Is these 
two effects which are constantly In competition with each other, 
and which contribute to the Instability of the system. 
Benard observed that If only very small changes in temperature 
existed between the two plates, the system remained In a state 
of equilibrium, and that no visible motion was produced. In this 
phase the viscous forces tend to dominate the flow and heat is 
simply conducted through the fluid like a solid, and evacuated 
through the top wall into the surrounding environment. However 
as the temperature gradient between the two plates is gradually 
increased, at a certain critical value ATc , the whole system 
becomes unstable and the fluid begins to perform bulk motion 
which Is evidenced in the emergence of organised convective 
cells, with hot fluid rising In some parts of the flow and 
descending in others. 
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However, it was sometime after Benard discovered this 
phenom'enon that any mathematical description of the instability 
arose. Lord Rayleigh[901 in 19 16 appears to be the f Irst to have 
produced a mathematical analysis of the Benard system, and since 
his pioneering paper there has emerged a host of literature an the 
subject, the standard text of which was published bU 
Chandra sekhar[221 in 196 1. However, Inspite of this wealth of 
literature on the subject, the Benard convection system is still 
an active area of current research. 
Most experimental and theoretical work to date has been carried 
out for Newtonian fluids, and we will extend this to Incorporate 
features of some non-Newtonian fluids Including in particular 
phenomena such as thixotropy, rheopexy, and fluids with strong 
viscosity dependence on temperature and depth. In addition to 
this, the flow and deformation of a weakly viscoelastIc liquid 
will be considered together with the usual models for 
pseudoplastic and dilatant flulds. 
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6.2 THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING THERMALLY DRIVEN FLOW. 
The equations used to model the convective flow Induced by 
heating both Newtonian and certain types of non-Newtonian fluids 
in the presence of a gravitational field, are derived from basic 
laws of conservation of mass, linear momentum and energy. The 
resulting non-linear coupled partial differential equations are 
similar to those comprehensively derived In Chapter 3. The major 
Of f erence is that the density of the f luld Is no longer constant 
but Is a variable dependent on the temperature. This renders the 
problem more complex than previously studied, but, by utilising a 
further assumption known as the Bousslnesq approximation we 
can obtain a system of partial differential equations which retain 
the essential features of those discussed in full In Chapter 3. 
This states that, provided the temperature gradients which exist 
between top and bottom walls are not 'too large', the density may 
be regarded as a constant in all terms used in the equations, the 
exception is the buoyancy force term, which in our case is 
manifest In terms of Wax In the vortIcIty equation (6.4) below, 
0 
expressed in divergence form. 
As outlined in Chapter4, it Is customary to arrange whenever 
possible for one solution to suffice a variety of different 
parameter values. This can be achieved by expressing the 
governing equations in terms of non-dimensionallsed variables. 
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We choose to non-dimensionallse In the following standard way, 
where the prime denotes the non-dimensionallsed variables. 
2 X/=X/L, 9"=U/L, t"=tllo/PoL , U/=ULpo/ilo, V/=VLpo/lio 
T"*=POT/110, co*'=copOL2/, no, T"=(T-To)/(T I -TO) . 
L Is a characteristic lengih of the cavity, 
po Is the Initial density of the fluid, 
ilo=q(0), the Newtonian viscosity, 
a the coefficient of thermal expansion forthe fluid, 
To, TI the constant temperature of the cooler and warmer walls 
of cavity. 
When expressed In dimensionless form the governing equations 
become upon dropping the prime notation: 
p(T)= pc)( I- a(T-To)) (6.1) 
Au+ Av =0 (6.2) 
ax ag 
kT + kT PT - kT kT =L (P-2T + a2T) (6.3) 
at au ax ax au Pr aX2 aU2 
A(1,2A(») + A(j122co) - 11U1P Ato - A1FAco +4 A2il ý2ty) 
at ax ax au au (au ax ax au agax axag) 
jj(ý2y - p2y). (p2l, - p2TI) + (jraT 
aU2 aX2 ay2 aX2 ax (6.4) 
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22%p + A2qj =- 0) (6.5) 
3X2, aU2 
The main effect of the non-dimensi onal I sing process Is the 
introduction of two new parameters, nameig the Grashof number 
(Gr), and the Prandtl number (Pr). The Prandt] number expresses 
the ratio of the fluid's kinematic viscosity to the thermal 
diffusivlty constant k, ' Pr=v/k, WhIlst the Grashof number Is 
defined as Gr= agL3(T I -To)/v2, and is meaure of the ratio of 
buoyancy to viscous effects occurring within the flow. The 
product of both the Prandtl number and Grashof number Is called 
the Rayleigh number (Ra) which has emerged as the characteristic 
driving force of the flow. 
6.2.1 VISCOSITY MODELS. 
Contained within equation (6.4) above, Is the variable 
viscosity term ', no sometimes known as the apparent viscosity. In 
our simulations we will consider several models for the apparent 
viscosity function which represent fluids exhibiting Newtonian, 
pseudoplastic, dilatant, thlxotropic and rheopectic properties, as 
well as those whose viscosity shows a strong dependence on both 
temperature and depth. 
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For a Newtonian fluid 'il' Is a constant In equation (6.4), and 
given the non-dimensional value of one. For fluids whose 
viscosity Is dependent upon shear-rate alone, namely those of the 
pseudoplastic (shear-thlnning) and dilatant (shear-thickenlng) 
variety, the apparent viscosity may be approximated by using the 
Cross model defined in Chapter 3. 
In modelling the viscosity function of a thIxotropic or 
rheopectic fluid (such as paint or gum), we have followed closely 
the work of Kemblowskl and Petera[521, and In so doing we have 
adopted the following model for the apparent viscosity shown In 
equation (6.6). 
ilc(q) + (il(o) -, nc(q))e-15t 
The apparent viscosity of these fluids is dependent both on 
shear-rate and time, Tlc(q) represents the Cross viscosity model, 
and 'a' is a constant of the fluid considered and Is typically of the 
order 5XI O-3. The prescribed model has the fol I ow Ing propert I es: 
At zero time and shear-rate, the fluid has the Newtonian 
viscosity value, however, as time and shear-rate become very 
large the fluid obtains an equilibrium value of the Infinite shear 
vIscosItU. Also, as time progresses to a large value, with the 
shear-rate remaining finite the fluid's viscosity Is given by the 
Cross model. The rare phenomenon of rheopexy (or negative 
thixotropy) can also be simulated by using (6.6) by reversing the 
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parametric values of il(O) and tl(, Do) used in the equation to model 
thixotropy. In addition to investigating the above fluids, we also 
consider 'il' to be a function of temperature (T), which has a 
tendency to alter the fluids viscosity, and this can be modelled by 
using either the Reynolds' formula il(T)= jj(O)e-kT, or the 
Arrhenius reaction type equation, il(T)= il(O)e-k/T, where k is a 
constant depending on the fluid considered In the simulation. 
However, Torrance and Turcottel 1061 In considering the 
convective flow of a fluid with strong viscosity dependence on 
temperature, which Is of use in many geophysical flows 
especiaIlU those pertaining to the Earth's mantle, have proposed 
the following model shown In 
equation (6.7). 
4 
il(T)= 11(0)e k(O. 5-T) 
Torrance and Turcottel 1061 also proposed a model In which the 
viscosity of fluid Is dependent on the depth. It Is known that 
within the Earth's mantle the pressure Increases strongly with 
depth due to the hydrostatic head, it Is therefore expected that 
this increase In pressure will also lead to a significant Increase 
In viscosity. The pressure variations within the mantle are 
assumed to be negligible and so it seems sensible to replace the 
viscosity's pressure dependence with that of depth dependence 
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according to the following formula (6.8) shown below, where y 
repesents the depth of fluid. 
ll(y)= II(O)e k(O. 5-U) (6.8) 
6.2.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
Equations (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) need to be solved subject to 
certain prescribed initial and boundary conditions. The stream 
function Is a constant on each cavity's boundaries, which for 
simplicity is taken to be zero. The vorticity on the boundaries can 
be specified In two ways, which depends on the type of problem 
considered. The f Irst using the well known Woods solid wall 
formula, based on a prior knowledge of Interior stre. am function 
and vorticity values, as discussed previously in Chapter 3 for an 
enclosed caylty. The second employs a shear-free boundary 
condition, wherebU the vorticity Is zero at all points along the 
boundary, which Is representative of analysing the motion of a 
cell with liquid boundaries within the Rayleigh-Benard system. In 
the course of our investigation, we have Implemented both sets of 
boundary conditions and have found them to have an Important 
effect on the final steadq solution produced. 
For the temperature equation (6.3) we Impose a constant adverse 
non-dimensional temperature difference between the top and 
bottom cell boundaries of one degree, and to preserve the 
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symmetry of the problem the cavity's side walls are Insulated, 
hence Wax =0 on each of these boundaries. 
A summary of the boundary conditions used for this problem can 
be seen in flg(6.2*) below. 
u 
o)=oA 
aT/ax=O 
T=O 
oir--col T--o T=To 
FIgure (6.2*) 
co--co2 
aT/ax=O 
T=O 
lop 
x 
Diagram showing the boundary conditions used for the thermally 
driven cavity flow problem. 
6.2.3 NON-NEWTONIAN VISCOELASTIC LIQUID. 
In this present chapter consideration Is also given to the 
simple modelling of fluid elasticity through the Incorporation of 
a second order equivalent non-Newtonian vlscoelastlc term. This 
type of fluid is currently thought to approximate In a simple way 
that which exists within the mantle of the Earth [63). The 
equations we use to simulate this phenomenon are essentially the 
some as those of (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) discussed above, the major 
difference being an additional elastic stress term contribution 
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c), -w3 T--O T =T I 
(expresssed'in tensor no tati on) cylk, for i, k=1,2 to the vortIcIty 
equation (6.4), shoWn beloW In equation (6.9). 
, nA(O = 2(1,2A0» + g112A0» - Ti(AT Aco - ATAco +4 2211 22%y ) 
at ax ax au au (au ax ax au agax axag) 
11 (p2ty -22T). (p2q -p2il) + (3rpT 
ay2 aX2 ay2 aX2 ax 
-ii (A (A OX X+A (Tu X) -A (2crx g+ Aau y) ) (6.9) 
(au ax 3g ax ax au 
The elastic stress term Is defined in terms of the first rate of 
strain tensor according to 
v 
C4k = -2Welk 
Here W Is a non-dimensionallsed parameter known as the 
Weissenberg number which has emerged as the main flow 
v 
characteristic for viscoelastic liquids, and elk(l), Is known as 
the upper convected derIvative and Is deflned as, 
V( 
I)= jaelk( I )- L elk( 1) -'elk( I) LT (6.11 elk 
Dt 
where L= a(u. y) 
a(x, y) 
and LT is the transpose of L, 
with D the material derivative def Ined earlier In Chapter 3. 
Dt 
The boundary conditions for this problem once again are 
essentially those shown in fig(6.2*), with the exception being 
additional boundary conditions for the elastic stress terms. 
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On the boundaries themselvesV (1) can be simplified depending elk 
on the flow considered, and together with equation (6.10), the 
additional elastic stress boundary conditions reduce to, 
crxx = 0, ayy = -2W co2, oxy -- -W 3co/at 
for the left and right hand vertical walls of the cavity, co being 
the specified value of the vorticity on a particular wall. Similarly 
for the top and bottom horizontal walls of the cavity, 
c1gy ý 0, axx = -2W 0)2, CrXg = Waco/at. 
6.3 THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING 
We now discuss the numerical solution of the governing flow 
equations, (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5). As seen from the earlier work 
undertaken on standard cavity flow discussed In Chapters 3 and 4, 
to obtain analytical solutions of non-linear coupled partial 
differential equations (P. D. E's) of the type mentioned above, Is 
extrem ei g difflcult and probably Impossible. Therefore, to solve 
the equations numerical methods have to be employed which 
require the extensive use of a fairly large computer. There is no 
unique way to numerically solve a P. D. E, and each case needs to be 
treated on its own merits. 
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The work carried out to date has concentrated on the numerical 
solution of the equations which simulate flow for Newtonian and 
certain non-Newtoni an fI uids forth e case of driven cavity fI ow 
described in detail In Chapter 4. 
Finite difference methods were used to approximate the 
governing P. D. E's and both steady state and time dependent flows 
were considered. Central differencing was used wherever 
possible for the spece. derivatives, but for the time derivatives a 
forward dl ff erence operator had to be used. Thl s makes the 
solution produced less accurate, but has the advantage that the 
d1scretised equations solved are explicit. The overall accuracy of 
the solution generated Is O(St, h2, k2) where a typical value for St 
used in the computer simulation was 0.00 1- 
This situation In many respects was considered to be 
unacceptable, as the restriction on upon the time step Bt meant 
that a very large number of Iterations were needed to cover very 
small time Intervals. So the main priority was to find a fairly 
easy to implement numerical algorithm to solve the equations 
which would firstly, Improve the accuracy of the solution to 
()(8t2, h2, k2)' and secondly, to increase the time step without 
affecting the quality of the results produced, and thereby 
enabling longer time intervals to be considered. Both criteria can 
be satisfied by using a modified version of the 
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Peacemann-Rachford alternating direction implicit method[961, or 
A. D. 1 f o'r short. The price paid for the desired improvement Is 
that, the discretised equations are now rendered Implicit and not 
explicit as before, which makes the solution process some what 
more difficult. However, after Implementation the algorithm was 
tested on standard cavity flow and was found to give equally good 
results. A short discussion of the A. D. 1 method now follows. 
6.3.1 THE A. D. 1 METHOD. 
The alternating direction implicit method developed by 
Peacemann-Rachford[961 is an Ingenious mixture of explicit and 
Implicit methods and is used to solve parabolic P. D. E's such as 
(6.3) and (6.4) above. As an Illustration of the solution process we 
now consider solving the temperature equation (6.3) by this 
method. 
As usual the solution domain, (i. e. the rectangular or square 
cavity) Is covered by a uniform grid consisting of NxM nodal 
points as shown In f ig(4.5*). The PAE Is then approximated at 
each nodal or grid point bY an algebraic d1scretised equation. The 
temperature equation (6.3) is discretised in the following 
manner, 
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(Tj I t+5t/2- Tljt) + IL(Tl+ Ij -TI-1j)t+Bt/2 + Y-(Tlj+1 - Tlj- I )t 
Bt 2h - 2k 
=. L( (IL+ Ii- 2Tj I +TI- I I)t+St/2+ (Ti I+ I- 2TI I +Tli-I)t 
Pr h2 klý 
(6.15) 
forl= I toN-1 andj=l toM-1, and Where u=AT, and Y= -kT. 
au ax 
The terms with superscript t+8t/2, imply the expressions are 
evaluated at a 'fictitious' time step, and t+St/2 Itself Is taken to 
be some Intermediate value approximation between the old time t 
and the new time t+St. Further bU letting 
qI=0.25 St u h"', q2= 0.25 St v k", q3= 0.5 St/(Pr h2) 
0 
q4= 0.5 Bt/(Pr k2), 
and upon carrying out a little algebraic manipulation the 
discretised equation (6.16) Is produced. 
-(q I+ q3)-Tj- I jt+8t/2 +(I+ 2q3) Tljt+St/2 - (q3 -q I) Tj+ I jt+St/2 
= (q4 + q2) Tlj- It+0- 2q4) Tljt + (q4 - q2) Tlj+ It (6.16) 
It is worthwhile noting, that all the unknown Intermediate values 
contain the some suffix 'J', that Is theU correspond to the some U 
value Uj while i varies. For a given value of 'J' we can write down 
equation (6.16) for each value of 'I' ranging from 1 to N-1. This 
set of (N- 1) equations In (N- 1) unknowns can then be solved by 
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standard direct methods such as Gaussian elimination, 
followed by back-substitution. 
This process Is then repeated for each value of 'J' ranging from 
I to (M- 1). In other words, at each time step we require the 
solution of (M-1) sets of (N-1) simultaneous equations, and it Is 
well known that this solution process requires substantially less 
computation than solving an entire set of (N-1)(M-1) set of 
equations in (N-1)(M-1) unknowns at each Iteration. Moreover, we 
are in fact dealing with tridiagonal sets of equations, which are 
fairly easy to solve numerically. Some standard algorithms are 
available for such sets of equations and can be found In many 
numerical analysis texts, such as Smith[1001. 
The procedure outlined so for, is In fact implicit In the Y 
direction and explicit In the 'y' direction. So as to avoid any bias 
In one direction or the other we proceed from fictitious time 
t+St/2 to t+8t using a similarly discretised equation which is now 
Implicit In y and explicit In the x direction. The resulting 
equation is 
-(q2 + q4)Tij- I t+8t +(I+ 2q4)Tijt+8t - (q4 - q2)Tij+ I 
t+8t 
= (q3 - ql)Ti+ljt+Bt/2 + (I - 2q3)Tljt+St/2+ (q3 + ql)Ti-ljt+8t/2 
(6.17) 
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This Involves the solution of (M-1) sets of simultaneous 
equations each Involving (M-1) unknowns, and Is used to calculate 
the new temperature values at every internal nodal point at time 
t+8t. So by using equations (6.16) and (6.17) In order, we perform 
a complete time step from t to t+St. The values of Tij at time 
t+8t/2 are merely recognised as an Intermediate solution and are 
not regarded as serious approximations to Tij at any particular 
time. The A. D. 1 method works particularly well when the boundary 
conditions are of the fixed Dirichlet type, but can easily be 
modified to accomodate the Neumann type, or a mixture of both, 
further examples of which may be found In Mitchell and 
Grif fI ths[651. 
The chief modification arises where the boundary conditions are 
of the Neumann variety as shown In flg(6.2*), where, by assuming 
that the normal boundary condition holds true simultaneously 
with the respective discretised equation, any ghost points which 
arise can be eliminated, and a separate discretised boundary 
equation can be produced. This is then Incorporated Into the 
solution process at the Intermediate stage by solving a tridigonal 
set of Nx (M-1) simultaneous equations, providing Intermediate 
values of the temperature on both vertical walls as well as the 
Interior points. Likewise similar stencils exist for the Insulated 
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walls at the't+8t time step which enable the new temperature 
values to be calculated, apart from the new Interior values. 
Similar discretised equations are obtainable for the vorticity 
equation(6.4) or (6.9) In which the boundary conditions consist of 
the easier to manage DIrichlet type, being either of the 
shear-free variety or specif led by the Woods form ul a. The 
solution process however Is Identical to that of the temperature 
equation discussed above. 
The steadU state Poisson stream-function equation (6.5), uses 
the newly calculated vorticity values, and Is solved completely at 
each Iteration by the Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods discussed 
earlier In Chapter 4, pertaining to driven cavity flow. 
An outline of the overall numerical solution procedure Is shown 
later in f lg(6.4*). 
6.3.2 CONSISTENCY AND STABILITY 
By solving the parabolic temperature and vorticity 
equations (6.3) and (6.4) respectivelU by the A. D. 1 method, the, 
discretisation error Is found to be of order O(8t2, h2, k2), whIch Is 
an Improvement on that obtained by the explicit method of 
solution, described in detail In Chapter 4. It can also be seen that 
as h, k, 8t ->O the discretisation error also tends to zero, showing 
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that the discretised equations are compatible with the governing 
partial differential equations. 
The stability of the discretised equations can be obtained 
directly from observing their computational molecule or stencil. 
For example, consider the tempertature equation at the 
Intermediate time step t+8t/2 shown in (6.16), which possesses 
the computational molecule shown In fig(6.3*). 
= FIJ 
Ij Tij Tl+lj 
FIgure (6.3*) 
where qI=&, L q2= bly, q3= 8t , q4= _M_ , 
4h 4k 2Prh2 2Prk2 
FIj Is a composition of discretised values at time t, and u, v are 
the respective velocities In x and y directions. 
For the computational stencil or molecule to remain stable It is 
required that two constraints Imposed upon It hold true 
simulteneouslU. The f Irst constraint is that the stencil exhibits 
diagonal dominance, and the second Is that the off-dIagonal 
elements are positive or equal to zero. From flg(6.3*) above It can 
clearly be seen that the molecule possesses diagonal dominance, 
and that the off diagonal elements are positive or zero if 
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q3 >, q 1, which leads to a criterion that uhPr,,, < 2. A similar 
molecule can be obtained from the second step of the solution 
process at time level t+8t, which again Is found. to be diagonalig 
dominant, and off diagonal element positive If vkPr., < 2. 
In like manner, stencils can be obtained for the non-Newtonian 
vorticity equation(6.4) or (6.9), which are diagonallU dominant 
with the off diagonal elements being positive If both 
-(, 12)w., < IL eand (112) s.., < y (112) n 
hTIP 2 hilP k7lP 2 k7jP 
hold true simultaneously. 
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START 
t=O, DEFINE MESH SIZE, 
INPUT VARIOUS PARAMETERS 
USED IN PROGRAM AND 
INITIALISE ALL ARRAYS. 
CALCULATE BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS FOR 
(o T AN D a. 
CALCULATE NEW VORTICITY 
VALUES FROM A. D. 1 METHOD. 
SOLVE FOR T 
COMPLETELY AT EACH 
ITERATION 
CALCULATE NEW 
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FROM A. D. 1 METHOD. 
UPDATE NO HAS -"*, - 
t= END TIME? 
VALUES 
YES 
STOP, PLOT RESULTS. 
19 (6.4*) 
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6.4 OTHER CONVECTION PROBLEMS. 
After solving the above mentioned equations the major 
problem we faced was how to validate our results. Fortunately a 
number of other researchers have undertaken similar problems in 
modelling thermal convection and for similar geometries as our 
own. Although almost all the literature available is concerned 
with Newtonian fluids, this still serves as a useful comparison. 
The most comprehensive numerical study of thermal convection 
within an enclosed cavity has been applied to a problem which has 
become known as 'the double glazing problem'. This problem has a 
wide varItU of applications, ranging from nuclear reactor 
Insulation, ventilation of rooms to crystalline growth in liquids, 
and Is widely used for validating computer codes. Numerous 
results have been published, both numerical and analytical. The 
most notable of these are by De vahl DOVIS[331, Schnipke and Rice 
1971, Batchelor[ 101 and Poots[881. 
The problem consists of simulating the two dimensional flow of 
a Newtonian Boussinesq fluid within an upright square cavity. 
Both velocity components are zero on all the cavity walls, 
therefore making the stream function constant. No-slip conditions 
are also employed on all walls, the vortfcIty along the boundaries 
being specif led by some given f ormula. The main dif f erence 
however occurs In the temperature boundary conditions. For In 
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this instance it is the horizontal walls which are Insulated, and 
the tw6 vertical walls which are differentially heated causing a 
temperature gradient to exist between, themýThp ensuing motion. 
of the system Is caused as a direct result of temperature 
gradient being perpendicular to the buoyancy force. A schematic 
of the problems boundarU conditions is shown In fig (6.5*) below. 
u 
o)=ctA 
T=T I 
T=O 
(t)--coi Y=o aT/au=O 
co--co2 
T=To 
IM 
ctr--co3 T--O aT/ay=O 
Figure (6.5*) 
x 
Boundary conditions of the 'double glazing' problem. 
Results for this system have been generally produced for 
Rayleigh numbers ranging from 103 to 106 with Pr=0.71, using 
both finite difference and finite element formulations. A direct 
comparison between our results f or Rayleigh numbers up to 105 
and the standard benchmark solutions can be seen In Chapter 7. 
Moore and Weiss[ 691, and Mckenzie, Roberts and Welss[621 have 
considered the modelling of thermally driven convection for two 
specific Instances occurring In nature. Moore and Weiss[691 
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Investigated convection within a stellar medium, while Mckenzie 
et al[621 numerically simulated convection for a Newtonian fluid 
within the Earth's mantle. By both author's own admission the 
models of these natural phenomena contain some Ideallsed 
assumptions, but stress that the models are onlU aimed towards 
an understanding of this widely observable complex process of 
convection. Both authors solve essentiallU the same equations by 
finite difference methods with essentially the same boundary 
conditions as ourselves, which assume the stream function Is 
constant on all walls, and by the stress-free assumption the 
vorticlty is zero on all walls, as shown In fig(6.6*) overleaf. 
Typical values of Rayleigh number used In both formulations 
extend to a maximum of about 106, as in fact Is the case with 
most authors we have found, and It Is the final steady state 
solution which Is sought of ter and any Initial transient flows 
which may be of interest are not usually produced. 
Simulations concerning thermal convection of a steady state 
non-Newtonian fluid have been provided by Torrance and 
Turcotte[ 1061, who in relation to their numerical simulation of 
flow within the Earth's mantle considered the variable viscosity 
to be a function of temperature, and depth, given by the formulae 
(6.7) and (6.8) above. Results have been produced for Rayleigh 
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numbersup to 3600, and a comparison with our own work may be 
seen In Chapter 7. 
uA& 
co=o, T=O, T=To 
a--o co=o 
aTlax=O FLUID aT/ax=O 
T=O T=O 
0)--0, T--O, T=T 1 
lop 
x 
Figure (6.6*) 
Diagram showing the boundary conditions (shear free) used In the 
Rayleigh-Benard simulation. 
I 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter results are presented and discussed for the 
time dependent thermally driven cavity flow problem described In 
detail In Chapter 6. During the course of our Investigation various 
fluid models have been considered which aim to incorporate 
features of Newtonian and certain non-Newtonian flow, and a 
comparison is made of their respective behaviours. Fluids which 
exhlbit pseudoplastic, d1latant, thixotropic and rheopectic 
properties have been considered together with fluids whose 
viscosity Is strongly dependent on temperature and depth. In 
addition to this we have also Investigated the flow of a weakly 
viscoelestic fluid which Is thought to have particular relevance 
to motion within the Earth's mantle. 
Throughout our Investigation we have considered the ef f ect of 
Imposing two distinct types of boundary conditions for the 
varticity, firstly specifying the boundary vorticity by the Woods 
formula, used earlier for the case of standard cavity flow with 
solid walls, and secondly employing the shear-free symmetry 
boundary conditions which forces the vorticity like the stream 
function to have a constant value of zero on each of the cavity's 
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boundaries, which in this case are assumed to belluld These two 
separate boundary conditions for the vorticity have been found to 
play a significant role In determining the outcome and stability 
of the solutions produced. 
In presenting the results of this chapter we have sought to 
exhibit the steady solutions, and In using this terminology we 
refer to an evolutionary solution which does not subsequently 
significantly alter with respect to time. It Is worth noting that 
although this Is the case the results are not the steadU state 
answers, In which no time dependence would be considered In the 
governing flow equations. For all the problems we have - 
Investigated most solutions become steady between five to ten 
seconds of simulation time. 
Before moving, specifically to consider each of the afore- 
mentioned fluids In turn, we will discuss some of the common 
features of the Rayleigh-Benard thermally driven cavity flow 
problem which pertain to all the fluids we will consider. 
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7.2 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE THERMALLY DRIVEN CAVITY FLOW 
PROBLEM. 
In all cases considered, if no adverse temperature difference 
is applied between top and bottom plates irrespective of the type 
of boundary conditions used, the fluid will remain at rest in 
uniform equilibrium in which all parts of the fluid are identical 
and possess symmetry throughout the entire plane. If heat is 
momentarily supplied to the lower plate and then removed the 
initial disturbance to the system will die away, the system 
returning to its equilibrium state. However, If a constant supply 
of heat is uniformly applied to the lower wall the system can 
gradually be induced away from equilibrium. If the temperature 
dif f erence stated in terms of the Rayleigh number (Ra) def Ined in 
Chapter 6 is small, the system adopts a simple but unique state 
whereby the heat energy supplied is transported through the fluid 
by conduction. During this phase although no visible motion is 
observed, significant changes are occurring within the fluid, 
namely the emergence of stratified fluid layers of differing 
densities, the lighter fluid being found at the bottom and the 
denser material near the top of the cavity, and this top heavy 
configuration is potentially unstable. Upon increasing the 
Rayleigh number the system is moved f urther away f rom 
equilibrium and at a certain critical value of the Rayleigh number, 
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(shown for the various fIu Ids considered in fI g(7.70*) ne ar the 
end of this chapter), instability enters, being evidenced In the 
emergence of convective cells near the bottom corners of the 
cavity. The motion of these cells however, is gradually damped 
out due to retarding viscous forces which Is consistent with the 
prediction derived from the linear theory, first published by 
Ralyeigh[901. If the Rayleigh number is further increased the two 
cells grow with time, but not at the exponential rate predicted by 
the linear theory. The reason is that the non-Unear terms In the 
governing equations are no longer negligible and also due to the 
viscous forces which Inhibit the motion. The overall result is that 
two finite counter rotating cellS are produced each of which f III 
half of the cavity. Frequently however, this Is not the f Ina) state 
of the system, for at this Rayleigh number the Initial two cell 
configuration can become unstable and both cells merge to form 
one large rotating cell which fills the cavity. The reason for this 
occurrence is still uncertain. Upon Increasing the Rayleigh number 
further the reverse process is often seen to occur, the one cell 
Itself becoming unstable and gives birth to two symmetric 
counter rotatl ng cel I s. We have notl ced thl s ef f ect to be perl odl c 
and occurs from low Raylelgh numbers to those up to 1.4 x, 06, 
this being the largest value obtainable throughout our 
Investigations. 
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The system can be seen to have moved from exhlbltlng no 
motion'to the case where quite complex convective motion 
occurs, with cold dense fluid failing in some parts of the flow 
and warmer II ghter fI uld rising In others. The phenomena observed 
In the Rayleigh-Benard system are remfnlscent of the symmetry 
breaking patterns observed for the famous Taylor-Couette flow 
system which exhibits similar complex behaviour, with the 
emergence of stacked cells which develop Into wavy and turbulent 
vortices as the Reynolds' number Is gradually Increased. 
Based on experimental evidence for Newtonian fluids, It has 
been observed that at very high Rayleigh numbers the system 
becomes 'fuzzy', entering a regime whereby chaotic motion Is 
observed. This is a pre-cursor of turbulence, a much studied and 
yet still very obscure area of fluid dynamics. However this Is 
currently well outside our range of solutions and consequently Is 
not Investigated. 
The actual physical laboratory experiment of Benard Is still 
perfectly reproducible so that all the above mentioned phenomena 
can be readily observed, yet it still throws up a further surprise. 
The exact determination of the convection cells has been 
justif led by the linear theory analysIS of Rayleigh[gol. However, 
the directional rotation of the cells IS still apparantly left to 
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chance, and so a unique situation arises between determinism and 
chance. 
A similar situation has been found to occur within our 
simulations, and we have found that the cell rotation and 
configuration depend very stongly upon the Initial temperature 
guess u6ed whilst iteratively solving the complex equations 
governing the system. In all cases considered using the initial 
dI stributions T(x, y)=O and T(X, Y)=1-9 at t=O, for the I niti a] 
temperature of the system finally yields two Identical 'mirror 
Image' solutions, showing that a bifurcation has taken place 
within the system, illustrated In f Ig (7.1 *) below. 
. solutionl 
critical 
Ra 
< 
solution 2 
Cal 
Figure (7.1 *) 
Blfurcatlon phenomena In the Rayleigh-Benard problem. 
Consequently, all results presented are for the InitIal guess of 
T(x, U)=O, but it is worth bearing In mind that a second legitimate 
set of mirror image solutions also exist. 
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7.3 
-COMPARISON WITH OTHER PUBLISHED WORK. 
To'validate the computer code used In the solutlon of the 
Rayleigh-Benard problem outlined above, we have applied our 
solution algorithm to the standard test case of buoyancy Induced 
thermally driven cavity flow, with differentially heated side 
walls. This Is the 'bench-mark' solution for all convection 
problems of this variety, and has become widely known as 'the 
double glazing problem', but haS many other practical 
consequences for a wide variety of circumstances ranging from 
nuclear reactor Insulation to the growth of crystals In 
liquids[971. 
Many authors have considered the double glazing problem using 
both analytical (Batchelor[ 101, POOtsIBEID, and numerical 
(SchnIpke and Rice[971), techniques. However, we have selected 
the bench-mark solutions published by De Vahl Davls[331, since 
the author has solved the problem for Rayleigh numbers within 
our range of 103 to 105 using the stream function vortlclty 
formulation together wI th a modif I ed A. D. 1 solution process, 
I 
which Is akin to our approach. Most authors however, are 
interested In the steady state formulation and therefore their 
governing equations take no account of time dependence, and also 
the techniques of non-dimensionallsation of the governing 
equations very from author to author, and so a direct comparison 
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is not always possible. Despite this fact a comparison of our 
I steady' solutions figs (7.2) to (7.7), with the bench mark 
streamline and temperature solutions of De- Vahl Davis[331 
flg (7.8) show favourable agreement. It can be seen that as the 
Rayleigh number Is Increased from 103 to 105 one large 
clockwise rotating cell is always produced, -which becomes 
f letter and more unstable near the cavIty's centre-This Is a Is o 
reflected in the corresponding temperature profiles which 
Indicate the strength of convection Increases with higher 
Rayleigh numbers, being almost vertical near the side walls and 
horizontal near the central portion of the cavity at Rayleigh 
number 105, the highest we found to be obtainable. 
7.4 NEWTON IAN TLU I D. 
With confidence gained through Successful comparison of our 
results with bench mark solutions, we proceeded to consider the 
solutions obtained for a Newtonian fluid undergoing thermal 
convection for the Rayleigh-Bernard problem with the boundary 
vortIcIty specified by the Woods solid walls formula. Throughout 
all our sImulations the Prandtl number (Pr) Is f Ixed at a value of 
near that of water, and, the Grashof number (Gr) allowed to 
very. 
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The system was found to become unstable and produce 
continuous circulatory convective motion at a critical Rayleigh 
number of 3300. For moderately low Rayleigh nu. mbers up to and 
including that of 104 the Inital solution consists of two 
symmetric mirror image counter rotating cells. However, as time 
progresses this motion Is either sustained or as frequently 
happens, one cell may grow at the expense of the other and a 
steady solution comprised of one antl-clockwise rotating cell Is 
produced which almost fills the entire cavity, as shown In 
f Ig(7-9). The resulting streamlines are closed loops which give 
the appearance of being sheared near the cavity's walls, and 
becoming more circular near the vortex centre, located In the 
cavity's middle. The streamlines are symmetric about both of the 
cavity's main diagonals and the gaps between neighbouring 
streamlines are fairly constant Indicating circulation Is uniform 
throughout the cell. 
The corrseponding asymmetric temperature profile Is shown in 
f Ig(7.10) and Indicates that warm f luld rises near the right hand 
wall with the colder denser fI uld fal I Ing near the opposite wal I, 
the convective current evidenced by the 'S' shaped curves, and the 
temperature at the centre of the cavity being approximately the 
average of the top and bottom walls. A good IllustratIon of the 
Instability of the two Initially symmetric cells can be witnessed 
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by examining the particle paths of five equally spaced particles, 
initially placed in a horizontal line half way up the cavity, and 
shown in fig(7.1 1). 
Upon increasing the Rayleigh number to a maximum of 105 for 
this particular configuration the reverse process of that which 
occurred at Ra= 104 Is produced. The steady solutlon Is comprIsed 
of two sUmmetric mirror Image counter rotating cells which 
possess a distinctive 'bean' shape appearance, as shown In 
f Ig(7.12). The resulting streamlines are more densely packed near 
the extremities of the cell, the gaps between which gradually 
Increase as the two vortex centres, located In the mIddle of each 
cell and approximately half way up the cavity are approached, 
Indicating circulation is weakest there. The corresponding 
symmetric temperature prof Ile shown In f1g(7.13) reveals the 
convective motion consists of cold fluid falling down the cavity's 
middle and warmer fluid rising near the cavity's Walls. 
We now consider the results obtained for a Newtonian fluid 
when the vorticity is specified as zero on each of the 'cavity's' 
walls, employing the shear free boundary conditions, which are 
representative of fluid boundaries. 
The system with this configuration was found to be unstable and 
produce sustained convective motion at a critical Rayleigh 
number of 1700, which Is In line with the linear theory 
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prediction, Acheson[ I I. The system behaves In a sIm II ar fashl on 
to that described above using the non-zero vorticIty boundary 
conditions, with either sustained motion occurring of two cells 
or the annihilation of one of the cells to leave one large cell. Upon 
Increasing the Rayleigh number to 104, the steady solution shown 
In fig (7.14), consists of two symmetric mirror image counter 
rotating cells, each occupying half of the cavity. The streamlines 
are closed loops being rectangular In shape near the walls of the 
cavity, the gaps of which Increase as the more oval vortex 
centres are approached, showing weaker circulation occurs there. 
The corresponding temperature profile fig (7.15) Is symmetric 
although not as spread out as wIth non-zero vortIcIty case, and 
shows the motion is comprised of cold fluid descending near the 
cavity's centre and warmer fluid rising near the respective 
vertical walls. Upon further Increasing the Raylelgh number to 
105 a similar result Is obtained except one cell has grown 
slightly at the others expense and occupies about two thirds of 
the cavity, symmetry is lost and this Is also highlighted In the 
temperature profile, so the Indications are that the two cell 
structure is becoming unstable at this Rayleigh number. This Is 
confirmed by analysing the result obtained at Rayleigh number 
106 shown in fig(7.16), in which the steady solution consists of 
one large almost symmetric clockwise rotating cell which f Ills 
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the entire cavity. The streamlines are closed loops, square In 
appearance near walls of cavity and becoming more circular near 
the vortex centre located In the middle of cavity. As usual the 
Increase in separation between neighbouring streamlines as the 
centre is approached indicates weaker circulation Is found there. 
The temperature profile fig(7.17) shows the temperature 
throughout most of the cavity Is uniform obtaining a value which 
Is the average of the top and bottoM plates. This result agrees 
with the published findings of both Moore and Welss[701 using a 
Initial linear temperature distribution throughout the cavity, and 
McKenzie, Roberts and Welss[62), shown in figs(7-18) and(7.19) 
respectively, who considered a similar geometry and boundary 
conditions, their results pertaining to stellar convection and 
mantle flow respectively. McKenzie et al(621 have also found that 
when Re= 1.4xlO6 the one cell becomes unstable and gives birth to 
two almost Identical touching mirror Image counter rotating 
cells. This result we confirm to be true, shown In figs(7.20) and 
(7-21) respectively, and find that the streamlines are very 
densely packed near the cavity's centre and near the walls, the 
effect becoming less noticeable as the vortex centres are 
approached, which are located a little lower In the cavity. 
McKenzie et al[62) have also found this pattern to be repeated at 
Ra=2.4 x 106, and suggest this Instability Is caused by a 'blob' of 
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cold fI uld forming near the coo I er top plate which fal Is vertical Iy 
In the cavity's centre destroying the one cell and creating two In 
Its wake. 
On comparison the results obtained using both sets of boundary 
conditions for vorticity are quite similar, both showing evidence 
of periodic bifurcation of one cell into two and the reverse 
phenomenon. However, the major noticeable differences are the 
critical value of the Rayleigh number for the shear-free case Is 
approximately half that where the vorticity boundary conditions 
are specified by the Woods solid wall formula, showing that the 
non-zero vorticity boundary values act as a stabillsing Influence 
on the system. The difference In boundary conditions Is also 
highlighted by the shape of the cells produced. When vorticity is 
non-zero on the cavity, s walls, if two cells are produced they 
have a unique 'been' shape structure due to shearing stresses 
present on the cavity's walls which are not present In the shear 
free case and which gives rise to more rectangular cells. A 
similar effect can be observed If only one cell Is produced. 
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7.5 PSEUDOPLASTIC FLUIDS. 
In this section steady flow results will be presented for a 
pseudoplastic fluid, whose apparent viscosity Is simulated by the 
Cross model deft ned in Chapter 3. The system for a pseudopl as tic 
(or shear-thinning) fluid was found to become unstable and 
produce sustained circulatory motion at a critical Rayleigh 
number of 3200 for the non-zero boundary vorticity case, and 
found to reduce to a value of 1400 when conditlons are relaxed to 
those of the shear-free formulation, which is In line with 
intuition using lower vIscosItU fluids. We will now consider 
results obtained firstly for the case of non-zero vortIcity on each 
of the cavity's wells. 
At Rayleigh number 104, the steady solution consists of two 
mirror image counter rotating 'bean' shaped cells, very similar In 
fact to that produced for a Newtonlan fluld wlth the some 
configuration but at higher Rayleigh number, shown previously In 
f1g(7.12), the exception being the vortex centres are located 
I 
slightly lower In the cavity which Is a direct result of the 
shear-thinning nature of the fluid, allowing swifter motion near 
the warmer lower plate where fluid Is thinnest. The temperature 
prof lie Is also symmetric about the vertical mid plane of the 
cavity (x=0.5) Indicating the colder fluid failing near the centre 
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and warmer fluid rising near the walls. However. - upon Increasing 
the Ray'le I gh number to Its maximum of 105 for our 3000 grid, a 
markedly different steady solution shown In fig. (7.22) Is 
obtained. The solution consists of two approximately mirror 
image counter rotating cells of equal strength, which possess 
symmetry about the horizontal centre line of the cavlty, (y=0.5). 
The respective vortex centres being located approximately two 
fifths of the way along the cavity and one quarter, and three 
quarters up the cavity respectively. Similar peculiar results were 
obtained on various grid sizes which gave credence to the novel 
solution being of a legitimate nature. The corresponding 
temperature profile, fig(7.23) also reflects this strange 
occurrence, with symmetry being obtained about (U=0.5). The 
motion revolves separately within each half of the cavity, In the 
top portion clockwise motion occurs, caused by warmer fluid 
ascending near the left hand Wall and the colder fluid descending 
near the right hand wall, while the exact reverse is observed to 
occur In the lower section of cavity, thus causing the counter 
rotating flow. The temperature profile along with the cells 
themselves show a degree of similarity with the usual solutions 
generated except being rotated through ninety degrees. The 
unusual though legitimate result is similar to that obtained by a 
dilatant fluid whilst Involved In co-rotational cavity driven flow 
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shown in f lg(5.36) In Chapter 5, the peculiarity being a direct 
result of the fluid used and the non-11near terms present In the 
governing equations. 
When the boundary vorticity Is specified by the shear-free 
conditions, the steady solution obtained at Ra=104 , shown In 
fig(7.24) consists of one large clockwise rotating cell, plus two 
weakly counter rotating vortices near the top left and bottom 
right hand corners. The circulation of the main cell Is fairly fast 
as can be seen from the very densely packed streamlines, the gaps 
between which gradually Increase as the central vortex Is 
approached. The solution possesses symmetrU about the main 
diagonals of the cavity, also giving the Impression of stretching 
and compression along these diagonals giving rise to its skew 
shape. The corresponding asymmetric temperature prof lie 
f1g(7.25) Indicates that the strongest circulation takes place near 
the walls of the cavity, evidenced by a strong 's' shaped kink In 
the middle of the cavity, where the temperature as usual Is 
approximately the average of the adverse temperature gradient. 
At Rayleigh number 105 the steady solution flg(7-26), comprises 
of one large anticlockwise rotating cell almost filling the cavity, 
together with two very weak corner vortices located along the 
negative diagonal (U=-x) of the cavity, which are not shown. The 
solution is similar to the that of a Newtonian f luld at Ra= 106 
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with the cell rotation in opposite direction. The corresponding 
temperature profile shown In fig(7.27) shows most of the 
anticlockwise motion Is confined to a centrally heated core of 
uniform temperature. Upon Increasing the Rayleigh number 
further to 5x 105, we observe the one cell has become unstable 
and bifurcated to give two almost symmetric counter rotating 
cells. The major difference here Is that the temperature prof IIe 
consists of an upward rising plume In the cavity's centre, with 
the colder denser fluid falling near the cavity's walls. This Is In 
contrast to the usual sequence of events, the results shown In 
fig(7.28) and (7.29) respectIV81y, the slIght, wobbles In the plots 
are due to lack of mesh refinement. 
7.6 DILATANT FLUIDS. 
To simulate the flow of a d1latant or shear thickening fluid 
the Cross model is again used, the viscosity parameter values 
being the exact opposite of those for a pseudopl as tic fI uld. The 
main feature Is that the fluid Is Initially thin and then as a 
consequence of shearing due to convective motion the fluid's 
viscosity gradually Increases. This feature is also borne out In 
the fact that the critical Rayleigh number for which sustained 
circulatory motion Is obtained Is 1000 with non-zero vorticity 
boundary values, and 400 If the boundary condItIons are of the 
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of the shear-free kind. These are significantly lower than those 
of Newtonian and pseudoplastic fluids but are easily explained In 
terms of the fluid's Initie'l viscosity being very low, significantly 
less than I In value and therefore offering less opposition to 
motion. 
The steady solution obtained on a 3000 grid at Ra= 104 for the 
case of non-zero vorticIty specIfled on the walls shown In 
f Igures (7.30) and (7.3 1) respectfvs]Y, are mirror Image solutions 
of that obtained by a Newtonian fluid show In flg(7.9). Upon 
Increasing the Rayleigh number to a maximum Of 105, the steady 
solution consists of two counter rotating cells which Initially 
were symmetric but gradually one grows at the other's exPense 
occupying two thirds of the cavity, similar again to a Newtonian 
fluid at the same Rayleigh number but wl th the opposl te mirror , 
Image configuration. Thus them a In result for a di I atant fI uld 
when non-zero vorticitU boundary conditions are applied Is that 
the solutions are always opposite to those obtained for the 
Newtonian case. 
At Ra=104 for a di I atant fI uld when shear-free vorticity 
boundary conditions are used the resulting solution is Identical to 
that of a Newtonian fluid shown In fig(7.14), two symmetric 
rectangular cells being obtained. As the Rayleigh number 
Increases to 105 the steadU solution shown In flg(7.32), consists 
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of one large clockwise rotating cell which gives the appearance 
of being stretched along the diagonal (U=-x) of the cavity. The 
streamlines are closed loops, square-like In appearance near the 
cavity's walls and becoming more circular near the vortex centre 
located in the middle of the cavity. The gaps between the 
neighbouring streamlines also Increase as the centre Is 
approached, Indicative of weaker circulation present there. The 
corresponding temperature profile shown In fig(7.33) also 
complements the streamline plot showing the various ascending 
and descending motions of the hot and cold fluid involved In 
clockwise convective motion. Upon Increasing the Rayleigh 
number f urther to a maximum of Sx 105 shown In f lg(7.34), It once 
again becomes evident that the large cell structure has become 
unstable producing two counter rotating mirror Image rectangular 
cells In its wake. The significant difference Is that the vortex 
centres are now located considerably higher up In the cavity, 
being approximately central to each call and three fifths of the 
way up the cavitU, this being a direct consequence of the shear 
thickening nature of the fluid Inhibiting motion In the lower 
portion of the cavity. The corresponding temperature prof lie may 
be seen In f lg(7.35), showing colder fluid descending In cavity's 
centre, spreading out near the warmer lower plate and with 
wormer fluid rising near the walls, and the'temperature within 
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each half showing a tendency to become uniform with a value 
equal to half of the temperature gradient. 
7.7 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT VISCOUS FLUIDS. 
In this section we cons I der the effect on the thermal 
convective motion produced in the Rayleigh-Benard system when 
the fluid's viscosity exhibits a strong dependence on temperature. 
This type of situation arises in many geophysical flows and Is 
Particularly relevant to flow thought to exist within the Earth's 
mantle. For comparative purposes, throughout this period of 
Investigation, the Prandtl number def Ined In Chapter 6 Is taken to 
be a constant equal to 7. However, In contrast the mantle consists 
of very viscous liquid rock and consequently this forces the 
Prandtl number to become so large it can be considered to be 
Infinite, and thus the temperature equation (6.3) becomes wholly 
advection dominated. In spite of this fact, the essential features 
of flow within the Earth's mantle are present within our system 
and some progress In understanding the flow mechanics can be 
made. 
The temperature dependent VISCOSItY function may be modelled 
In various ways, the most common are those of the Reynolds' and 
Arrhenius types given in Chapter 6. However, for particular 
relevance to flow within the mantle of the Earth we follow 
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closely the work of Torrance and Turcotte[ 1061, using their 
modified Reynolds' type formula shown In equation (6.7), where 
the constant V In the exp*onential ternp governs the rate at which 
the viscosity changes with temperature. 
Torrance and Turcotte[1061 wI th thIS formula cons I dered a 
steady state version of our governing equations discussed In 
Chapter 6, and have published results for Rayleigh numbers up to 
3600 for various viscosity values, using the shear-free boundary 
condItions. 
We develop their work by Incorporating more realistic time 
dependence, extention to higher Rayleigh numbers and also by 
considering the effect of imposing non-zero vortIcIty values on 
the cavity's walls. 
When k=O In formula (6.7) the fluid obtains a constant Newtonian 
viscosity value and for comparative purposes our results, 
figs(7.36) and (7.37), are shown alongýlde those published by 
Torrance and Turcottel 1061, fI g(7.38), these results at Ra=3600, 
Pr=1, using shear free vorticity boundary values and with a 1.4 xI 
rectangular cavity, and can be seen to be In favourable agreement. 
If we now revert to the more famIllar square cavIty 
configuration increasing both the k value to I and Ra to 104 with 
zero vorticity on the boundaries, the steady solution shown In 
flg(7.39) comprises of two mirror Image counter rotating 
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rectangular cells, similar In fact to that of a Newtonian fluid but 
with op , posite rotation. The temperature prof Ile is also the 
reverse of the corresponding Newtonian result and shown In 
fig(7.40), the warmer fluid rising In cavity's centre and colder 
fluid descending near the vertical walls. If the k value used In 
formula (6.7) is subsequently Increased to 10 the viscosity 
difference between top and bottom walls Is equals 
271(0)sinh(O. 5k), varUing bU a factor of 143 from case where k= 1, 
the fluid is then very thin near the hot lower wall and much 
thicker near the colder top wall, Inhibiting motion. The resulting 
solution fig(7.41) has two counter rotating mirror Image cells but 
are significantly reduced In size as motion is 'confined to lower 
half of cavity where the viscosity is lowest and fluid thinnest. 
The corresponding temperature profile fig(7.42) also confirms 
this, showing convection occurring In the lower portion of the' 
Cavity while near the top of cavity heat Is transported via 
conduction alone. 
If the RoUleigh number Is now further Increased to a maximum 
obtainable value of 105, when W, again using shear-free 
vorticity boundary conditions, the steady solution simply 
consists of two counter rotating almost symmetric cells each 
filling half of the cavity, a result witnessed by us on numerous 
occasions. However, as k Is Increased to a value of 5a quite 
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different solution emerges. The steady solution obtained, shown 
in fig(7.43), displays one large non-symmetric clockwise rotating 
cell occupying the lower three quarters of the cavity. The main 
cell Is flatter than usual In appearance, the vortex centre beIng 
lower in cavity and to the right where fluid Is thinnest and askew 
from centre, with a weaker sister counter rotating cell found 
near top left hand corner. The correspondIng temperature profIle 
Is shown in fig(7.44). - 
We have also Investigated the effect on the solutions obtained 
When vorticity Is allowed to have a non-zero value specIf led by 
the Woods formula along Its boundaries. At low Rayleigh numbers 
of order 3600 when Pr= I and k=O, 1.8 a Newtonian f luld, the 
steady solution produced is similar In apprearance to that shown 
In fig(7.36) being uniformly symmetric but counter rotating with 
weaker circulation strength. This again Is an Indication that non- 
zero vorticity boundary conditions act as a stabIlIsIng Influence, 
a fact also highlighted by the differing value for the critical 
Rayleigh number for which sustained circulatory motion Is 
obtained, shown In fig(7.70*) at the end of this chapter. 
Upon Increasing Ra to 104 with k=1 the highest obtainable with 
this particular configuration, the steadq solution consists of one 
large clockwise rotaing cell, very similar In fact to that produced 
by a dilatant fluid shown in f Jg(7.30), both of which are mirror 
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Images of the result for a Newtonian fluid shown In fig(7-9). 
If the Rayleigh number is further Increased to a maximum of 
105 along with k=1, the sieady solution f1g(7.45), consists of two 
s*Ummetric inverted bean-shaped counter rotating cells similar to 
that obtained by a Newtonian fluid at this Rayleigh number shown 
in f lg(7.1 2) but turned on its head. The corresponding temperature 
profile also shown in fig(7.46) IS symmetric about the cavity's 
middle and Indicates the warm fluid rising sharplU In centre of 
cavity while colder fluid falls near the walls. 
In passing we mention that the other formulae have been 
Investigated with regards to the modelling of fluids exhibiting 
viscosity dependence on temperature and the results noted, 
however as the viscosity variation throughout the cavity is 
reasonably low, no new results were found to occur. The general 
solutions consist of two fairly symmetric cells at Ra=104 which 
become unstable and merge to form a large central cell at 
R a= 105, for both nonzero and shear-free vorticity boundary 
condl ti ons. 
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7.8 VISCOSITY DEPENDENCE ON DEPTH. 
In this section results are presented for the case where the 
fluid viscosity under consideration varies exponentialig with 
depth, for a range of Rayleigh numbers which may be appropriate 
to flow within the Earth's mantle. Our work Is based closely on 
the work of Foster[381, who considered time dependent solutions 
of a fluid whose viscosity Increased exponentially with depth, 
whilst being Internally heated. Fourier series techniques were 
used to yield a solution and results published for Rayleigh 
numbers of order 108. Torrance and Turcotte[ 1061 have also 
considered a similar problem for steady state convection of a 
depth dependent viscosity fluid heated from below, publishing 
results for modest Rayleigh numbers up to 3500, using shear-f ree 
vorticity boundary conditions. 
We will primarily extend the work of Torrance and 
Turcotte[1061 to Incorporate the features of a wholly tIme 
dependent problem with more realistic Rayleigh numbers 
pertaining to flow within the mantle, as Well as Investigating the 
effect of non-zero wall vorticitY on the solutions produced. The 
apparent viscosity formula is similar to that of the temperature 
dependent case and shown in Chapter 6 In equation (6.8). 
We firstly consider the results using the shear free boundary 
conditions for k values in the range I to 5. 
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When k= I at Ra= 104 the steadU solutlon obtalned shown In 
f1g(7.47) consists of one large square cell possessing an 
anticlockwise circulatIon' pattern. The, cell however Is not 
symmetrical, the vortex centre being slightly to the left of 
centre. The streamilnes are closed loops-whIch become c1rcular 
near the vortex centre where It Is also noticeable that the gaps 
between the streamlines have Increased, Indicating weaker 
circulation Is found there. The corresponding complementary 
temperature profile Is shown In fig(7.48), and Indicates cold fluid 
falling nearthe left hand wall with the warmer lighter fluid 
ascending near the opposite wall. Upon Increasing the k value at 
this Rayleigh number, the one cell structure Is seen to become 
unstable producing a two cell structure In Its place, the cell 
motion Is also found to be translated further up the cavity where 
the fluid Is thinnest. A typical solution occurs when the k value Is 
Increased to a maximum 'value' of 10. The steady solution shown 
in fig(7.49) comprises of two symmetric mirror Image counter 
rotating cells which are confined to the upper half of the cavity 
where the fluid's viscosity obtains its lowest value. This fact Is 
also perceived by analysing the corresponding temperature profile 
shown in fig(7.50), where the only convective motion occurs 
within the top half of the cavity, and heat Is transported through 
the main bulk of now very thick f luld by conduction. The highest 
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Rayleigh number obtainable for this configuration was at Ra=105 
with k='I. This solution consists of two symmetric counter 
rotating mirror Image cells similar to the corresponding 
Newtonian case at Ra= 104 shown In f Ig(7.14), except rotation Is 
In opposite direction, and consequently Is not shown. 
When the boundary conditions for the vorticIty are allowed to 
be non-zero, the largest Rayleigh number for which a steady 
solution Is obtainable was for Ra=104, with k=1 shown In 
I g(7.51). The resulting solution maybe seen to cons Is t of two 
weak counter rotating cells one slightly bigger than the other. It 
Is noticeable that the vortex centres are where circulation is 
weakest, and located higher In the cavity than for most similar 
cases due once again to the viscosity being lower there. The 
corresponding temperature prof lie f Ig(7.52), reflects the cell 
conf I gurati on and shows colder fI uld descending near the cavity's 
centre while warmer fluid rises In convective motion near the 
walls. 
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7.9 WEAKLY -VISCOELASTIC FLUIDS- 
In this present section consideration Is given to the transient 
convective motion produced by a weakly v1scoelastic liquid, as a 
result numerically solving the equations outlined in section 
(6.2.3) of the previous chapter. The relevance of the solutions are 
again appropriate to the type of flow thought to exist within the 
Earth's mantle which consists of molten rock exhibiting both 
solid and liquid properties. 
The main characteristics Influencing the flow are the Rayleigh 
number, the vorticity boundary conditions being non-zero or , 
shear-f ree, together with the Welssenberg number which provides 
a relative measure of the importance of the normal and tangential 
stresses, occurring within the fluid whilst In motion. 
During the course of our research we have found the highest 
Weissenberg number obtainable was 10-4 for Raylelgh numbers 
greater or equal to 104, however, these could onlU be obtalned on 
relatively less ref ined I Ox 10 grids. The corresponding results 
usually consisted of two symmetric counter rotating cells an 
Id 
consequently are not shown. However, If the Rayleigh number Is 
Increased, the mesh needs to become more refined and It was 
found necessary to obtain a solution that the Welssenberg number 
must be lowered, to a value of 10-6 on 3000 sized grId. This 
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significantly reduces the elasticity Input to the problem, in most 
instanc*es being almost negligible. 
However, the most signiilcant effect If viscoelesticity Is 
present within the framework of the Rayleigh-Benard problem has 
been found to occur with a weakly v1scoelastic pseudoplestic 
fluid, at a Weissenberg number of 10-5 , the result being 
obtainable only on a 20x2O grid. In the course of simulation It 
also readily became apparant that a steady solution for this 
configuration did not exist, the solution Itself tending to show 
periodic and cyclic nature. 
At 5 seconds of simulation time, the solution shown In f1g(7.53) 
comprises of one large central clockwise rotating cell, together 
with 2 smaller counter rotating vortices, located near the 
corners on the cavity diagonal (U=-x). The symmetry of the 
solution Is also preserved about the mBIn diagonals of the cavity 
with the streamlines being noticeably more compact near the 
extremities of the call, spreading out more as the central vortex 
centre Is approached and Ind1catIVe Of the weaker circulation 
found there. The correspondIng and complementary temperature 
prof Ile Is shown in f1g(7.54) and reveals most of the colder fluid 
circulates In a clockwise direction near the right hand wall with 
the reverse effect observed near the opposite wall. 
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At a time of 10 seconds a similar solution Is obtained and shown 
In fig(7.55), except this time being rotated In a clockwise 
direction through ninety degrees. The noticeable difference Is the 
corner vortices now lying on the cavity's main diagonal (y=x) have 
grown in size and also rotate In the opposite direction to that 
which occurred at the time of 5 seconds, this consequently Is 
also true for the central cell which has become more elongated 
due to the Increased size of corner vortices. The temperature 
profile Indicating the various complex thermal motions Is shown 
In fig(7.56). 
At 15 seconds the solution, flg(7.57), consists of one large 
central cell rotating In a counter clockwise direction, which 
almost fills the cavity and gives the appearance of stretching 
along the diagonal (U=-x) and compressed due to weaker counter 
rotating corner vortices located on the cavity's main diagonal. 
The stream function values have Increased In size Implying 
", greater vigour of circulatIon, and the complementary temperature 
prof Ile f1g(7.58), shows a large 's' shaped structure In the centre 
of the cavity showing the direction of the rising and failing 
Plumes of hot and cold fluid. 
Finally at a simulated time of 20 seconds the solution almost 
reverts back to the original conf Iguration obtained after 5 
seconds, with one large central clockwise rotating cell aligned on 
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the main diagonal of the cavity, coupled with two smaller counter 
rotatin'g corner vortIces located near the corners as shown In 
fIg (7.59). The correspond Ing asymmetric temperature prof IIe for 
this case is shown In fig(7.60), Indicating the substantially 
weaker motion of the respective warm and cold fluid sections. 
At higher Rayleigh numbers the solution mesh needs to be further 
ref Ined, and this forces the Welssenberg number to be lower and 
thus decreasing the elastIcItY contribution to the problem and the 
results obtained show very little difference to those previously 
obtained for Inelastic fluids. 
When we allow the vorticity on the cavity's walls to take on 
non-zero values all results obtainable Irrespective of grid size or 
Raylelgh number could only be obtained for Welssenberg number 
10-6. At Ra= 104 the solution obtained for both a viscoelostic 
Newtonian fluid and a viscoelastic dilatant fluid are exact mirror 
Image solutions of each other, the latter being very similar to 
that of the corresponding case of a Newtonian fluid shown 
previously In fig(7.9). This result also highlights the fact that the 
elastic contribution when applied to a Newtonian fluid tends to 
reverse the structure, configuration and rotation of the result 
produced for the corresponding Newtonian case, this being well a 
known trait of viscoelastlc liquids, e. g WaltersIl I II. The 
corresponding temperature profiles are asymmetric showing the 
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various ascending and descending convection currents 
transporting the heat around the cavity, the latter case again 
identical to that shown In fI g(7.10). The solution obtained for a 
weakly elastic pseudoplastic fluid at this Rayleigh number Is also 
similar to those mentioned above, with one large clockwise 
rotating cell being produced as the steady solution, slightly 
flatter than produced for those shown earlIer. 
Upon Increasing the Rayleigh number to a maximum obtainable of 
105 for this particul or conf I gurati on, the results obtained for the 
viscoelastic Newtonian case are not significantly different from 
those of the corresponding Newtonian case shown In flg(7-12) 
This is also true for the viscoolastic pseudoplastic case, the 
result being similar to that of a pseudoplastic fluid shown In 
fI g(7.22), but Possessing aI arger sl I ghtly faster top counter 
rotating horizontal cell.. The major d1f f erence In solution at this 
Rayleigh number can be found In that of the vIscoelastIc d1latant 
fluid. The steady solution for this case consists of one large 
non-symmetric clockwise rotating cell shown In f Ig(7.6 1) the 
vortex centre of which Is found to be slightly above the cavlty*s 
centre and to the right. The streamlines produced are 
approximately square near walls and become more circular as the 
slightly weaker circulating vortex centre Is approached. 
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The complex complementary temperature profile is shown In 
fig (7.62) and Is Indicative of the fluid's motion. 
7.10 THIXOTRO-PIC/RHEOPECTIC FLUIDS. 
In this section we review the results obtained by 
numerically solving the equations outlined In section (6.2) where 
the apparant viscosity Is modelled using equation (6.6) which 
alms to simulate fluids whose viscosities alter with time as 
well as shear-rate. The value of the constant 'a' in the 
exponential term of equation (6.6) controls the rate at which the 
viscosity alters with time. Known, measured values of this 
constant are usually very small, a thlxotropic drIllIng mud may 
for example have a value of a= 5X 10-3. ThIs means at low 
simulation times the fluid maintains an approximately constant 
viscosity value, the resulting solutions being almost Identical to 
those of a Newtonian fluid, whereas as time becomes Infinite the 
solution alters to that obtained for either a pseudoplastic or 
diletant fluid according to the parameters chosen In the Cross 
model. We are unable, however, due to limited computer facilities 
to obtain very high simulation times, and so to witness this 
ef f ect on a shorter time scale the constant 'a' was given an 
arifical value of S. ThIs, however, was found to damp out any tIme 
dependence on the viscosity function very quickly and therefore is 
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also unsuitable. Thus, a compromise was reached by using a value 
of 'a*= 1. We now consIder the results obtalned for a thlxotropic 
fluid using this 'a' value for the case of non zero, and shear-free 
vorticity boundary conditions. 
When non-zero vorticity values are specifled on the walls of 
the cavity, the resulting steady solution at Ra= 104 consists of 
two symmetric 'bean' shaped mirror Image counter rotating cells, 
with a corresponding temperature profile revealing cold fluid 
descending in the cavity's middle while warmer fluid rises near 
the walls. The result is almost Identical to that of a Newtonian 
fluid shown In fig (7.14) forthe same configuration. At a higher 
Rayleigh number of 105, the largest obtainable by us, the 
corresponding solution, shown In figs(7.63) and (7.64) 
respectively, can be seen to be a mirror Image solutlon, of the 
unusual result generated bU a pseudoplastIC fluid shown earlier In 
fI g(7.22). The resu It possesses the some features but the fI ow 
patterns are reversed. 
When the vorticity boundary condItIons are relaxed to those of 
the shear-free variety, the Initial solution consists of two 
rectangular symmetric and counter rotating cells each of which 
fill half of the cavity Identical to that of a Newtonian fluid with 
this configuration shown In fig(7.14). However, at 5 seconds of 
simulation time these cells are seen to possess a more been 
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shaped structure, which finally at time of 10 seconds 
degenerates to a final steady solution comprising of three 
vortices as shown In fig(7.65), similar, to that produced by an 
v1scoelastic pseudoplastic fluid discussed earlier. The central 
clockwise rotating vortex Is elongated and Iles on the main 
leading diagonal of the cavity. The two counter rotating vortices 
are located near the top and bottom corners of the cavity lying on 
the opposite negative diagonal (U=-x). The corresponding complex 
temperature profile shown In f1g(7.66) also reflects the three 
cell structure Indicating the movement of the various hot and 
cold sections of the fluid carried around the cavity by the 
convection current. Upon Increasing the Rayleigh number once 
again to 105, no significant change was observed from that of 
pseudoplastic fluid with this configuration shown In f1g(7.26). 
BU using the exact opposite vjscosjtU values for a thixotropic 
fluid In equation(6.6) the relatively rare phenomenon of rheopexy 
- can be simulated in the Rayleigh-Benard problem. With non-zero 
vorticity specified on the walls at Ra=104, the steady solution 
I 
fore rheopectic fI uld cons I sts of two quite weakly counter 
rotating rounded cells each filling half of the cavity, shown In 
f Ig(7.67). The corresponding temperature Prof Ile f lg(7.68), 
complements this result showing colder fluid gently cascading 
down the cavitiy's middle with the reverse occurrence near the 
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walls. Upon Increasing Ra to a maxIMUM of 105, the steady 
solution obtained showed a high degree of, simliarity with the 
result generated by a thixotropic fluid at Ra= 104 with shear-free 
boundary conditions shown in fig(7-65). 
When the vortIcity Is gIven a value of zero on each of the 
cavity's wall the results obtained at both Ra=104 and 105 show 
no new features to those obtained by a dilatant fluid used In the 
simulation for this particular geometrical configuration shown In 
flg(7.30) to (7.32), and consequently are not shown. 
7.11 PARTICLE PATHS AND MIXING. 
In concluding this section a few brief remarks are given 
concerning the particle path trajectories and mixing efficiency of 
the Rayleigh-Benard problem. 
In most of the cases considered, the motion of a selected Initial 
horizontal line of particles placed in the central portion of the 
cavity was found to adhere very closely to those of the 
streamlines of the flow generated for all Rayleigh numbers In the 
ranges considered. The particles sometimes spiralling Into the 
vortex centres of the two cell confIguratIon for Raylelgh numbers 
UP to Re= 104, showing the flow to be consistently weaker there. 
The mixing efficiency of the Raylelgh-Benard system compared 
with the other driven standard cavity flows was also 
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Investigated, by numerically solving the concentration equation 
(4.4), using the same Initial conditions for the line of marker dye 
fIlling the top half of the cavIty as shown In figý4.4*). The 
system was found to provide a homogeneous mix for all Raylelgh 
numbers up to 104 (for which Re= 1) af ter, less than 3 seconds of 
simulation time compared with approximately II seconds for the 
corresponding driven cavity flows discussed In earlier In 
Chapter 5. A typi cal concentatl on pi ot Is shown InfI g(7.69) f or a 
Newtonian fluid at a time of 2 seconds for Ra=104 with zero 
vorticity specified along the boundaries. It shows the marker dye 
following the convection current, failing In the cavities centre 
and rising near the cavity's walls, the two counter rotating 
vortices creating a flow which is perpendicular to the Initial 
configuration of the dye, thus providing an effective mixing 
process. The type of flow produced Is eVOCatIV8 Of that produced 
by a rotating impeller In a cylindrical container of liquid. The two 
cells initially formed are found to stir the fluid to overall 
consistency even before as prevIoUsly mentioned, the two cells 
may merge into one. 
Following closely the initial line of Investigation undertaken 
with standard cavity flow case, It was again thought the aspect 
ratio of the cavity would play an Important part in the mixing 
process for the Raylelgh-Benard problem. However, upon 
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subsequent investigation with cavities of aspect ratios between 
0.25 and 4, for all fluids considered, It was found to have very 
little effect, the flow patterns produced being very similar to 
those obtained for the square cavl ty. 
7.12 SUMMARY. 
Within this chapter attention has focused on the novel 
results obtained by solving the time dependent equations 
simulating the flow of a broad spectrum of non-Newtonian fluids 
within the Rayleigh-Benard system. The majority of fluids 
considered were found to produce steady or unchanging solutions 
after about Ss of simulation time, the exception being that of a 
weakly viscoelastic fluid, which exhibits considerable transitory 
motion. 
The two kinds of vortlclty boundary conditions used within the 
simulations, were found to have an important bearing on the 
stability and outcome of the cell configuration obtained. Firstly, 
It was noted that the use of the Woods solld wall formula 
generated cell structures which were more curved in appearance, 
in fact being almost bean-shaped. This Is due to the shear 
stresses present on the cavity's walls which pull, stretch and 
twist the fluid giving rise to the curved appearance. The use of 
the shear-free symmetry boundary condition specifying the 
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vorticItU to be zero on the cavIty's walls, consequently produced 
cells w'hich were more square or rectangular In appearance, due 
to the absence of wall shear stresses., Higher Ra. ylelgh numbers 
could be obtained In the case where the vorticity Is zero on the 
cavity's boundaries as opposed to the Woods solid wall formula 
case, which indicates that non-zero vall vorticity acts as a 
stabillsing influence on the system. 
A periodic behavloural occurrence of cell splitting and 
subsequent re-unification, has been observed for most of the 
fluids considered as the Rayleigh number is allowed to Increase 
to a maximum of 105 or 106 in the course of our simulations. 
The tUpe of solution obtained was also found to be strongly 
dependent and sensitive to the Initial temperature value used In 
the numerical solution process, for by letting T(x, y)=O or 
T(x, y)= I -y at the start, It has been found that two sets of mlrror 
Image solutions can be obtained. Finally it has been observed that 
for the majority of non-Newtonian fluids the cell structure 
gravitates to regions where the fluid is thinnest, which Is In line 
with physical intuition. 
The main results of this period of research are summarlsed in - 
fIg (7.71*), for the case of vorticity spec If I ed by the shear-free 
case and fI g(7.72*), f or the vortl cl ty specl fI ed by the Woods 
ormu Iae. 
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FLUID Ra critical w(>O Ra critical =0 
Newtonian 3300 1700 
Thixotropic 3300 1700 
Rheopectic 1050 450 
Pseudoplastic 3200 1400 
Dilatant 1000 400 
Vlsco-elastic 3200 1600 
Temperature 1900 1050 
Dependent 
(k=l) 
Depth 3500 1700 
Dependent 
(W) 
Figure (7.70*) 
A table of critical Raylelgh numbers, obtained for various fluids 
using both non zero (co(>O), and shear free (co=O) boundary 
condItIons. 
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NUMBER OF CELLS OBTA INED AT A GIVEN RAYLEIGH NUMBER 
FLU I. D I OE4 I OES 5XIOE5 IOE6 I. Q I OE6 
NEWTONIAN 2 2 1 2 
PSEUDO- 
PLASTIC 1 1 2 
DILATANT 2 1 2 
THIXOTROPIC I I 
(a= 1) 
RHEOPECTIC I I 
DEPTH DEPT. 
K=l 1 2 
K=10 
2 
TEMP DEPT. 
K=I 2 2 
K=5 2 2 
K=10 2 
Figure (7.7 1 *) 
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NUMBER OF CELLS OBTAINED 
AT A GIVEN RAYLEGH NUMBER 
FLUID 1 OE4 I OES 
NEWTONIAN 1 2. 
PSEUDO- 
PLASTIC 2 2 
DILATANT 1 2 
THIXOTROPIC 2 2 
(0= 1) 
RHEOPECTIC 2 2 
DEPTH DEPT. 
K=I 1 2 
TEMP DEPT. 
K=I 1 2 
FIgure (7.72*) 
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-THE 
'LORENZ' EQUATIONS FOR NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS. 
8.1 INTRODUCTION. 
In this chapter we consider a modIf led version of the much 
studied and celebrated system of ordinary differential 
equations(O. D. E's) known as the Lorenz equatlons. These equatlons 
originally arose out of a desire to Investigate convective motion 
known to exist within the atmosphere and allied with this, a 
desire to Investigate the feas1b1lItU Of long-term weather 
Prediction. 
Lorenz[591 however, was very much aware that the atmosphere 
behaved as a turbulent fluid and its motion governed by a set of 
coupled partial differential equations, which were non-11near and 
showed extreme sensitIvIty to small changes. Lorenz, recognIsIng 
the fact that the equations showed modes of instability, had the 
Intuitive feeling that these two facts would make weather 
forecasting overlong periods very dIf f Icult. 
To test this hypothesis, Lorenz sought a way of modelling 
atmospheric conditions while simplifying the governing 
mathematical equations without losing their essential 
non-linearity and Instability. He approximated atmospheric 
conditions bU considering a thermallU conducting fluid contained 
within a two dimensional rectangular region, shown later In 
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fig(B. 2*), uniformly heated from below. Based closely on the work 
of Seltzman[951, Lorenz represented the solutlon of the stream 
function, and temperature'equations in terms of double Fourier 
series expansions in space, which only had time dependent 
coefficients. Upon substituting these expressions into the 
governing equations and through simplification by retaining the 
I owes t order terms used In the FOurlercoeff I cients, the now 
famous Lorenz equations were born. 
The Lorenz equations are: 
ý= 
-Crx + ay 
ý= 
-xz + rx -Y 
4 
Z= XY - bZ 
(8.1) 
Where the superscripted -, denotes differentiation with respect 
to time, a is the Prandtl number, b describes the geometry of the 
rectangular space under consideration and Y is proportional to 
the Rayleigh number. In the system (6.1), X(t) Is related to the 
strength of convection, Y(t) is proportional to the temperature 
gradient and Z(t) represents the deviation from the linear 
temperature dependence along the vertical direction. These 
ordinary differential equations In X, Y, Z describe the dUnamIcs of 
flow and temperature wIthin the consIdered rectangle, the result 
of which can be thought of as an 'Ideal' climate. 
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Lorenz obtained solutions to the system (8.1) by means of 
numerical Integration, and found quite dramatic results. For a 
certain critical value of Y, Lorenz discovered that the system 
generated a peculiarly shaped object which he termed an 
0 attractor', to which all nearby trajectories were drawn, and yet 
whilst belonging to this bounded region of space, the trajectories 
moved In a highly Irregular, or chaotic manner. 
The attector has no volume in three dimensional space, and Is 
neither a simple one dimensional line, nor a smooth two 
dimensional surface, in fact It has a calculated dimension of 2.06 
and Is therefore known as a 'strange attractor'. The attractor 
Itself shown fig (8.1*) has two separate branches or 'wings' and 
was the first chaotic attractor of Its kind to be studied. 
Since then many other chaotic attractors have been discovered 
In areas of science ranging from biology, ecology and chemistry, 
to astronomy, electronics and losers. The most notable of which 
are Rossler's band and the one-dimensional quadratic maps of 
May[61 1. 
We now discuss what is generally meant by chaotic motion. 
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Figure (13.1 *) 
The Lorenzion chootlc attractor. 
8.2 CHAnTic moTioN. 
Since this is a relatively recent area of study, an opportunity 
arises to summarlse the main features of chaotic dynamics. 
Consider an autonomous set of ordinary differential equations 
such as the Lorenz equations (8.1) which model some scientIf Ic 
phenomenon such as convection, then the system can be 
represented more compactly as: 
i(t) 
= E, (X(t)) 03.2). 
Here r Is an external parameter, proportional to the Rayleigh 
number In the Lorenz equations, and Jj(t) the solution of a system 
represented by (8.2), subject to an InItIal condItion X(O)=2jo. 
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If the position of the Initial point Is now altered slightly to 
2J(O)+M(O), then the value of X(t) will also change. For most 
systems of type (8.2) we usually expect a small, change In the 
initial conditions to result in a small change In the solution X(t). 
However, where a system Is known to have sensItive dependence 
on Initial conditions this Is not the case, In fact for such systems 
as time Increases, the small Initial displacement grows 
exponentially fast according to M(t) = fil(O)exp(Xt), where X 
measures the rate of divergence of the respective trajectories. It 
Is this discovery of systems having sensitive dependence on 
Initial conditions which has given rise to the recent emergence of 
chaos theory, and this 'can lead to 'unstable' systems, where 
predictability is not available when the initial conditions are not 
known exactly. 
Sensitive dependence on initial conditions is not a new concept, 
but was noted near the turn of the century by Poincare and later 
by Hadamard. However, the phenomenon has only recently been 
re-discovered and investigated with the help of modern day 
computers, which enable a step by step solution of the 
differential equations to be calculated and subsequently plotted. 
In this chapter we extend the work of Lorenz, by considering 
some non-Newtonian fluids, the results of which are shown 
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In figs(8.6) to (8.12), and find applications to geophysical flow in 
the Earth's mantle and to mIxIng. 
8.3 A MODIFIED LORENZ-SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS FOR 
Consider a Rayleigh-Benard experiment as shown In ffg(8.2*), 
where It Is assumed that a constant temperature gradient is 
maintained between top and bottom Walls, the side walls are 
Insulated, and gravity acts In the negative y direction. 
y 
B 
OT 
x 
FIgure (8.2*) 
= 
Diagram showing the prescribed boundary conditions for the 
simulation. 
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T= To +AT A 
To simplify things further, it is also assumed the system Is 
translatlonary Invariant In the z direction (Into the paper), such 
that the convection rolls produced extend to Infinity. 
We also make use of the Boussinesq approximatlon such that the 
only significant term having dependence on temperature Is the 
density of the fluid. The ensuing two dimensional motion Is 
described in terms of the velocity Y-(X, Y, t) and the temperature 
f lei dT(x, y, t). The bas Ic math emati Cal equations used to describe 
the motion are the temperature equation (6.3) and the Cauchy 
stress equations(3.1,2) together with the rheologIcal equation of 
state (3.6) an dc0 ntinuity (3.16) es de flned In Chept er 3. 
When the temperature gradient Is Insuf f Icently large to produce 
convection, heat Is conducted through the fluid, and the 
temperature profile is a linear function of height namely To(y). 
As a next step we introduce a deviation O(xyt) away from the 
linear prof lie by writing: 
T(x, y, t) = TO(y) + O(X, y, t) 
then on substituting this expression Into the temperature 
equation (6.3), we obtain: 
ýo - AP AG + 2, F AO = j. ( 220 + A20 ) (8.4). 
at au ax ax au 6 ax Pr aX2 ay2 
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Where u= -aT/ax and v= Way and for simplicity we make the 
symmetry boundary conditions for 0 to be: 
O(X, O, t) = O(X, B, t)=O (8.5) 
AO(O, U, t) = AO(A, U, t)=O (8.6) 
ax ax 
with A and B are shown in fig (8.2*). 
The equations describing the fluids motion within the rectangle 
a re: 
112co =A (112ýCO) +A (112ý(») - ll(A%p Ao) -AjoAco) +4 il 22,1 A2tp 
at ax ax au au au ax ax au agax agax 
ll(A2T - p2T). (A2, n - ý211) + ygjo (8.7) 
aU2 aX2 aU2 aX2 ax 
co = p2T + ý2T (8.8) 
aX2 aU2 
p(T) = po( I- y(O)). (8.9) 
For simplicity like Lorenz[591, we choose shear-free vorticity 
boundary conditions making co=O on all four of the cavity's walls. 
Following Lorenz we now assume that the linear perturbations 
of the stable solutions of equations (8.4), (8.7) and (8.8) admit 
solutions In terms of a double Fourier series expansions, the f Irst 
relevant terms of which are given by: 
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T(X, U, t)= hX(t)sin(ax)sin(py) 
O(x, y, t)= ,, 
r2fy(t)cos(ax)sin(py)-fZ(t)sin(2py) (8.11) 
where h and f are non-dimenslonal constants, and aA = OB = 7r. 
Substituting these expressions Into the equations (13.4), (8.7) and 
(B-8), neglecting the viscosity derivatives and any X2, y2 or Z2 
terms, which are taken to be of secondary Importance when 
compared with the size of the disturbances, the peturbed 
modified system of Lorenz equations for a non-Newtonlan fluid 
are produced. 
The modified system of equations Is: 
-aq(q, Tt)X + c; Y 
Y= -XZ + rX -Y (8.12). 
Z= XY - bZ 
The major difference between (8.1) and (8.12) the Introduction 
of a non-constant viscosity term In the X equation describing the 
fluids circulatory motion, which increases the non-linearity of 
the equations. We will now Investigate the effect this has on the 
system by considering some simple models describing the 
Influence of the non-constant viscosIty term. 
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8.3.1 SHEAR-THINNING FLUID. 
In order to simulate this phenomenon we make use of the 
Cross model discussed earlier In Chapter 3 and re-stated here for 
convenience. 
ll(q)= il(oo) +(U(o) - il(co»/( 1 +.., fq) (8.13) 
where n(O) and il(oo) are the zero and Inf Inite shear rates 
respectively, and the shear-rate q Is given by the expression 
q =(T UY _ VXX)2 + 4(TXU)2 (8.14). 
The subscripts denote second order partial derivatives with 
respect to x and U. Substituting (8.10) Into (B. 13) and taking the 
modulus for greatest shear effect yields, 
lql=lCC2+p2l lhl IXMI (13.15). 
Expression (8.15) 1s then substituted for q In (8-13) and If we 
assume il(co) =0 and 11(0) = 1, then the shear-thinning behaviour 
may be approximated by 
Inc(q)= I AI +Pl"flxl) (8.16) 
where 'p' is a constant, typicallY Of order 0.1 In this work. 
The modified ý component equation of (8.12) then becomes 
ým 
= -(GX/( I+ cly (8.17). 
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The ýM and i(t) equations are the same as those In the original 
Lorenz system shown In (8.1) and remain unaltered for all cases 
considered. 
8.3.2 SHEAR-THICKENING FLUID- 
To describe this type of fluid behaviour, we again make use 
of the Cross model, taking il(O) =land ij(oo) =2 for best off ect. 
This together with our approximation for the shear-rate 
produces: 
+ 2p., flXl)l( I +P., flXl) (8.18) 
and therefore the X component equation of (8.12) becomes: 
k(t) 
= -(crX ( 1+2pflXl) AI +P, 
/"IXI)) + Gy (8.19) 
0.3.3 THIXOTROPY. 
In seeking to describe the phenomenon of a fluid decreasing 
Its viscosity with time at a constant (equilibrium) shear-rate, 
we consider a model based closely on the work of KemblowskI and 
PeteraI521. The ideallsed model we use Is: 
llc(q) + ((0) - nc(q»e-Ot (8.20) 
where 'a' is a constant of the fluid considered, typically of order 
5x 10-3 in value. This model has the property that initially, at 
zero time and shear-rate, the fluids viscosity Is that of a 
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Newtonian fluid, and then as both time and deformation rate 
become very large, the fluid due to structural breakdown, obtains 
the inf Inite shear viscosity specif led by the Cross model, and so 
realistically models the behaviour of a thtxotropic fluid for 
simulation purposes. Using our approximation for shear-thinning 
behaviour gives: 
TI(q, t) = ((I- e-at)/(I+p,,, flXl)) + e-at (8.2 1)* 
and f inally substituting (8.2 1) into the 
i component of (8.12) 
produces: 
CA 8-aý + Gy (8.22). 
8.3.4 RHEOPEXY (NEGATIVE-THIXOTROPY). 
To mimic this behaviour we use expression (8.20) together 
with our viscosity model for she or-thIckening fI uld (8.18). ThIs 
model possesses features which are the exact reverse of the 
previously discussed thixotropic model. Initially at zero time and 
shear rate, we assume the fluid is Newtonian and then as both 
time and deformation rate become large the fluid becomes 
thicker, almost obtaining a vIscOsItY Value twice that of a 
Newtonian fluid. Using this model we derive the 
ý component of 
system (a. 12) to be: 
kt)= 
-aX ((1+2p. 
/IXD(1-e-0t) /(I+pflXl)) - c; Xe-at + cly (8.23). 
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8.3.5 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE ON VISCOSITY. 
There are many models available which seek to describe the 
change In a fluid's viscosity due to an Increase or decrease In 
temperature (T), for simplIcIty we choose to use the Reynolds' 
formula which Is defined as : 
il(T) = ilo e-CT (8.24). 
Where T Is represented by expression (8.3) and C Is constant of 
the fI uid known as the therma I conductivity which for aI rhas a 
typical value of 10-2. From (8.3) we see 0 Is variable over the 
region (R) considered In fig (E). 2*), consequently so Is il(T). It 
therefore seems appropriate to take the mean value of il(T) over 
the rectangle, in so doing we obtain, 
'ý = 71OA-IE3-111R exp(-CTo(y)). exp(-CO) dR. ý 
(8.25) 
We assume ICOJ( I so that exp(-CO)z I -CO, To(y)=(l -y/B)AT and 
COMPleting the necessary Integration we obtain: 
3ý= 710(1-e-CAT)(C arlo-wo) (f3.26)o 
0 
and after some manipulation, the X component equation of the 
system (8.12) becomes: 
k(t)= 
- OIX(I -W + cly (8.27) 
Where 4 is constant, typlcallY Of order 10-5, and al =m 
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8.3.6 WEAKLY ELASTIC FLUID. 
To obtain the modified Lorenz system for a weakly elastic 
liquid we need to use the Cauchy stress equation of motion as 
defined in Chapter 3, which written in tensor notation Is : 
APO + pFl = p]2VI 
a)(k Dt (8.28) 
where 
PW -Phl + Tkl (8.29) 
and where we take the extra stress component ( Tkl ) for a 
weekly elastic fluid to be: 
7 
Tki = 21jo ( il(qT, t) eki ekl) (8.30) 
and following Bodalla[161 we take%zlo-4. 
Retaining only first order linear terms, We approximate 
IV 
eki by: 
A ekl 
at (8.3,1) 
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Finally upon substituting these expressions Into (8.28), using the 
Fourier series representations for T and 0, and non- 
dimensionallsIng time by writing tl'=Jt we obtain the X component 
of the system to be: 
ý(t) 
=- (aXll(q, T, t)/( I -C; jk)) + C; Y/( I -c7jX) (8.32). 
The product c; JX Is very small such that I -GJX= 1, so equation 
(8.32) Is basically the Newtonian equivalent when il Is constant. 
8.3.7-NUMERICAL SoLuTioN OF THE NON-NEWTONIAN LORENZ 
The coupled non-Newtonian Lorenz equations are highly 
non-linear and consequently do not possess any analytic solution, 
and so to obtain a solution numerical techniques are employed. 
Fortunately a number of computer aided packages are available 
which provide a numerical solution using a variety of Runge-Kutta 
methods. One such package we We used In order to provIde the 
graphical solutions shown in figures (8-6) to (8.12), Is Phaser 
186). These results were obtained by using a variety of time 
steps, all of which produced similar results which gave credence 
to the final solutions obtained. 
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8.4 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE NON-NEWTONIAN LORENZ SYSTEM. 
The modified Lorenz system for non-Newtonian fluids Is 
shown in (8.33), where 11 represents the variable viscosity 
f unction. 
ý=- OIJX + GY 
ý=- xz + rx -Y (8.33) 
i= XY - bZ 
The stability of this ýystem Is dependent upon the external 
control parameter r, which is proportional to the Rayleigh 
number. For low values of r, which represent low thermal driving, 
high viscous damping and therefore high thermal conductivity, we 
would expect the rest state solution (0,0,0) to be a stable 
equilibrium point. To see if our system correctly models this 
behaviour we Investigate the stability matrix of system (8.33) at 
the origin. Writing system (8.33) more compactly as 
j(t)=F-r(&(t)) 
we def Ine the stability matrix S as the Jacoblon: 
s=AFrl(. K) forl, J=1,2,3. 
a. ni 
The system's stability being given by the nature and sign of the 
eigenvalues S produces. For (8-33) upon neglecting terms 
Involving the viscosity derivatives which can be shown to be 
quite small, the stability matrix S becomes: 
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--ýnj a0 
r-Z, -1 -x (8.34) 
yX -b 
At the origin the elgenvalues %I 1=1,2,3, generated by S are: - 
2,1 =- 12,3 = 0.5 (_ (an +, )+ vf«Crq + 1) 
2-4 (crq - ra») (8.35). 
From this It can be seen that all the elgenvalues are negative, and 
the origin is a stable equilibrium point, provided r( il, Le the 
thermal driving Is Insufficient to overcome the viscous damping. 
As r increases the equilibrium point at the origin should lose 
stability as the influx of heat produces a convective roll, which 
occurs as the buoyancy of the rising warm fluid overcomes the 
Inertia forces. 
When r= il at the orlgln, the elgenvalues of S become: 
11 = -b, 12 ý 00 
X3 = -(an+ 1) (a. 36) 
from which It can be seen that not all the elgenvalues are 
negative, hence the origin is now marginally stable. In fact at 
r= il a bifurcation occurs, the origin changing In nature from a 
stable attracting point to a unstable saddle point. Some feeling 
for this may be obtained by reducing system (8.33) to a two 
0 
dimensional equivalent, by assuming Z=Z=O, and constructing a 
corresponding phase diagram. 
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For values of r> il, two other equilibrium points occur which 
have non-zero real solutions. These may be found by equating 
ý4=Z*=O in system (8.33). The resulting equilibrium points are: - 
(b(r - il)/, n) =+y 
+ 
, 
f(bil (r - il)) = _+ 6 
(8.37) 
Z= r-=c 
These new equilibrium points emerge from (0,0,0) as r passes 
through the critical value r= il. They are equidistant from origin 
and mirror images of each other as shown in f Ig (8.3*). 
solution solutlonl 
solution 2 
Figure (8.3*) 
Diagram illustrating the bifurcation phenomenon. 
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As the rest state is now no longer stable, the system's dynamics 
tend to*eventually settle down to one or the other of these new 
f Ixed points. The stability matrix of the system at (+y, +S, c) Is: 
-cm a 
r -c 
6 
(8.38) 
The eigenvalues of S can be found from the characteristic 
equation: 
X' (aq b+ 1)X2 + b( cnl + r)X + 2bo(r - il) =0 
71 ,, (13.39). 
We note that when il= I we obtain the characteristic equation for 
a Newtonian fluid. 
From experimental evidence the system Is known to have a 
cri ti cal val ue f or r (rc), at whl ch It becomes unstabi e. Fol I owing 
Lorenz[591, we assume that at the critIcal value of r the system 
undergoes a Hopf bifurcation and at this value the eigenvalues of 
(8.39) become purely complex. Then an approximation for rc Is 
rc = sm 
2(SM+b+3) 
(cyn- I -b) (8.40) 
and In evaluating rc an upper bound is Imposed on the viscosity 
f unction il. 
7 
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It was found by Lorenz for a Newtonian fluid only, and 
subsequently by us that at this value of r the trajectories become 
chaotic. 
From our numerical simulations carried out using the Z-X plane, 
we have found that there exists a range of 'r* values between r=il 
and rc, such that a particle Initially located near the origin will 
be attracted to one of the now equilibrium points PI or P2, shown 
later In flg(B. 4*), In the form of a stable spIral. As r's value Is 
gradually Increased, a lImIt cycle Is seen to emerge around the 
some point, and eventually at higher increments of r, the 
trejectory*s motion around that particular equilibrium point Is 
seen to resemble that of an unstable spiral, which takes the 
particle to the other mirror image equilibrium point, where a 
s1mllar sequence of events Is observed to occur. The chaotIC 
motion however is only seen to occur at r=rc, due to the Increased 
thermal driving causing a greater degree of instability. The 
system now possesses three unstable equilibrium points, a saddle 
at the origin and following a trajectory near the other two points 
shows the presence of unstable spiral structures. 
Since none of the equilibrium points are attracting, the system's 
final behaviour cannot be steady motion. The trajectories 
themselves tend to occupy a finite region of the state space 
enclosing all three fixed equilibrium points, and Is such that no 
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trajectory leaves the region and all nearby trajectories are 
attracted to It. While within the bounds of the attractor the 
trajectories motion Is highly erratic and unpredictable, due to 
Initially close trajectories diverging at an exponentially rate. 
Our modified version of the Lorenz equations (8.33) like Its 
Parent system is dissipative, that Is, non-volume preserving, for 
060 
AX + AY+ AZ -(cnl+b+ 1) 
ax au az 
and from Liouville's theorem: 
. 
dV(t) I +b)V(t) (8.42) 
dt 
V(t)=Vo exp(-cnl- I -b)t (8.43) 
lim V(t) = 
t->oo 
(8.44) 
where V(t) represents a fluld volume element at t1me t and Vo 
being the Initial volume at time zero. 
As the system is dissipative, all ensembles will constantly 
decrease In volume with time, and as Lorenz[591 himself 
originally discovered this need not Imply that the ensembles 
shrink to a point, but they May approach a surface or a set having 
zero volume, e. g a line. in passing we mention that a stability 
analysis accounting for time dependent thixotroplc/rheopectic 
fluids has also been undertaken using a4X4 Jacoblan matrix and 
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was found to give similar results to the above but with the 
Inclusion of an extra eigenvalue which has a value of zero. 
MOTION ON THE ATTRACTOR. 
In this section we investigate how the locallsed motions 
around each equilibrium point fit together to form the strange 
attractor. 
Consider a point near the origin In the Z-X plane. When r> rc 
the trajectory will move away from the origin (PO) as It Is an 
unstable saddle and will initially MOV8 in the form of an arc 
around point P, shown In fig(B. 4*). 
.7 
x 
Figure (8.4*) 
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The motion continues around P, until it reaches the Z axis which 
Is halfway between points P, and P2, Once It has crossed the Z 
axis the trajectories motion comes under the Influence of P2. The 
trajectory Is seen to wind Itself around P2 In the form of a 
gradually Increasing or unstable spiral, until Its value Is large 
enough to cross the Z axis where the resulting motion is 
determined by P1. The trajectory now begins to wind Itself around 
P, as an unstable spiral, get at this point the motion becomes 
very difficult to predict. The number of turns around each 
equilibrium point is not fixed, nor does It settle down into any 
pattern, the motion Is deterministic and yet chaotic. The f Inal 
result is a stange attractor of the type shown previously In f Ig 
(8.1*). This basic motion has also been found to underl Ie al I the 
non-Newtonian fluids which we have attempted to model. Further 
detailed discussion of the motion on the similar Lorenzian 
attractor may be found In Thomson and Stewart[ 1051. 
8.5.1 TABLE OF r, VALUfa. 
Shown In fig (8.5*) is a table of the critical r values, at 
which point the various non-Newtonian fluid systems begin to 
exhibit chaotic motion. The values shown are partly derived from 
theory, and partly due to observation from the numerical 
simulations. 
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FLUID I- rc VALUE I PARAMETER VALUES 
Newtonian 24.76 
Shear-thinning Ia. 12 
Shear-thickening 35.67 
Thlxotropic 16.12 a=0.05 
Rheopectic 35.67 a=0.0 I or a=0.05 
Weakly-elastic 1 24.76 kj= 0.0367, X= 0.000 11 
Temperature 25.0 4=0.000025 
C=0.0 I 
Figure (8.5*) 
The critical Rayleigh numbers used In the simulations. 
8.6 RFSIJLTS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
The Rayielgh-Benard experiment Is a system which exhibits 
Particularly rich chaotic behaviour. The original Lorenz[591 
equations and our own modifications to the Lorenz system to 
Incorporate features of certain non-Newtonian fluids, only 
reallsticalig describe the motion In the Immediate vicinity of the 
transition from heat conduction to convection. This Is due to the 
fact that we only recognise three spatial Fourier coefficients 
which only model simple rolls, to describe the motion fully and at 
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higher Rayligh numbers, more Fourier coefficients need to be 
considered, but the equations obtained would still require 
numerical solution. 
'Many routes to chaos have been d1scovered by varlous 
researchers for the Rayleigh-Benard experiment, Pommeau and 
Mannervile[871 having found an Intermittency route, while others 
support a Feigenbaum period doubling route. However, in our 
analysis we restrict ourselves to the Ruelle, Takens and 
Newhouse[941 route to chaos, that of bifurcations leading to a 
strenge attractor. 
All modIfications to the LorenzIan system whIch we have 
considered have been found to exhibit a critical value of r (rc)for 
which chaotic motion Is seen to occur. The result being a curious 
object known as a strange attractor, occupyIng a flnite bounded 
region of state space, to which all trajectories are drawn and 
remain within for all subsequent time, and yet while on the 
attractor all 'nearby' trajectories separate at an exponential rate. 
The highly irregular and unpredictable motion of a trajectory 
contained within the attractor Is not primarily due to any 
external sources, such as noise or the system having infinite 
degrees of freedom, for we recognise only three. The main reason 
why the system behaves in an erratic manner at the critical value 
of r Is due to the equations themselves. 
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The deterministic equations describing the motion are highly 
non-lin6ar and are very sensitive to small changes In the Initial 
con di ti on s. 
The system does show a bifurcation route to chaotic behaviour, 
gradually changing from a stable to an unstable system, for 
various values of r the governing external parameter of the 
system. All the strange attractors produced for the varlous 
non-Newtoni an fI ulds d Is cussed earl I er are shown In fI gs (8.6) to 
(8.12), and possess a form which Is siml I ar In shape to the Lorenz 
attractor flg(B. 7), having two branches resembling a pair of 
'butterf Iy wings'. The 'size' of the attractor produced for each 
type of fluid considered is also found to be directly proportional 
to the 'size' of the Rayleigh number. For thinner fluids the critical 
Rayl el gh number IsI ess than that f or a Newtonl an fI ul d, due to 
less v1scous opposItIon and consequently the attractor produced 
shown in fIg(8.6) is smaller In 'size' than Its Newtonian 
counterpart, fig(B. 7). Likewise the reverse off ect can be 
evidenced when considering the simulation of a shear-thickenIng 
fI uld fI g(B. 8) with aI arger a ttractorbe Ing produced. The 
variation In the Inclination of each attractors 'wings' was also 
found to be dependent on the type of fluid used, which In turn Is 
affected by the critical Rayleigh number. 
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For thicker fluids the angle of Inclination Is found to be quite 
acute, which is found to gradually increase as thinner fluids are 
considered. 
The results obtained for both th I xotropic and rheopectic fIu Ids 
were found to be heavily reliant on the exponential (e-at) term In 
equations (8.22) and (8-23) respectively. Realistically 'a' has a 
measured value of 5x1 o-3 for a thlxotropic drillIng mud, 
however in a manner similar to the results discussed In Chapter 
employing this value means running the computer program used 
to solve the equations, for a substantial amount of time before 
any effects of thixotropy or rheopexy are produced. Like wise by 
Increasing a's value to I very little effect Is observed on the 
system due to the time dependent nature of the f luld. Thus a 
compromise is reached by using a value Of a=0.0 I or 0.05. 
For a thixotropic fluid, at r=18.12 (the critical value for a 
pseudoplastic fluid) the trajectory of a particle placed near the 
origin is initially damped out, forming a stable spiral structure 
around eqillbrium point P2 In fig (8.4*). This Is due to the fact 
that Initially the fluid adopts the viscosity of a Newtonian fluid, 
thus by choosing an r value less than the critical value for a 
constant viscosity fluid (rc=25), there Is Insufficient thermal 
driving to produce convective rolls and the viscous forces 
dominate, hence the damping effect. 
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However, as time progresses the exponential term In the 
0 
governi . ng X equation (8.22), diminishes and the fluid becomes 
more shear-thinning In nature. At this point the, trajectories 
motion around P2, takes the form of an unstable spiral which 
eventually becomes chaotic, producing an attractor similar to 
that of a pseudoplastic fluid and can be seen In fig(B. 9). At higher 
values of r, r=25 for example, the particle trajectories were 
initially found to resemble those obtained by a Newtonian fluid. 
However, as time evolves the attractor diminishes In size with a 
gradual Increase In wIng separation similar to that obtained by a 
pseudoplastic f luld, the resUltIng attractor shown In f 19(8.10). 
For a rheopectic fluid the results were found to depend more 
strongly on the chosen value for 'a' In the exponential terms of of 
equation (8.23). As with the afore mentioned thlxotroptc case to 
realistically observe the time dependent effects on a relatively 
short time scale we chose to use a compromised value of a=0.01 
or 0.05, both of which produced siml I or results shown In fI g(8.1 1) 
and flg(B. 12) respectively. 
Taking r> rc of a d1latant fluid (r=36), we Initially found that 
the trajectory's motion tended to damp out to a point as the fluid 
gradually Increases in viscosity from that of a Newtonian fluid at 
t=O. For the case where a=0.01, the Initial damping motion takes 
the particle away from the eventual chaotic attractor, 
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temporarily residing at a fixed point, then gradually as time 
progresses the trajectorU maU be seen to back-track on Itself In 
the form of a straight line until It arrl, ves at one of the fixed 
equilibrium points, PI in fig(13.4*). As time evolves further the 
motion around this fixed equilibrium point takes the form of an 
unstable spiral which eventuallU becomes chaotic producing an 
attractor similar to that of a dilatant fluid, with the wing 
separation being more acute. As "as" value Is Increased to 0.05, a 
similar sequence of events is observed to occur with the 
exception that the Inital damping motion takes the fluid particle 
almost immediately to the fixed equilibrium point P I, which 
gradually becomes unstable exhibiting chaotic motion as time 
progresses. 
The strange attractors produced for both temperature dependent 
and weakly viscoelastic fluids, showed very little difference to 
that of a Newtonian fluid fig(B. 7), which from analysing the 
equations used to model the phenomena, was as expected. 
Lorenz's original results showed the difficulty and 
unpredlctability of long term weather prediction, our results for 
certain non-Newtonian fluids tend to show similar trends, and 
find applications In the field of mixing as well as to the turbulent 
convective motion of thermally conducting fluids thought to exist 
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wIthIn the Earth's mantle and stellar objects, the luminocIty of 
which Is also determined by convective mixing. 
8.7 SUMMARY. 
Within this chapter we have developed the work of 
Lorenz[591, and have derived a simplified system of three 
non-11near coupled ODE's, which model thermal convection and the 
associated mixing processes for a wide varletU of non-Newtonian 
fluids. The fluids used In the simulation exhibit properties 
ranging from pseudoplastIcItY to those whose viscosity Is 
strongly temperature dependent. In addition to this we have also 
Investigated the convective motion of a weakly v1scoelastic 
fluid, which has direct relevance to simulating the flow probably 
occurring within the Earth's mantle. 
The main difference In the derivation of our equations from 
those of Lorenz[591, Is the Incluslon of a varlable vIscosItY term, 
which we have allowed to be a function of shear-rate, 
temperature and time, and appears In the first term of the 
ý(t) 
component equation, which significantly Increases the 
non-linearity of the equations. Consequently these equations do 
not possess an analytic solution, and were therefore solved by 
numerical techniques. 
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The results obtained for all the fI ulds considered showed no 
really now variations In the route to chaos, but show bifurcation 
phenomena evolving to a strange attractor of the Lorenzian 
variety. However, significant alterations In the size of the 
attractor and the Inclination of Its 'wings' were seen to be 
produced as different fluids were used In the simulations, which 
also depend on the particular critical Rayleigh number of that 
f lUld. 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The theoretical research work presented within this thesis 
has focused upon the numerical simulation of two particular 
types of fluid flow produced within the confines of a two 
dimensional Impermeable, rectangular or square cavity. 
These are: - 
Cavity flows generated by uniformly 'driven' wall motions. 
(11) Cavity flows Induced from buoyancy effects due to the 
constant uniform heating of the underside of the cavity. 
In addition to this, and allied closelY with the flows generated In 
(11), we have developed the ploneering work of Lorenz[591 to 
Investigate the chaotic convective motion for a broad spectrum of 
non-Newtonian fluids. 
Novel results have been produced for a wide varletU off I ulds 
which Incorporate features of both Newtonian and non-Newtonian 
flow, the distinctive characteristics of each have been noted, 
together wl th the ef f Iclency of the mixing process derived f rom 
It for a selected range of parameter values. 
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9.2 WALL DRIVEN CAVITY FLOW. 
As a useful starting point for the commencement of our 
research program, the standard test case of driven cavity flow 
was considered, whereby the flow generated as a result of a plate 
uniformly driven over a two dimensional cavity Is analysed. The 
ideallsed flow patterns obtalned are sImIlar to those produced by 
fluid flowing over a deep hole, and can also be used as an 
approximation to the mixing patterns produced bU a multiple 
flight extruder screw, a wIdelY used Industrial mixer. 
This Initial problem provided the necessary familiarity In 
deriving the governing flow equations, and also enabled the 
computer algorithms developed to produce an approximate 
numerical solution to these equations, using finite difference 
methods, to be rigorously tested. At first, only steady state 
solutions were obtained, with results generated using a 
Newtonian fluid only, for Reynolds' numbers In the range of I to 
400. These results on comparison with other workers such as Pan 
and Acrivos[831, Bozernann and Dalton[171 and ClIffe et a11261, 
were found to be In very favourable accord. Recently, Havard[441 
has analysed the flow obtalned for a varlable v1scosity 
shear-thinning fluid within this framework, using the finite 
element method. We too have considered this case and our results 
for Reynolds' numbers up to 130 were found to be In good 
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agreement with those produced by Havard[441. This work was 
subsequently extended to analUse the flow produced by a d1latant 
or shear-thickening fluid, with novel results being obtained for 
Reynolds' numbers up to 300, (as In all cases) the latter number 
being the largest obtainable on a 40x4O noded mesh. 
With confidence gained from the validation of our results with 
those of other research workers, the standard test case was 
developed to Include more realistic features of tIme dependence. 
The time dependent flow equations were InItIallU 'solved' using 
simple explicit calculations and found to settle to give the steady 
state solutions within 5 seconds of simulation time. However, 
due to the time derivative being approximated bU a forward 
difference operator the overall accuracy of the solution obtained 
decreased. This situation was remedied by utIllsing a version of 
the A. D. 1 method developed by Peacemann and Rachford 
[96). This method although being considerably more difficult to 
program, had the advantage not only of Increasing the overall 
accuracy of the solution obtained, but also at moderately low 
Reynolds' numbers enabled the time stop to be significantly 
raised, thus enabling longer simulation times to be considered. , 
Using these equations the mixing efficiency of the standard test 
case could be Investigated. This was achieved In two ways, 
firstly by simulating the dispersive mixing of a band of 'coloured' 
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fluid 'Injected' into the cavity while at rest, and then by solving 
the tir6e dependent advection/diffuslon concentration equation 
from start up, so that Its motion can be analyse, d. Havard[441 has 
recently considered a similar yet more unrealistic problem for 
Newtonian fluid only, by 'Injecting' the dye Into the cavity only 
when the steady state flow solution has been obtained, results 
having been produced for ReYnolds' numbers In the range of I to 
100. Both sets of results show a hIgh degree of slmilarlty wIthin 
this range. 
The work was subsequently further developed to Investigate the 
mixing processes obtained (within this some geometry) for 
shear-dependent non-Newtonian fluids of the pseudoplastIc and 
d1latant variety, new results again produced for Reynolds' 
numbers up to 100. 
The efficiency of the mixing process has also been viewed from 
a different perspective by tracking the motion of a selected 
number of fluid particles strategically 'placed' within the cavity, 
which was achieved by numerically solving the Hamiltonian 
I 
structured equations of motion. 
During the course of our simulations It become apparent that the 
nature of the flow near the cavl tU'S corners, where both the 
shear-rate and vorticity become singular in value, needed to be 
Investigated. 
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This was made possible by following closely the work of both 
Moffatt[661 and Gupta et al[421, which was carried out for 
Newtonian fluids, and It can be seen from the analysis undertaken 
within this thesis that in the Immediate vicinity of the corners 
even the flow of shear-dependent non-Newtonian fluids can be 
regarded as Stokeslan, the flow being dominated bg viscous 
forces. 
Due to a relatively good measure of success with the results 
obtained for the standard test case, It was decided to try and 
Improve the mixing process for the cavity flow problem by 
allowing multiple wall motions, either simultaneouslu or In a 
discontinuous co-rotatlonal periodic fashion. 
These types of flow have been consIdered mostly on an 
experimental basis for the cavity geometry by Ottino et all 811 
using Newtonian test fluids, with numerical simulations being 
obtained for low Reynolds' numbers In the case where two 
parallel wall motions occur simultaneously In the some or 
opposite directions. We have extended their work to consider 
flows obtained at much higher Reynolds' numbers In the range I to 
100 for Newtonian, pseudopl as tIC and di Ia tan tfI ulds. 
The cavity's aspect ratio Was also found to have a significant 
effect on the solution and mixing process, with novel results 
being obtained especially for a d1latant f luld at low Reynolds' 
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numbers. Aref[51 originally considered a periodic discontinuous 
flow which became known as the 'blinking vortex flow', within 
the confines of a cylindrical vessel for an InvIscid fluid, and used 
it as an example of an Ideallsed stirring mechanism. Ottino[BO) 
subsequently generated a similar type of flow using the cavity 
geometry, by allowing periodic discontinuous co-rotatIonal plate 
motion, and produced experimental results concerned with the 
deformation of material line elements, again for Newtonian fluids 
only at low Reynolds' numbers. Both Ottlno[801 and a previous 
study by Khakhar[531 showed thIs type of flow Is capable of 
generating chaotic mixing. In this thesis we have once again 
extended their work to consider the mixing obtained at higher 
Reynolds' numbers for Newtonian and shear-rate based 
non-Newtonian fluids. The mixing process was viewed, as usual, 
by analysing particle path trajectories as well as following the 
dispersive mixing of a band of 'coloured' fluid as It Is carried 
along with the flow. This work was further developed to consider 
a unique theoretical case whereby all four of the cavity's walls 
are allowed to move In a discontinuous co-rotational periodic 
fa shl on. Novel results have been genera ted for a varlety off I ulds 
for Reynolds' numbers up to 100. 
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9.3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
1. For all of the cavity flows considered, the best mixing Is seen 
to occur at low Reynolds' numbers, typIcally those near creepIng 
flow. At low Reynolds' numbers the dIffusion coeffIcIent In the 
advection/dIffuslon concentration equation Is quite large, and 
diminishes as the ReUnolds' number Is Increased where the flow 
becomes very much advection dominated. This Is also evidenced 
by analysis of the particle path trajectories, which become more 
regional or zonal In their mixing at higher Reynolds' numbers. The 
poorest mixing was found to occur within standard cavity and two 
plate simultaneous motion cavity flows, where the particle paths 
simply adhere to the streamlines of the flow resulting In poor 
mlxlng. 
2. The mixing efficiency of cavity flows can be Improved by 
making the stream function both time dependent and periodic. 
This results in the Hamiltonian equations governing the particle 
trajectories becoming non-Integrable, which Is found to give rise 
to a chaotic particle motion that Is highly desirous for quick and 
off Icient mixing. The two governing parameters for these types of 
periodic d1scontinous flow have emerged to be the Reynolds' 
number, and the period plate motion M. At low T values the 
particles simply adhere to the streamlines which Is destructive 
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to good mixing, but as T is increased to a value of two seconds at 
low Reynolds' numbers the best 'chaotic' mixing Is seen to occur. 
3. The cavity's aspect ratio Is also found to play a significant 
part In the type of mixing obtained. Novel results have been 
produced for a time dependent d1latant fluid within cavities of 
aspect ratios of 2 and 1/3, at low Reynolds' numbers. These 
peculiar results are In contrast to the steady state solutions and 
are a d1rect result of the non-11nearity of the equatIons and the 
fluid used. 
The solutions obtained for a d1latant fluid are not unique for by 
disturbing the system slightly from the start, Its exact mirror 
Image solution can be obtained, showing that the system can 
undergo a bifurcation of possible solutions. It has also been noted 
that Increasing the Reynolds* number acts as a stabIlIsIng 
Influence on thIs system. 
9.4 THERMALLY DRIVEN CAVITY FLOWS- 
In this section the main Investigative theoretical research 
work undertaken for the numerical simulation of thermally driven 
cavity flows is summarlsed. The problem considered Is similar to 
that of the famous Rayleigh-Benard experiment In which the 
buoyancy Induced flow is generated by uniformly heating from 
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below a layer of fluid confined between two long, Ideally Infinite 
paral I el pl ates. The mal n characterl stl c of the fI ow Is the 
Rayleigh number which is proportional to the adverse temperature 
gradient existing between the two parallel plates, or In our case 
the cavity's walls. At a critical value of the Rayleigh number the 
system Is found to become unstable, symmetry Is broken and 
uniform cellular convective motion sets in. This phenomenon Is 
similar to that which Is known to exist within the Earth's 
atmosphere, and Is partly responsible for Its turbulent nature, as 
Well as being an efficient mixing mechanism for the dispersion of 
chemical effluent arising from the Industrial environment around 
us. The convection process itself Is widely evidenced In nature, 
being responsible for such events as mass transference, mixing 
and luminocity of stars and the loss of heat In buildings. 
Recently, the convection thought to occur within the Earth's 
mantle has been put forward as a logical explanation of 
continental drift and plate tectonics[631, which affords a further 
opportunity for numerical simulation of fluid flows to play a 
more significant role In many geophysical sciences. 
In carrying out a literature survey, It came to light that most of 
the research work available to date, both experimental and 
theoretical, seems to have concentrated on the steady state flow 
equations of a Newtonian fluid within the confines of the cavity 
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geometry, with surprisingly little theoretical or experimental 
work produced f or non-Newtoni an fI ul ds. However, much work has 
been undertaken for fluids whose viscosity varies with 
temperature, where a considerable amount of results both 
experimental and theoretical have been published, for example 
Turner[ 1081 and Torrance and Turcottel 106). It has also been 
noticed that most workers also consider the problem using 
shear-free boundary conditions which forces the vorticlty to be 
zero on each of the cavity's boundaries. 
Throughout the course of thIs research, the maln thrust has been 
to develop the work of prevIous researchers, and to Incorporate 
time dependence Into the governing flow equations, making use of 
the Boussinesq approximation, which enables the density to be 
treated as a constant except for the buoyancy force term. We have 
also considered the convectiVe flow produced for a broad 
spectrum of non-Newtonian fluids, using both shear-free and 
non-zero vorticity boundary condItIons and these were found to 
play an Important part In the type of solutions produced. The fluid 
models used capture the essential properties of pseudoplastIcIty, 
dilatancy, thixotropy, and rheopexy as well as flulds whose 
viscosity Is strongly dependent on both temperature and depth 
respectively. In addition to this, new results have been produced 
for a weakly viscoelestic fluid, and this, together with the fI ulds 
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mentioned above, is thought to be particularly relevant to flow 
within 'the Earth's mantle. 
The complex non-linear time dependent partial differential 
equations, were once again numerically 'solved' using a modlf led 
version of the A. D. 1 method developed for the driven cavity flow 
problem. To enable the approximate solutions generated to be 
valldated, our attentlon was drawn to the standard ' bench-mark 
solutions' for thermally driven cavity flow with dIfferentially 
heated side walls. This problem finds extensive use In the 
insulation of buildings and has become widely known as the - 
'double glazing problem. Our results for Raylelgh numbers In the 
range of 103 to 105 were compared with the bench-mark 
solutions and found to be In very favourable agreement, the 
vortices produced being the same size, strength, shape and 
located at similar positions within the COVItY. 
9.5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS- 
1. For all fluids considered, Irrespective of the type of 
ýortlcfty 
0 
boundary conditions employed, a periodic pattern of behaviour 
Was found to occur. Initially, at a certain critical value of the 
Rayleigh number, two mirror Image counter rotating calls are 
produced, which as time progresses can either sustain their own 
motion or merge to form one large cell. 
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Upon subsequent Increments of the Rayleigh number the one cell 
configuration was also found to become unstable, collapsing to 
leave two approximately equal cells with Increased rotation In 
I ts wake. This pattern of behaviour has been f ound to occur f rom 
moderately low Rayleigh numbers, to those of order 106. 
2. The vorticity boundary values used are found to have a 
significant role In determining the outcome of the final solution 
produced. If non-zero wall vorticity Is specified using a Woods 
formula approximation, the cell configuration produced Is more 
curved In appearance, and almost 'bean' shaped for the case of two 
cells. This can be explained In terms of the shear stresses 
present on each of the cavityss walls, which tend to 'pull, stretch 
and twist' the fluid. These results are In contrast to those 
obtained when zero vortIcIty boundary values are used, the cells 
being more rectangular and symmetrical, as no wall stresses are 
present. 
The non-zero vorticity boundarY values have also been found to 
act as a stabillsIng Influence on the system. The crItIcal 
Raylelgh numbers for the onset of sustained circulatory motion 
were found to be approximately tw I ce as high for aI If I ulds 
considered using these boundary conditions, then those obtained 
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using the shear-free variety. This is also reflected In the fact 
that the maximum Rayleigh number obtainable on a 40x4O grid for 
Newtonian fluid using non-zero vorticity boundary conditions was 
of order 105 and Increases by a factor of 10 when the shear-f ree 
case Is considered. 
4. Novel results have been produced for a varlety of 
non-Newtonian fluids for Raylelgh numbers up to 105, the 
MOXImum attainable In the course of our research. Attention Is 
drawn in particular to the transient nature of viscoelastIc liquids 
and to the peculiar results obtained by a pseudoplastIc fluid at 
Ra= 105, using non-zero vorticity boundary conditions. The results 
are due entirely to the Inherent non-linearlty of both the 
equations and fluid used. 
The Rayleigh-Benard system, for all fluids considered, has 
been found to be, sensitive to Initial disturbances, which result In 
bifurcation phenomena. The crucial factor In determining the cell 
configuration and rotation Was found to depend strongly on the 
Initial temperature guess used In the numerical solution process 
for the system. BU choosing the temperature at all points either 
to be zero at the start, or to very linearly with height, two sets 
of mirror image solutions can be obtained. 
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6. The mixing efficiency of the Rayleigh-Benard flow was 
Investigated by means of analUsIng the dispersive mixing of a 
'coloured' bond of fluid Inkially 'Injected' Into the cavity while at 
rest, such that it f Ills the entire top half of the cavity. Then by 
. solving' the time dependent concentration equation, Its 
subsequent motion Is traced. The mixing was found to be rapid 
even at fairly low Rayleigh numbers, less then 3 seconds of 
simulation time needed for homogeneous mix to be obtained. The 
system Is ideal for swift mixing, as the flow generated Is 
perpendIcular to the Inital confIguration of the dye. 
7. No chaotic motion was observed for a selected number off I uld 
Particle s strategical Iq 'placed' within the cavity, for al If I ulds 
considered, up to a maximum Rayleigh number of 106. 
9.6 NON-NEWTONIAN LORENZ EQUATIONS- 
In this section we review the main features of the 
successfully completed novel research work concerned with 
extending the pioneering work of Lorenz(591, forNewtonion flow 
only, so as to incorporate some characteristics of more complex 
non-Newtonian fluids. 
In deriving the now famous set of three non-linear coupled 
ordlnarg dIfferential equatlons(O. D. E's), Lorenz was prlmarily 
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Interested In the feasibility of 'long term' weather prediction. He 
knew the equations governing the motion of fluid within the 
atmosphere were complex non-linear (P. D. E's) which were 
sensitive to the Initial conditions. In seeking to model 
atmospheric flow Lorenz based much of his work on the 
Rayleigh-Benard experiment, which Is a, similar to flow within 
the atmosphere, but stripped to Its bare essentials. B9 following 
closely the work of his predecessor Saltzman[951, Lorenz 
assumed the governing (P. D. E's) would admit solutions In terms of 
double Fourier series with time dependent coefficients. Saltzman 
had previously used this approach, and obtained an Infinite set of 
(O. D. E's)-to describe the systems convective motion, but had 
observed that as time progressed only a few of the Fourier modes 
contributed significantly to the final motion produced. Lorenz[591 
subsequently took advantage Of this ract, recognising only three 
modes which had time dependent coefficients, X(t), Y(t) and ZM. 
X(t) is proportional to the circulation strength of a large 
convective roll assumed to occur within the confines of an 
enclosed cavity with shear free vortIcIty boundary conditions, 
and Y(t), ZM represent temperature fluctuatlons throughout the 
Cavity. BU doing this Lorenz drasticallU simplified the governing 
equations without losing their non-linearlty, and obtained a very 
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simple model of atmospheric conditions, which can be thought of 
as an Ideal climate. 
These equations however, still needed to be 'solved' by 
numerical methods, and In so doing Lorenz obtained some very 
peculiar results, what we today call chaotic motion. Lorenz 
observed that the equations were very sensitive to the Initial 
conditions set for the problem, and at the critical value of the 
Rayleigh number at which convection occurred, all particle 
trajectories were attracted to a fixed, finite region of the phase 
space which was neither afI xed point or II mit cycle, but a 
peculiar figure whose structure resembled a pair of butterfly 
wings. Lorenz noticed that while all particles were drawn to this 
@strange attractor', on the attractor Itself two nearbg 
trajectories would diverge from each other at an exponential 
rate. This contributed to the particle trajectories becoming 
highly unpredictable, random erratic or'chaotIc'. From these 
results Lorenz concluded there Is a fundamental difficulty In 
obtaining accurate long term weather predictions, unless the 
Initial conditions are known exactlY. 
In the course of our research we have duly extended the work of 
Lorenz[591 for Newtonian f lulds, to consider the motion obtained 
by a variety of non-Newtonian fluids showing tendencies ranging 
from pseudoplastlclty and thlxotropU, to weak viscoolasticity. 
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The main difference In the equations derived for describing the 
convective motion for non-Newtonlan fluids Is the emergence of a 
variable'viscosity term In the first term of the 
ýM 
equation 
representing the circulatory motion, which further Increases the 
non-linearity of the equations. 
9.7-RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS- 
I. For all types of non-Newtonian fluids which we have sought to 
model, no essentially new routes to chaos have been observed, 
but all support the Ruelle, Takens and Newhouse[941 scenarlo, of 
bifurcations leading to a strange attractor, resembling a pair of 
butterflU wings. 
2. The size of the attractor produced Is found to be directly 
proportional to the critical Rayleigh number of the particular 
fluid considered. For thinner f lulds the critical Rayleigh number 
Is smaller, due to less viscous opposition, and consequently the 
attractor is more diminished In size than that of a Newtonian 
fluid. The reverse Is also true for thicker fluids simulated. 
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3. The Inclination of the attractors 'wings' Is also found to be 
dependent on the non-Newtonian fluid used, which In turn Is 
proportional to the critical Rayleigh number. For thick fluids of 
the dilatent variety, the angle of Inclination of the wings Is quite 
acute, and gradually increases In size when thinner fluids are 
considered. 
4. The results obtained for thixotropic and rheopectIc f lulds, 
were found to be strongly tIme dependent as expected, with the 
essential governing parameter being the exponential term Wat) 
In the equations used to model these types of flow. For a 
thixotropic fluid by choosing a value of r greater than or equal to 
that obtained for a Newtonian fluid, the attractor produced 
initially resembles that of the classical Lorezien format. 
However, as time progresses the attractor decreases In size 
with increased separation between the wings, producing an 
attractor similar that of a pseudoplastIc fluid. For a critical 
Value of r near that of a pseudoplastic fI uld, quite a different 
0 
form of particle motion Is observed. The Initial motion Is damped 
out with the particle residing at one of the two mirror Image 
equlllbrulm points away from the origin. This Is due to Initially 
Insufficient thermal driving causing the viscous forces to 
dominate. However, as time progresses the particles trajectory 
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around the equilibrium point can be seen to be that of an unstable 
spiral which eventually becomes chaotic as the fluid becomes 
more shear-thinning In nature, again producing an attractor 
similar to that of a pseudoplastic fluid. 
For rheopectic fluids, choosing r values larger than or equal to 
the critical value obtained for a dilatant fluid, the InItal particle 
motion is once again damped out. Depending on the value for'a' 
chosen in the equations the particle either temporarily resides at 
a point away from the two mirror Image quIllbrium points and 
gradually backtracks on itself unt1l It reaches one or the other of 
the equilibrium points, or In fact almost Immediateig moves 
toward them. However, In both cases as time progresses the 
motion around these equilibrium points becomes unstable and 
produces an attractor similar to that obtained by d1latant fluid 
which Is In line with Intuition. 
The attractors produced, for either a temperature dependent or 
a weakly elastic fluid, showed very little difference to the 
results obtained for a Newtonian f luld. This Is primarily due to 
the mode that the varlable v1scosity functlon Is expressed In, 
without further Fourier series approximation. 
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6. The non-Newtonlan Lorenz system of equations exhibits 
features of chaotic motion, as a direct result of Insufficient 
spatial resolution being accounted for In the Fourier series 
expansions. However, as Lorenz himself pointed out, the equations 
derived are only valid In the Immediate vicinity of conduction to 
convective motion. 
7. The novel research-work completed within this section finds 
applications In the fields of convectIVO mixing, being particularly 
relevant to mixing processes occurring within the Earth's mantle. 
Also the shape and sIze of the attractors produced, together wIth 
their erratic and unpredictable motion, can be put forward as aa 
contribution to the explanation of fluid turbulence (in a temporal 
sense), a still very obscure and poorly understood area of fluid 
dynamics. 
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9.8 RECOMME-NDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK. 
The successfully completed research work within this thesis 
has we believe provided a basis for future work, which would 
enhance, develop and contribute further, to a better understanding 
of fluid flows and their associated mixing processes. 
Using the main results of this research work we elm to publish 
three scientific papers; firstly, on the effect of d1latant fluids In 
driven cavity flows with varying aspect ratios, In the second 
place the results of employing a wide variety of non-Newtonlan 
fluids In the Rayleigh-Benard system, and thirdly the findings 
obtained from examining the Lorenz system of equations again 
using a broad spectrum of non-Newtonlan fluids. 
A list of possible extensions to this research work Is now given. 
1. The work on driven cavity flows can be developed to simulate 
flows using a broader selection of fluid models, with particular 
consideration given to those of a more complex non-Newtonian 
nature such as the implicit Oldroyd/Maxwell type viscoolastlc 
llqulds 
. 
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2. A further analysis of the mixing ef (I clency for a variety of 
non-Newtonian fluids can be achieved from tracing the 
deformation of a line element of 'dyed' fluid, which Is assumed to 
consist of a vast array of fluid particles. By tracking Its motion, 
the location of regions and Islands of mixing can be found, 
together with periodic or hyperbolic points and bifurcation 
phenomena. This work however, will need the extensive use of a 
powerful computer and a suitable algorithm. 
3. The work completed for the two dimensional driven cavity 
flow system finds a natural extension In considering the flows 
and mixing processes obtained within a more realistic three 
I men sI onal framework. This can be investigated eI ther Ina three 
dI men slonal rectangul a rvolume, or by considering the fI ow 
between two concentric cylinders, the ramous Taylor-Couette 
flow, but for awI derange of non -New tonI an fI ulds. 
4. An Interesting prospect would be to consider the chaotic 
mixing and the motion of various fluid particles for a variety of 
non-Newtonian fluids, obtained by a periodic discontinuous 
motion of the concentric cUlInder sUstem used In TaUlor-Couette 
f low. 
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5. Further Investigation also needs to be undertaken to locate the 
precise reason for the cell structure Instability found to occur 
within the thermally driven cavity flow simulations. 
6. Flows generated at hIgher Raylelgh numbers on more ref Ined 
grids would be advantageous, providing a possible avenue for the 
development and understanding If at all possible, of fluid 
turbulence. 
7. The non-Newtonian Lorenz equations need to be derived 
Incorporating more terms In the Fourier series expansions to give 
a more realistic description of thermally Induced convective 
motion. Also consideration should be given to deriving these 
equations where non-zero vorticIty boundary conditions are 
employed on each of the cavItY'S Walls. 
13. An interesting extension to our work would be to derive 
non-Newtonian Lorenz equations for thermally generated flow 
between two concentric cylinders or spheres, which will provide 
a more realistic model of atmospheric and mantle flow 
condl ti on s. 
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9. A further development of current topical research activity, 
would be to consider the flow patterns a bifurcation phenomena 
associated with a binary fluid mixture using at least one 
non-Newtonian fluid. 
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Figure (5.30) Streamlines of a d1latent fluid at Re=100, 
Vb= -vt= - 1. 
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Figure (5.31) Streamlines of a pseudoplastic fluid at RO=100, 
Vb= -Vt= - 1. 
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Figure (5.33) Streamlines of a Newtonian fluid at Re= 1000, 
Vb= -vt= - 1. 
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Figure (5.34) Streamlines of a pseudoplastic fluid at Re=300, 
Vb= -vt= - 1. 
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Figure (5.35) Streamlines of a dilatant fluid at Re=500, 
Vb= -vt= - 1. 
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Figure (5.39) Experimental streamlines produced by Jana et al 
[481, at Re= l, vb=vt= 1, cavity's apect ratio =2. 
Figure (5.40) Theoretical streamlines produced by Jana et a] 
1481, at Re= lvb=vt= 1, cavity's apect ratio =2. 
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Figure (5.46) Concentration contours for a Newtonian fluid at 
Re= 1, Sc=50,5.2 seconds. 
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Figure (5.47) Concentration contours for a dilatant fluid at 
Re= 1, Sc=50,5.2 seconds. 
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Figure (5.49). Concentration contours for a Newtonian fluid at 
Re= 1, Sc=50,5.2 seconds by Havard[441. 
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Figure (5.52) Concentration contours for a dilatant fluid at 
Re= 100, Sc=50,5 seconds. 
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Figure (5.59) Concentration contours for a dilatant fluid at 
Re= 100, Sc=50, vb=-vt=- 1,3 seconds. 
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Figure (5.60) Concentration contours for a pseudoplastic f)uid 
at Re= 100, Sc=50, vb=-vt=- 1.3 seconds, 
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Figure (5.62) The mixing of 5 particles within a Newtonian 
fluid at Re=l, after 60s, '1'= Is, initially placed in 
the vertical line in the cavity's centre. 
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Figure (5.63) The chaotic particle mixing evidenced by Aref 
using an inviscid fluid in 'blinking vortex flow'. 
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Figure (5.64) The mixing of 5 particles within a Newtonian 
fluid in blinking vortex flow at Re= 1, after 60s, 
T=2s, initially placed in the vertical line in the 
cavity's centre. 
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Figure (5.65) The mixing of 5 particles within a dilatant 
fluid in blinking vortex flow at Re= 1, after 60s, 
1'=2s, initially placed in the vertical line in the 
cavity's centre. 
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Figure (5.66) The mixing of 5 particles within a pseudoplastic 
fluid in blinking vortex flow at Re= 1, after 60s, 
T=2s, initially placed in the vertical line in the 
cavity's centre. 
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Figure (5.67) The mixing of 5 particles within a Newtonian 
fluid in blinking vortex flow at Re= 1, after 60s, 
1'=2s, initially placed in the horizontal line in 
the cavity's centre 
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Figure (5.68) The concentration contours of a Newtonian fluid 
at Re= I SC=50, T= Is, time 5s, undergoing Aref 
type 'blinking vortex flow'. 
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Figure (5.69) Particle mixing for a pseudoplastic fluid in 
blinking vortex flow at Re= 100, T=2s, time 60s 
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Figure (5.70) Particle mixing for a Newtonian fluid at Re= 1, 
T=2s, time 60s, 4 walls in discontinuous 
co-rotational motion. 
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Figure (5.72) Particle mixing for a pseudoplastic fluid at 
Re= 1, T=2s, ti me 60s, 4 wal Isin di sconti nuous 
co-rotational motion 
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Figure (5.73) Particle mixing for a pseudoplastic fluid at 
Re=100, T=2s, time 60S, 4 wells in 
discontinuous co-rotational motion. 
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Figure (5.75) Particle mixing for a dilatant fluid at Re=100, 
T=2s, time 60s, 4 walls in discontinuous 
co-rotational motion. 
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Figure (5.76) Concentration contours for a Newtonian fluid at 
Re= IT, = Is, time 5s, 4 walls In discontinuous 
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Figure (5.77) The deformation of a low diffusivIty fluid line 
element, for a New toni an fI uld at Re= 1, in 
standard cavity flow. 
Figure (5.78) Experimental results of line deformation In the 
standard cavity flow experiment at low Re 
provided by' Ottino[801. 
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Figure (5.79) The deformation of a low diffuslylty fluid line 
element, for a Newtonian f luld at Re= 1, With 
two plates In simultaneous motion In opposite 
directions (vb=-Vt=-1). 
Figure (5-80) Experimental results of line deformation In the 
at low Re with two plates in simultaneous 
motion in opposite directions provided by 
Ottlno[801. 
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Figure (7.3) 
Streamline & temperature plots for a Newtonian fluid at 
Ra= 103, Pr= 1, co<>O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a Newtonian fluid at 
Re= 103, Pr= 1, ci)(>O. 
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Streamline & temperature plotS for a Newtonian fluid at 
Re= 104, Pr= 1, co<>O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a Newtonian fluid at 
Ra= 105, Pr= 1, co(>O. 
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Figure (7.8) The bench mark solutions of De Vahl Davis[331. 
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Streamline & temperature plotS for a Newtonian 
fluid at 
Ra= 104, Pr=7, co<>O. 
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Figure (7.1 1) The evolutionary trajectories of an initially 
placed horizontal line of particles at Ra= 104, 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a Newtonian fluid at 
Re= 105, Pr=7, co<>O. 
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Figure (7.18) Stream I In e &temperature plots of Moore and 
weiss[691 at Ra=0.66x 106, using an initially 
uniform temperature distribution throughout the 
cavity. 
Figure (7.19) Streamline& temperature plots of Mckenzie et, 
al 1621 at Ra= 106. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a Newtonian fluid at 
Ra= 1.4 X 106, Pr=7, co=O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a dilatent fluid at 
Re=, 04, Pr=7, w<>O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a dilatant fluid at 
Re= 105, Pr=7, w=O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a dilatant fluid at 
Ra=5 X 105, Pr=7, co=O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a temperature dependent 
viscous fI ul d at RB= 104, Pr=7, k= 1, w=O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a temperature dependent 
viscous fI ui d at Ra= 105, Pr=7, k= 1, w(>O. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a viscoelastic- 
pseudoplastic f luld at Ra= 104, Pr=7, Wn= 10-5, w=O, I Os. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a viscoelastiC- 
pseudoplastic f luid at Ra= 104, Pr=7, Wn= 10-5, o)=O, 15s. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a viscoelostIC- 
pseudoplastic f luid at Ra= 104, Pr=7, Wn= 10-5, co=O, 20S. 
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Streamline & temperature plots for a vIscoelastIc- 
dilatant f luld at Ra= 105, Pr=7, Wn= 10-6, w=O, 5s. 
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Streamlines & temperature plots for a thixotropic fluid 
at Ra= 105, a= 1, w<>O, I Os. 
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Streamlines& temperature plots for a thIxotropic fluid 
at Ra= 104, a= 1, w=O, I Os. 
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Streamlines & temperature plots for a rheopectic fluid 
at Ra= 104, a= 1, (, )(>O, 5s. 
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Concentration plot for a Newtonian fluid 
at Ra= 104, Pr=7, co=O, 2s. 
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Figure (8.6) The chaotic attractor of a pseudoplastic fluid at 
r=18.12, time =30 seconds 
Scale: -30<X <30,0 <Z <60 
Figure (8.7) The chaotic attractor of a Newtonian fluid at 
r=28.0, time =30 seconds. 
Scale. -30 <X <30,0 <Z< 60 
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Figure (8.8) The chaotic attractor of a dilatant fluid at 
r=40.0, time =35 seconds. 
Scale: -30 <X< 30, NZ< 90 
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Figure (8.9) The chaotic attractor of a thixotropic fluid at 
r= I B. 12, a=0.05, time = 100 seconds. 
Scale: -30 <X< 30,0 <Z< 60 
Figure (8.10) The chaotic attractor of a thixotropic fluid at 
r=25.0, a=0.05, time =60 seconds. 
Scale. -30 <X< 30,0 <Z< 60 
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Figure (8.1 1) The chaotic attractor of a rheopectic fluid at 
r=40.0 a=0.0 I, time = 100 seconds. 
Scale: -100 <X< 100,0 <Z< 100 
Figure (8.12) The chaotic attractor of a rheopectic fluid at 
r=40.0, a=0.05, time =60 seconds. 
Scale. -100<X < 100,0<Z <qO 
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